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ABSTRACT
We introduce in this thesis a new family of semigroup congruences, 
and we set out to prove that it is worth studying them for the following very 
important reasons:
(a) that it provides an alternative way of studying algebraic structures 
of semigroups, thus shedding new light over semigroup structures already 
known, and it also provides new information about other structures not 
formerly understood;
(b) that it is useful for constructing new semigroups, hence producing 
new and interesting classes of semigroups from known classes; and
(c) that it is useful for classifying semigroups, particularly in describing 
lattices formed by semigroup species such as varieties, pseudovarieties, 
existence varieties etc.
This interesting family of congruences is described as follows: for any 
semigroup S, and any ordered pair (n,m) of non-negative integers, define 
0 (n,m) = {(a,b): uav = ubv, for all u and v e S"^ },
and we make the convention that = S and that denotes the set containing 
only the empty word. The particular cases 0(0,1), 0(1,0) and 0(0,0) were 
considered by the author in his M.Sc. thesis (1991). In fact, one can recognise 
0(1,0) to be the well known kernel of the right regular representation of S. It 
turns out that if S is reductive (for example, if S is a monoid), then 0(i,j) is 
equal to 0(0,0) — the identity relation on S, for every (i,j).
After developing the tools required for the latter part of the thesis in 
Chapters 0-2, in Chapter 3 we introduce a new class of semigroups — the 
class of all structurally regular semigroups. Making use of a new Mal'tsev-type 
product, in Chapters 4,5,6 and 7, we describe the lattices formed by certain 
varieties of structurally regular semigroups.
Many interesting open problems are posed throughout the thesis, and 
brief literature reviews are inserted in the text where appropriate.
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CHAPTER 0
ipmiBiLEMnNAiRnmg
For an introduction to the algebraic theory of semigroups, we refer 
the reader to the following classical texts: Clifford and Preston (1961) and 
(1967), Howie (1976) and (1995), Petrich (1984) and Higgins (1992). In this 
preliminary chapter we state only the fundamental concepts and results 
that will be of use throughout the thesis.
0:1 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
A semigroup (S,o) is a set S with an associative binary operation °, 
which we usually denote by juxtaposition; that is, whenever the operation 
o is understood, we write aob simply as ab for any a,b in S. The associativity 
of this binary operation allows us to write the products of any length 
w ithout the need of brackets. A semigroup with an identity element is 
called a m onoid. By adjoining an identity element, 1 , to a semigroup S 
(whether or not it already has an identity) we mean the following: for all a 
in S U {1}/ define la  = a l = a, and the semigroup so produced is denoted by 
S(^ ). Similarly, we adjoin a zero element, 0, to S by defining aO = 0 = Oa for 
all a in S U {0 }; and the semigroup so constructed is denoted by SW.
An element of a semigroup S satisfying the condition e^ = e is called 
an idempotent) and we denote by E(S) the set of all such elements in S. 
Semigroups consisting entirely of idempotents are called bands.
A  homomorphism is a mapping (j): S T from a semigroup S into 
T such that (ab)(j) = (a<)))(b(|)) for all a,b in S. An isomorphism  is a 
hom omorphism  that is both one to one and onto. An endom orphism  
[automorphism] is a hom omorphism  [isomorphism] from a semigroup 
into [onto] itself. A homomorphism (j) from a semigroup S into itself is 
called a retractive endomorphism if (x(|))(j) = x(j> for all x in S. A subset T of a 
semigroup S is called a subsemigroup if T is closed under the binary 
operation on S. The direct product of semigroups A and B consists of the 
cartesian product A x B with the binary operation defined pointwise.
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An im portant example of a semigroup is the fu ll transformation 
semigroup T(X) on a non empty set X, which consists of all maps from X 
into itself under composition of functions. Any homomorphism from a 
semigroup into some T(X) is often called a representation. The following is 
called the right regular representation of S: define a pa, where the map 
pa : S —> S, is defined by x xa. The map is not one to one if S is not right 
reductive (see below), but we may replace S by and the resulting 
representation is then one to one, and is called the extended right regular 
representation of S (see Clifford and Preston (1961)).
A semigroup S is said to be left reductive if the following relation 
reduces to the identity relation:
0(1,0) = {(x,y): sx = sy for s in S}.
Monoids and groups are examples of such semigroups. The concept of 
right reductivity is defined by duality. We simply say a semigroup is 
reductive if it is both left and right reductive. Every [left,right] reductive 
sem igroup S can be em bedded into the semigroup T(S) under the 
[right,left] regular representation, as pointed out above.
Let A be a subset of a semigroup S. By the suhsemigroup generated 
by A, and denoted by <A>, we mean the smallest subsemigroup of S 
containing A. If A = {a}, a singleton set, then we speak of the monogenic 
subsemigroup generated by a. Then either <a> is isomorphic to the set of 
all natural numbers under addition, or there exist positive integers r,m 
such that
<a> = |a,a2,a3,. . . ,  af,. . . ,  with Ka = (ar,a'+i,.. .,
a cyclic group of order m. The integers r and m will be called the index 
and the period of <a>.
A relation p on a semigroup S is a subset of the Cartesian product 
S X S = {(a,b) : a,b e S}; and an equivalence relation is a relation that has 
the following additional properties:
(i) For all x e S, (x,x) e p (reflexive)
(ii) If (x,y) e  p then (y,x) e p (symmetric)
(iii) If (x,y), (y,z) e p then (x,z) g p (transitive).
An equivalence relation that is compatible with the multiplication on S in 
the following sense is called a congruence: for any (x,y) g p and any a g S,
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we have (ax,ay), (xa,ya) g  p, in which case S /p  is a semigroup with 
multiplication (ap)(bp) = (ab)p.
The five Green's relations defined below provide im portant tools 
in the algebraic structure theory of semigroups. They play no role in group 
theory since they all coincide with the universal equivalence relation. Let 
S be a semigroup and define:
(0:1.1) a ^  if and only if aS  ^= bS^. Equivalently, a.9^ if and only if
there exists x,y in such that ax = b and by = a.
(0:1.2) aZb if and only if S^a = S%. Equivalently, a lb  if and only if
there exists x,y in such that xa = b and yb = a.
(0:1.3) (D the least equivalence relation containing j^and L. As
shown by Green (1951), a îb  if and only if there exists c in S 
such that a£c and c!^; or equivalently, there exists d if S such 
that a%l and d£b.
(0:1.4)
(0:1.5) difo if and only if S^aS  ^= S%S^
For any a in S we shall denote the .6 -class containing a in S by La, and in 
the same way define Rg, Hg, Dg, and Jg.
A partial order < on a semigroup S is a relation which satisfies the 
reflexivity and transitivity conditions together w ith the additional 
property of anti-symmetry. A  relation < is said to be anti-symmetric if for 
any x and y, x < y and y < x implies x = y. A natural partial ordering is 
known to exist on the set of all idempotent elements of a semigroup as 
follows: e < f if and only if ef = fe = e.
A subset I of a semigroup S is said to form an ideal if both 
SI = {si: SG S , i G1} and IS = {is: iG I, s g  S} are contained in I, in which case I 
forms a subsemigroup and we say that S is an ideal extension of I by the 
quotient S /F , under the Rees congruence F  = {(a,b): a,be 1 } U {(a,a): aeSM}. 
In particular, if there exists a retractive endomorphism from S onto the 
ideal I, then S is called a retract extension of I by S /F  with respect to (j).
0.2 REGULAR SEMIGROUPS
A semigroup is said to be regular if for each element a there exists an 
element b such that aba = a. Then the element a' = bab is called an inverse
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of a and has the property that a'aa' = a' and aa'a = a. The set of all inverses 
of a is denoted by V(a) = {b: bab = b, aba = a}.
Theorem 0:2.1 (Lemma 11:4.7 of Howie (1976)) Let a,b be regular elements 
of a semigroup S. Then
(i) aLb if and only if  for some [for all] a' eV(a) there exists V  EV(b) 
such that a'a = b'b.
(ii) atgb if  and only if  for some [for all] a'eV(a) there exists b 'eV (b )  
such that aa' = bb';
(iii) atHb if and only if  for some [for all] a' eV(a) there exists b' eV (b )  
such that a'a = b'b and aa' = bb'. □
Theorem  0 :2 . 2  (Lallement's Lemma) Let S be a regular semigroup and (j) 
be a homomorphism from S onto T. Then for each idempotent element f  
of T there exists an idempotent e in S such that e(j) =f. □
Of course, any homomorphic image of a regular semigroup is regular. The 
next result is a generalisation by T.E. Hall of the one above.
Theorem  0:2.3 Let S be a regular semigroup and (j) be a homomorphism 
from S onto T. Then for each element a of T, and any inverse a' o f a, 
there exists an element b and an inverse b' of b in S such b(j) = a and 
b'<p -  a'. □
A regular semigroup is called orthodox if the set E(S) of all its idempotents 
form  a subsem igroup. The following characterisation of orthodox 
semigroup is due to Reilly and Scheiblich (1967).
T heorem  0:2.4 I f  S is a regular semigroup, then the following statements 
are equivalent:
(A) S is orthodox
(B) for any a,b in S, if  a' is an inverse of a and b ' is an inverse of b. 
Then b'a' is an inverse of ab;
(C) if  e is an idempotent then every inverse of e is idempotent. □
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Inverse semigroups form an im portant class of orthodox semigroups. 
These are just those regular semigroup with unique inverses. We shall 
denote by a“i the unique inverse of a. The following result is a 
characterisation of inverse semigroups.
T heorem  0:2.5 The following statements about a semigroup S are 
equivalent.
(a) S is an inverse semigroup
(b) S is regular and its idempotent elements commute
(c) each L-class and each Ü(::class of S contains a unique idempotent;
(e) each principal left ideal and each principal right ideal o f S contains a 
unique idempotent generator. □
0:3 SYSTEMS OF CLASSIFICATION FOR SEMIGROUPS
Let X be a set, and let X+ be the free semigroup on X, the semigroup 
of all non-empty words constructed from letters in X. An identity
P (X i ,X 2, . . . /Xk) =  Q (X i ,X 2, . . . ,Xt)
is the formal equality of the two words P(Xi,X2, . . .  ,Xk) and Q(xi,X2, . . .  ,xj. A 
semigroup S is said to satisfy an identity if for any substitution by 
elements of S for the letters in the words forming the identity, the two 
resulting elements are equal. Given a family y  of identities, the equational 
class determined by y  is the class of semigroups given by
{S: S satisfies every identity in F}.
A semigroup variety is a class of semigroups closed under homomorphic 
images, arbitrary direct products and subsemigroups. From the result of 
Birkhoff (see Gratzer (1968)) we have that each semigroup variety is an 
equational class determined by some family of identities. More recently, 
certain related ideas have been introduced, and Birkhoff-type theorems 
have been proved in each of these cases. Some examples are the following 
cases: inverse semigroups and completely regular semigroups considered 
as unary semigroups (see Petrich (1984)); existence varieties of regular 
sem igroups (see Hall (1989) and (1991)); pseudovarieties of finite
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(monoids) semigroups (see Eilenberg and Schutzenberger (1976)); and 
generalised varieties (Ash (1985)). What all these different notions have 
in common is the closure property under homomorphic images. In this 
thesis, semigroup classes that possess this property are referred to as 
species of semigroups. In the language of Cohn (1965), a species is a co- 
hereditary class.
In the rem ainder of this section, we will summarise briefly the 
different types of variety, showing how they relate to each other.
We begin with the concepts of pseudovarieties and generalised  
varieties. The concept of pseudo variety was first introduced by Eilenberg 
and Schutzenberger in 1976 within the context of finite semigroups. Later, 
in 1985, C.J. Ash introduced the notion of generalised varieties within the 
context of universal algebra, and extended the concept of pseudovarieties 
to cover finite algebras as well.
A family {HJ of sets is said to be directed if for all A,Be {Hi} there 
exists Cg {Hi} such that A çC and BcC. For any class %of semigroups, H(y), 
3(90, Pf(!?0/ R(K) Pow (!^ will denote, respectively, the classes of 
homomorphic images, subsemigroups, finite direct products, arbitrary 
direct products, and arbitrary powers of members of % Denote by E the set 
of all semigroup identities; and define a filter  F over E to be a family of 
subsets of E with the property that F is closed under supersets and finite 
intersections. For each class A of semigroups, id(A) denotes the set of all 
semigroup identities satisfied by members of A.
The following result is a paraphrased version of a universal algebraic 
result.
Theorem  0:3.1 (Ash (1985)) The folloioing conditions on a class K are 
equivalent.
(0 K fs cZosgd MMder H(K), SfK), lyfX) awd PowW
(ii) K ^H SP fP ow (K )
(iii) K is a union of a directed family of varieties
(iv) there exists a filter F over E such that, for any semigroup A,
A e K <=>Id(A) gF. □
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A class K of semigroups is said to be a generalised variety (A sh 
(1985)) if it satisfies the equivalent conditions of Theorem 0:3.1. A class :^is 
said to be a pseudovariety if and only if it is closed under H(!^, S(f^, and 
Pf(y); and we denote by Tin the pseudovariety of all finite semigroups.
T heorem  0:3.2 (A sh (1985)) A  class of fin ite  semigroups is a 
pseudovariety if  and only if  it consists of finite members of a generalised 
variety. □
Next, we will consider the concepts of existence varieties and 
bivarieties. A  class of regular semigroups is said to be an existence  
variety or e-variety (Hall (1989)) if it is closed under taking H(f^, Sr(f^, 
and P{tI0, where Sr(y) denotes the class of all regular subsemigroups of 
semigroups in % When introducing the concept of existence varieties, T.E. 
Hall considered a regular semigroup as a unary semigroup by defining a 
map ': S—> S which sends x to some fixed inverse x' (by the axiom of 
choice). By a family of regular unary semigroup identities, we mean a 
family of unary semigroup identities that includes the following pair of 
unary semigroup identities: xx'x = x and x'xx' = x'. In such a case we refer 
to ' as an inverse unary operation. For any e-variety 'P of regular 
semigroups, we denote by 'P'={(S,.,'): (S,.)e E) the set of all regular unary 
semigroups in and by ld {V )  we denote the set of all (unary semigroup) 
identities satisfied by all members of V .  We denote by the e-variety of 
all regular semigroups.
Theorem  0:3.3 (Hall (1989)) For any existence variety 'P of regular 
semigroups, and for any set of (unary semigroup) identities B containing 
x x 'x  -  X  and x 'x x ' = x ', the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) B is a basis o fld (V ) ;
(ii) l^is given by
{(S,.) E tg^'.for some inverse unary operation ' on (S,.), (S,.,') satisfies B} 
and
y  = ((S,.) e  for every inverse unary operation' on (S,.), (S,.,') satisfies B}.
□
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In the same year (1989) when the concept of existence variety first 
appeared in print, Kadourek and Szendrei published a paper on bivarieties 
of orthodox sem igroups. It turns out that a bivariety of orthodox 
sem igroup is just an existence variety consisting entirely of orthodox 
semigroups.
A unary semigroup variety is a class of semigroups closed under 
unary subsem igroups, arbitrary direct products, and hom om orphic 
images. A completely regular semigroup is a disjoint union of groups; 
and, as defined earlier, an inverse semigroup is a regular semigroup with 
a unique inverse for each of its elements. Such a sem igroup can be 
considered as a universal algebra w ith two operations: the binary 
operation of multiplication, and the unary operation of inversion a i-> a-^ : 
if S is completely regular, a is sent to the unique inverse of a in the 
maximal group containing a, otherwise, if S is inverse, a is sent to its 
unique inverse of a in S. We make the following observations:
(0:3.4) The concepts of existence variety and unary semigroup
variety coincide for the class o f inverse semigroups and the class of 
completely regular semigroups (see Jones and Trotter (1991(b)).
(0:3.5) Every variety of semigroups consisting entirely o f regular
[orthodox] semigroups is an existence variety [bivariety]
(0:3.6) Every bivariety o f orthodox semigroups is an existence
variety
(0:3.7) Every variety of semigroups is a generalised variety (see Ash
(1985))
Let y  be a class of identities, and 'P be the equational class 
determined by y  in the sense that a semigroup S belongs to 'Pif and only if 
it satisfies every identity in y  In such a case we write T'=[T\ and we call 'Pa 
variety of semigroups. If is a variety contained in 'P then Zl is a. 
subvariety of ‘P. The next result is called the Birkhoff theorem.
Theorem  0:3.8 Let be a variety of algebras and Cbe a subclass of 1% Then C 
is a subvariety of *P if and only if it is closed under arbitrary direct products, 
subalgebras, and homomorphic images. □
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We point out that the results presented in this section so far, and 
summarised in the table below, are in fact the Birkhoff-type theorems for 
each of the different systems of classification for semigroups, that we will 
be concerned with in the thesis. The word variety will be used to mean a 
semigroup variety. This is in contrast to unary semigroup varieties, often 
used in the literature to mean semigroup classes with the signatures 
as pointed out earlier (see Howie (1995))
Table: 0:3.9 Some systems of classifications for semigroups
System of classification Characterised as having closure 
properties under:
Species Homomorphic images
Existence varieties of regular 
sem igroups
Homomorphic images, 
regular subsemigroups, 
and arbitrary direct products
Pseudovarieties o f fin ite  
(monoids) semigroups
Homomorphic images, 
finite direct products, 
and (submonoids) 
subsem igroups
Generalised varieties of 
sem igroups
Homomorphic images, 
subsem igroups, 
arbitrary direct products, 
and arbitrary powers
Varieties o f semigroups Homomorphic images, 
subsemigroups, and arbitrary 
direct products
Unary semigroup varieties Homomorphic images, 
unary subsemigroups, and 
arbitrary direct products
Bivarieties o f orthodox 
sem igroups
Homomorphic images, 
orthodox subsemigroups, and 
arbitrary direct products.
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0:4 LATTICES OF SEMIGROUP VARIETIES
As mentioned earlier, the set of all varieties forms a lattice. In this section, 
we will briefly sum m arise some of the sublattices that have been 
described:
A variety V  of semigroups is said to be an atom if it has no proper 
subvariety other than the trivial variety T = [x = y]. Kalicki and Scott 
described all such varieties precisely as follows (see Page 8  of Evans (1971)):
(0:4.1)
(0:4.2)
(0:4.3)
(0:4.4)
(0:4.5)
Zl = [xy = x], the variety  of left zero bands;
9^ = [xy = yz], the variety  of null semigroups;
Zr = [xy = y], the variety  of right zero bands
S = [xy = yx, x^ = x], the variety  of semilattices; an d
Mp = [xPz = z, xy = yx], the variety  of all commutative groups of
prime exponent p.
^  (p, a prime)
Figure 0:4.6 The semigroup atoms
As pointed out on Page 11 of Evans (1971), the complete join of all atoms 
forms the variety
(0:4.7) T>= [zxyw = zyxw],
and the complete join of just the group atoms {Jlpi where p is prime}, 
produces the variety of all commutative semigroups
(0:4.8) C= [xy = yx].
Many attem pts have been m ade to describe the lattice L(C) of all 
commutative semigroups, but have not been successful, and that lattice is 
still not fully known. It was shown by S. Burris and E. Nelson (see Evans 
(1971) or Volkov (1994)) that the lattice £{C) does not satisfy any non-trivial 
lattice laws; and thus the lattice structure of 6 (C) must be very complicated.
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However, there is known to exist a large distributive sublattice of 6(C), 
consisting of the following varieties:
(0:4.9) *• n  > 0 and m > 1},
where each
xy = yx].
The varietal joins and meets involving members of this family can be 
expressed as follows (see Page 30 of Evans (1971)):
“  -^ax(k,m),lcm(l,n)
and
■^,1) — -%mi(k,m),gcd(l,n)
An even larger family of varieties (not necessarily commutative), is 
referred to in the literature as the Burnside varieties:. These are:
(0:4.10) = [zm=zm+n].
In the case m = 1, namely the variety ®(i^ n) = [z = consists entirely of
regular semigroups. In particular, the case m = 1 = n gives the variety of all
bands. The following will provide particularly interesting examples of 
varieties which consist entirely of groups:
(0:4.11) = [x”^ y = y,yx"^=y]
(0:4.12) = [x^y = y^yx = xy].
The lattice L{lA.ra) is known to be isomorphic to the set of all positive 
divisors of m under division order; but the structure of 6 ( §in) is not known 
(see Petrich (1974)).
The lattice 6 (®(i i)) of all varieties of bands — those semigroups 
satisfying the identity x  ^= x, was described completely and independently 
by Gerhard (1970), Burjukov (1970) and Fennemore (1970). Each variety of 
bands is determined within the equational class [x  ^= x] by a single identity. 
In this thesis we will only be interested in the varieties of bands given in 
Figure 0:4.13 below.
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Regular bands 
zxyz = zxzyz 
x 2 = x
Left quasi normal bands 
xyz = xyxz 
x%=x
Left regular bands
xy = xyx 
x 2 = x
Left normal bands
Normal bands 
zxyw = zyxw 
x% = x
xy = yx 
x%=x xyz = yxzzxy = zyx x%=x
Semilattices
Rectangular \ bands 
xyx = x
Right quasi normal bands
zxy = zyxy
x%=x
Right regular bands 
xy =yxy  
x%=x
Right normal bands
xy = x 
Left zero bands
xy = y
Right zero bands
x = y
Trivial semigroups
Figure 0:4.13 The lattice of all varieties of regular bands
The next family of commutative varieties was discovered by Reilly and 
Almeida (1984):
(0:4.14) Zl= {Zln. n  = 1 ,2 ,3 ,...}  ,
where each Zl^  is defined as follows:
% = = y2  xy = yx, x^ XgXg. . .  x^= yiyzys • • • yn] = [x  ^= y^, xy = yx] D
It was proved in Corollary 4.5 of that same paper, that the lattice £(Zln) 
forms an ascending chain of length n-1 :
i.e. U2 Ç Us Œ . . . . Ç %
The following lattice was first constructed by Melnik (1971), and later 
Petrich (1974) gave an alternative proof. We will have many occasion 
to refer to it.
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abed = abxcd j
(xy)2 =(xy) 1
abc = abxc 
(xy)2 =(xy)
zxy = zy
xyz = yzzxy = X
xz = yzzx = zy
xy = w z
x = xyx
x = xy x y  =  y
x = y
Figure 0:4.15 The lattice L(Zi v of all varieties of 2-nilpotent 
extensions of rectangular bands.
The semigroups involved in (0:4.14) form a subclass of a larger 
class of semigroups known as nilpotent semigroups, and nilpotent 
semigroups are those for which = {0 } for some n > 1  (not necessarily 
commutative). A semigroup S is said to be an n-nilpotent extension of 
T if = T for some n > 1.
A semigroup S is said to be an inflation (Clifford and Preston 
(1962)) of a subsemigroup T if there exists a homomorphism (j) from S 
onto T such that ç  T and x(j) = x for all x g S(j). The lattice below is 
formed by the subvarieties of the variety of all inflations of normal 
bands (see, Figure 1 of Evans (1971)). In Chapter 6  we describe the 
lattices formed by varieties consisting entirely of n-inflations of regular 
semigroups (see Page 51), a generalisation of the above concept due to 
Stojan Bogdanovich and Svetozar Milic (1987).
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zxyw= zyxw 
zx  ^= z X 
x^z = xz
xyw= yxw 
zx  ^= z Xzxy = zyx zx  ^= z X xzxy= w
xyz' xz
xz = yzzx = zy
xy = wz
zxy =/zyx
xy = yx
x^  =  X /
xyx~xi
xy = x xy = y
x = y
Figure 0:4.16 T/ze lattice of all varieties formed by inflations of normal
hands
Lemma 0:4.17 I f  ^  is a variety of semigroups, then ^  = {S: S^g V} is also a 
semigroup variety.
Proof. We will show that is closed under taking homomorphic images, 
arbitrary direct products, and subsemigroups. Take any semigroup S in 
and any homomorphic image T = S(j). Then since T*^  = (S(j))^  = S^ <j) 
also belongs in For any subsemigroup K of S, since ç  and V is 
closed under subsemigroups, K also belongs to Finally, let S be the
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direct p ro d u c t of an  arb itrary  fam ily g r} o f  sem igroups in  N ow ,
w e observe tha t
S" = = e S / )  = Y [ S ‘
ocer a e r
belongs to p roving  th a t ^  is also closed u n d er arbitrary  d irect p roducts. 
H ence ^  form s a variety. □
The follow ing is a p a rap h rased  version  of Theorem  6.6 of Petrich  (1974). 
W e w ill be able to generalise this resu lt la ter (see Theorem  5:2.4).
T h eo rem  0:4.18 For any subvarieties ‘U ^ { Z \ v  Zj.y , and X ç  5,
zve have
£ (^ v ! /v X )  ~ jC(^)x X(9 ) x  X(;0 . □
As a corollary of the above result, w e have the following:
C o ro lla ry  0:4.19 Let the varieties (Zi v Zf)^, S, Jïn / Çn be as defined 
above. Then
4(2!VZ^)2v6hV.$) = 4(ZîvZ^)2)x ZX6:n)x
and
.^(2iV2^)2v.fl^v.^) = Z((2iv2^)2)x Z(.A^ )X Ü
The above resu lt describes the lattice of all varieties form ed by 2-nilpotent 
extensions of orthodox  norm al b ands of g roups, w ith  m axim al subgroups 
be in g  deriv ed  from  or Sin respectively . The nex t tw o resu lts  w ill be 
usefu l latter. In  the  thesis w e w ill denote  b y  X(Q) the lattice of all varieties 
of sem igroups.
L em m a 0:4.20 Suppose that (j): X(l^ —> L{Q.) is one to one, that it maps L { ^  
onto and that it preserves arbitrary meets. Then (]) is an
isomorphism from (L (^ ,a ,v )  onto (£('P<|)),a ,v ).
Proof. C onsidered  as low er sem ilattices, (X(1^ ,a ,v ) and  (X(T^(j)),A,v) are 
iso m o rp h ic  u n d e r  <{). But since is a lattice, an d  since (]) is a
bijection, it p reserves the partia l ordering  on (X(1^,a,v) and so (£ (‘M|)),a,v) is 
a lattice. But then  (jC('M|)),A,v) is isom orphic to (£ ( 'U ) , a , v ) . □
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Lemma 0:4.21 Let = [p = q] and := [ w  -  v]. I f min{ Ip I, I q I } = n,
then min {I w I, I v I} > n.
Proof. Since 'ï^ç IP = [w = v] and ^  -  [p = q], the identity w = v is a 
consequence of p = q. If min{ I w 1,1 v I} < n, then clearly w = v can not be 
obtained as a consequence of p = q. By this contradiction, we m ust have 
min{ I w I, IVI} > n. □
A semigroup is completely regular if it is a pairwise disjoint union of a 
family of groups. Examples of such semigroups includes bands, groups, 
and bands of groups. A  semigroup is a band of groups if there exists a 
congruence y  such that S /y  is a band and each y-class is a group. The 
following result is a paraphrased version of Proposition 3 (ii) of Petrich 
(1975).
P ro p o sitio n  0:4.22 For any semigroup variety ^co n sistin g  entirely of 
orthodox bands of groups,
V c  [x = x^+i], for some n > 1 . □
The next theorem is a paraphrased version of the main result and 
Lemma 1 of Petrich (1975).
T heorem  0:4.23 For any semigroup variety ^c o n s is tin g  entirely o f 
orthodox bands of groups ,
1/=  W  ‘B) v (^ n  g)
and
(0:4.24) Ç),
where ‘B and g  denote the classes of all bands and groups, respectively. □
A large portion of this thesis involves describing the lattices of 
semigroup varieties formed by semigroups consisting entirely of some 
special types of nilpotent extensions of regular semigroups. For a brief 
review of work previously done in this direction, we draw the reader's
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attention to the following references: Melnik (1971), Petrich ((1974), 
Gerhard (1977(a) and 1977(b)), Volkov and Ershova (1990). In fact, in 1971 
Melnik published his construction of the lattice formed by all varieties of 
semigroups whose square is a rectangular band. Petrich in 1974 described 
the lattice of all varieties consisting of semigroups S for which is an 
orthodox normal band of groups. In Gerhard's paper labelled 1977(a) and 
1977(b), the lattice of all varieties of semigroups with idempotent square 
(i.e. varieties satisfying ( x y ) ^  = xy) was investigated. In particular, he 
proved this lattice to be distributive and he even provided a subdirect 
decomposition for the lattice. In 1990, Volkov and Ershova proved, among 
other things, that the lattice of all semigroup varieties satisfying the 
identity ( x y ) k  = xy, k>l, is modular (and even arguesian), analogous to 
some earlier results proved for completely regular semigroups by Pastijn 
(1990). In fact, it was Polak who in (1985) and (1987), provided the essential 
understanding of the lattice formed by varieties of completely regular 
semigroups.
In Chapters 4 - 7 of this thesis, we describe lattice structures of 
sem igroup varieties formed entirely by nilpotent extensions of some 
(special) classes of regular semigroups. In fact we generalise Petrich's 1974 
results in Chapters 4 and 5, where we consider certain varieties formed by 
semigroups S for which S" is an orthodox normal band of groups, n > 1. 
Some further progress is made in Chapter 6 , in the direction taken by 
Volkov and Ershova, where we describe certain lattices formed by 
sem igroups which are n-inflations of regular sem igroups, and this 
includes certain varieties of sem igroups which are determ ined by 
identities of the type:
(X1X2X3  . . .  xjn = X1X2 X3  . .. x t, for some n > 1  and t > 1 .
The thesis ends in Chapter 7 w ith a description of the skeleton of the 
lattice formed by varieties consisting entirely of nilpotent extensions of 
rectangular bands.
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CHAPTER 1
We introduce a countable directed family of semigroup congruences in 
this chapter, and a theory analogous to the theory of normal series for 
groups is developed. This interesting family of semigroup congruences, 
surprisingly, turns out to be an effective tool for studying the lattice- 
structures of the lattices formed by certain species of semigroups (classes 
of sem igroups closed under taking homomorphic images) such as 
varieties, pseudovarieties, and existence varieties etc.
1:1 HOMO-SERIES OF SEMIGROUPS
A homo-series {Hi} of a semigroup S is a family of quotients: (S/o) : cog Q) 
where Q is a directed family of congruences on S, assumed to contain the 
identity relation. The ordering in Q is the usual containment relation of 
congruences. Note that if co a  y then S/co is a homomorphic image of S/y, 
and we write S /y S/co. Any two isomorphic semigroups are regarded 
as being equal, and each homo-series of a semigroup S contains S since Q 
contains the identity relation.
We say a homo-series{Ki) is a refinement of the homo-series (Hj) if 
|Hj}c(Ki}, that is if every member of {Hjj is a member of (Ki). Moreover, a 
homo-series (Ki) is said to be a homomorphic image of another homo-series 
(Hj) if there exists a m apping (|) from {Hj} onto {Ki} such that the 
semigroup Xcj) is a homomorphic image of X for every X in {Hj}. In 
particular, if (|) is one to one and if X(|) is isomorphic to X for every X, then 
we will say that these homo-series are isomorphic.
For each ordered pair (n,m) of non-negative integers, consider the 
relation 0S(n,m) on a semigroup S given by:
(1 :1 .1 ) 0 ^(n,m) = {(a,b): uav -  ubv, for all u g  and v g  S"^ },
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where is the set of all elements of S which are products of n-elements, 
and we make the convention that = S and is the set containing only 
the empty word. It is clear that 0(n,m) is an equivalence relation on S. We 
will show that it is a congruence. Take any (a,b) g  0(n,m) and any element 
s G S. Then for all u g  and v g  since c  and ç  we 
have that:
u(as)v = u(a)(sv) = u(b)(sv) = u(bs)v
and
u(sa)v ~ (us)av = (us)bv = u(sb)v ; 
and so by the first set of equalities we have (as,bs) g  0 (n,m), and from the 
second set we have (sa,sb) g  0(n,m). Thus we have shown that 0(n,m) is 
indeed a congruence on S. Whenever there is no ambiguity as to which 
semigroup S we are talking about, we shall write 0 S(n,m) simply as 
0(n,m). hi the literature, a semigroup S is called left reductive if 0(1,0) is the 
identity relation on S, and is right reductive if 0(0,1) is the identity relation. 
A semigroup that is both left and right reductive is called reductive . In 
Clifford and Preston (1961), the particular case 0(1,0) is called the kernel of 
the right regular representation of S.
The following particular homo-series will be referred to as the 
normal series of S:
(Nij) = {S/0^(i,j): 0 < i < n and 0 < j < mj.
Lemma 1:1.2 For any semigroup S, both the congruences given below are equal 
to the congruence 0 ^(1 ,1 ):
a  (l,r) = {(a,b): (ax,bx) g  0^(1,O) for all x g  S}
and
o(r,l) = {(a,b): (za,zb) g  0^(O,1) for all z g S }.
Hence, for every (n,m), (k,i) g  NM x
T / 0 T(k,i) s  S / 0 S(n+k,m+i) s  R/0R(n,m); 
where T = S/0^(n,m) and R = S/0^(k,i).
Proof. Now, o(r,l) = {(a,b): (ax,bx) g  0^(1,O) for all x g  5}
= {(a,b): zax = zbx for all x,z g  S}
= 0S(14)
= {(a,b): (za,zb) g  0^(O,1) for all z g  S)
= G(l,r).
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It follows that
S / 0 ( l , l )  = S /a (r ,l)  = S /a ( lr ) ,
Now, let T = S/0^(1,O) and R =  S/0^(O,1) so that (n,m) = (1,0) and 
(k,i) = (0,1). We observe that ^
a(r,l) = ker (09(1,0) o 0 T(O,i)^)
i? ,  ^o(i,r)= teî-(eS(o,i) = eK(i,o) ).
Therefore,
S/a(r,l) = T/0T(O,l) and S/o(l,r) = R/0R(1,O)
under the isomorphisms:
ao(r,l) i-> a.ker (09(1,0) o 0 T(O,1 ) ), for each a e S 
h  tfaa(l,r) f-> diker (09(0,1) o 0^(1,O) ), for each a e S. 
Consequently,
R/0R(1,O) = S / 0 S(1 ,1 ) = T/0T(O,1);
and the following diagram commutes:
S
S/0(1,O) S/0(O,1)
S/0(1,1)
To prove the general case, let T = S/0(n,m) and consider the congruence: 
ker (09(n,m) o 0 T(k,i) )
= {(a,b): a09(n,m) o 0 T (k ,i^  b09(n,m) o 0 T(k,i) }
= {(a,b): (a09(n,m), b09(n,m)) e 0 ^(k,i)}
= {(a,b): (uav)09(n,m) = (ubv)09(n,m) for all u09(n,m) e T^ and 
v09(n,m) g P  }
= {(a,b): (uav)09(n,m) = (ubv)09(n,m) for all u g  and v g  }
= |(a,b): uav = ubv for all u g  and VG Si}
= 0 S(n+k,m+i);
and thus we have shown that
S/0(n+k,m+i) = S/^er(09(n,m^o 0T(k,iJ), 
and the quotients S/0^(n+k,m+i) and T / 0 T(k,i) are isomorphic under the 
map:
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a0 (n+k,m+i) i-> afcer(09(n,mf o 0 T(k,i^ , 
for each a in S. Similarly, it can be shown that
8 /  0S(n+k,m+i) = R/0Ï^(n,m), 
where R= 8 / 0(k,i). □
Define (n,m) < (s,t) if and only if both n  < s and m < t on the set of all non 
negative integers. For any semigroup 8 , call the least ordered pair (n,m), if 
any exists (see comments after Corollary 1:1.6), such that 8/0(n,m) is 
[left,right] reductive as the [left,right] reductive index of 8 , and call S an 
(n,m)-[left,right] reductive semigroup. We point out also that for any (n,m)- 
reductive semigroup, and any (n,m) < (s,t) the congruence 0 (n,m) = 0 (s,t). 
As shown in the last part of Example 1:1.7, there is a semigroup without a 
reductive index.
Corollary 1:1.3 For any semigroup S and any (n,m)> (0,0), the following 
diagram commutes:
s/e(o,o)
s/e(i,oj/ ^ ^ s / 8(o,i)Ni^S/0(l,lJ
S/e(n-l,Q
S /9 (n ,0 X Q _  , > (  , S / e n , m . l P <  >  S /9 (0 ,m )' i  u '  S /9 ( l ,m -p ^ <
S/0(n,ir^/0(n-l,l) , y^S/Q{l,m)
S /0 (n ,m - l)  S /0 (n - l ,m )
S /0 (n ,m )
where the homomorphisms are ;
S/0^(i,j)----- )—  8 / 0 ^(i,j+l), is a0 ^(i,j) aQ^(i,]+l),for each a e 8
and
S/0^(i,j)----- )—  8 / 0 S(i+l,j), is a0 ^(i,j) a0^(i+l,j),/br each a e 8
and any ordered pair (i,j) of non-negative integers.
Proof. These maps are well defined onto homomorphisms since the 
containments 0 ^(i,j) c  0 ^(i+l,j) and 0 ^(i,j) c  0 ^(i+l,j) hold. □
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Theorem 1:1.4 For any semigroup S, and any homomorphism xpfrom S onto 
T, there exists a family of onto homomorphisms :
S/eS(i,j)-^T/eT(i,j),
defined by
[a0 S(i,j)]\|/j. = (ay)0 T(i,j) (a e S). 
for i = 0,1,2,3,4 , . . . , n and j  -1,2,3,. . . , m, such that the diagram below 
commutes:
T/eT(i,j)
Proof. Since the map is a homomorphism from S onto T, we have that 
for any (i,j) < (n,m),
(SO\l/=(S\|/)i = Ti and (Si)\|/= (S\|/))= Ti,
and for any u g  T^  and v g  Ti there exist x g  S‘ and y g  S that u=x\|/ and 
v=y\j/. Then, for any ( a ,b )G  0^(i,j) and for all U G T  and v g T), w ehave
u ( a \ ) / ) v  =  ( x y ) ( a \ |/ ) ( y \ |/ )  =  ( x a y ) y  =  (x b y )\} /=  (x \|/) (b \j/) (y \j /)  =  u (b \} /)v .
Hence (a \j/,b \|/)G  0^(i,j), and thus the map is well defined. We see that \)/^  
is in fact a homomorphism, since for any a, b  g  S we have
[a0S(i,j)x|/„ ] [beS(i,j)Vy ] = [bx|/eT(ij)]
= (ab)\|/e1'(i,j)
=  [(a b )0 S (ij)] ,i,y . □
The above theorem implies that for any homo-series {Ht) of S there exists a 
refinement, namely
(1:1.5) {Krl = {T/0T(n,m): T g  {Ht} and for every (n,m)},
which turns out also to be a refinement of the normal series {Ny}. This is 
so because every homo-series of S contains S. Moreover, it also implies 
that two semigroups are homomorphic [isomorphic] if and only if their 
normal series are homomorphic [isomorphic].
Every semigroup has at least one reductive congruence, namely the 
universal relation {(a,b): a,b g  S}. We claim that every semigroup has a
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least reductive congruence, but is not always of the type 9(n,m). To show 
that there exists a least reductive congruence, take any reductive 
congruences 8 , ( 0  on S, and any elements a and b of S such that (xa,xb) e  
8 (1 ( 0  for all x in S. Then this implies that (xa,xb) e 8  and (xa,xb) g  ( o for all 
X  in S. By the left reductivity of S/ 8  and S/co, we have that (a,b) g  8  and 
(a,b) G (0 . This proves that (a,b) g  8(1(0, and so 8(1(0 is a left reductive 
congruence. Similarly, one can show that 8 (lco is also right reductive. 
Hence 8 (lco is a reductive congruence on S. It follows that S has a least 
reductive congruence, namely the intersection of all its reductive 
congruences.
In general, the congruences of the type 0(n,m) are not all reductive. 
However, the following result shows that if 0(n,m) is a reductive 
congruence, then it turns out to be the least reductive congruence on that 
particular semigroup.
Corollary 1:1.6 For any semigroup S if  the congruence 0(n,m) is reductive, then 
it is the least reductive congruence.
Proof. Suppose that 0(n,m) is a reductive congruence, and take any 
reductive congruence y on S. Then from Theorem 1:1.4 there exists a 
congruence co on S/0(n,m) such that
èf rp  ^  c  ^y o 0i(n,m) = 0^(n,m) o co, where T = S/y
But since T = S/y is reductive, we have that 0^(n,m) is the identity relation 
on T; and the conclusion follows immediately. □
By saying that S/0^(n,m) is left reductive, we really mean that for any 
elements a and b of S, if (xa)0 ^(n,m) = (xb)0^(n,m) for all x in S, then 
(a,b) G 0^(n,m). Dually, S/0^(n,m) is right reductive, if (ax)0^(n,m) = 
(bx)0 ^(n,m) for all x in S implies that (a,b) g  0^(n,m). We define S/0^(n,m) 
to be reductive if it is both left and right reductive.
We will show that if S/0^(n,m ) is reductive, then for every 
(r,k) > (n,m) the quotient S/0^(r,k) is also reductive. For any such (r,k) > 
(n,m), there exists (u,v) > (0 ,0 ) such that
(r,k) = (u,v) + (n,m).
Since T = S/0^(n,m) is reductive, and T/0T(u,v) = S/0^(r,k) by Corollary 
1:1.2, the congruence 0T(u,v) is the identity relation on T. It follows that
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the equality 6 ^(n,m) = 0^(r,k) holds and so S/0^(r,k) is reductive. This 
proves that 0 ^(r,k) is also a reductive congruence.
In particular, suppose that S is a reductive semigroup. Then by 
definition, both 0 ^(1 ,O) and 0 ^(O,1 ) reduce to the identity relation and so:
S / 0 S(1 ,Q) = S/0S(O,O) = S / 0 S(O,1 ) = S.
From what we have proved earlier, for every ordered pair (i,j) > (0,0) of 
non-negative integers, S/0^(i,j) = S and that the congruence 0^(i,j) reduces 
to the identity relation on S.
Suppose for a semigroup S, that both 0^(n,m) and 0^(r,k) are 
reductive congruences. Then from Corollary 1:1.6, 0^(n,m) = 0^(r,k) is the 
least reductive congruence. However, it is still not known as to whether or 
not there exists a least ordered pair (u,v) of non-negative integers such that 
0 ^(u,v) is the least reductive congruence.
Take any two distinct ordered pairs (n,m) and (r,k) of non-negative 
integers such that the following diagram commutes:
eS(r,k)
T = S/eS(r.k)
q k0^(n,m) / 0^(n,m )H
S/0^(n,m) ->/ s/eS(i,t)
where /  : S / 8 ^(n,m) —- S / 8 ^(l,t) is defined by a0S(n,m) t-> a0S(l,t) for
each a e S. Then this map is a well defined onto homomorphism if and 
only if the containment
0 ^(n,m) g  0 ^(l,t) 
holds. This inclusion is possible in the following cases:
(a) If both 0^(n,m) and 0^(l,t) are reductive congruences on S, then 
from Corollary 1:1.6, 0^(n,m) = 0^(l,t) is the least reductive congruence on 
S and s o /  is a well defined onto homomorphism.
(b): If (n,m) < (l,t) then clearly 0 ^(n,m) c  0^(l,t) and so the m a p / is 
a well defined homomorphism.
Example 1:1.7 Let 2 < p, 1 < r and consider the monogenic semigroup 
K(p,p+r)= {a\ a2 . . . ,  ap-  ^a?, aP+i,.. . ,  ap+'^ i}, with ap+*' = ap.
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It can be shown that the 0(l,O)-classes of this semigroup are precisely:
{aP'i, ap«-i), {ai}, {a^ }, {a^},. , . ,  {ap-^ }, (ap), {ap+i}, {aP+z},. . . ,  {ap«-2}.
Note that the set {aP'b aP+"^ -^ | forms the only non-singleton 0(l,O)-class. It is 
an easy exercise to verify that
S /0(l,O )sK (p-l,p+r-l),
where S = K(p,p+r). By repeatedly taking such congruences on the 
quotients so obtained, we have the following homo-series:
K(p,p+r)—>K(p-l,p+r-l)—> K(p-2, p+r-2)— .. —>K(2,r+2) —>K(l,r+l),
which terminates at K(l,r+1) since it is a group. Since K(p,p+r) is 
commutative, its normal series forms a chain of length p-1. Now, to show 
that there are semigroups with normal series of infinite length, fix a 
positive integer r and consider the direct product P of the family of 
monogenic semigroups:
{K(p,p+r): p = 1,2,3,4,----- }.
It can be shown that for every p and any pair of non-negative integers i 
and j, such that i+j < p, the quotient K(p,p+r)/0(i,j) is not reductive. 
Hence it follows from Lemma 1:1.9 that for every pair (i,j), the quotient 
P/0(i,j) is not reductive. □
Example 1:1.8 For regular sem igroups, and more generally for 
semigroups S such that 82= S, the congruence 0(1,1) is reductive, while 
8 / 0 (1 ,0 ) is left reductive; hence the normal series of 8  can form at most a 
four-element diamond. In particular, if 8  is a generalised inverse 
semigroup [a normal band] then one can show that: 8 / 0 (1 ,0 ) is right 
generalised inverse [a right normal band]; 8 / 0 (0 ,1 ) is left generalised 
inverse [a left normal band]; and 8 / 0 (l,l)  is an inverse semigroup [a 
semilattice]. 8 ince inverse semigroups [semilattices] are reductive, the 
normal series terminates at 8 /0(1,1) (see Corollary 3:5.19). □
Define a direct product {Hj) x {Kjj of two homo-series {Hi} and {Kj} as the 
set of all direct products of the semigroups in these homo-series.
i.e. {Hi} X  {Kj} = { H X  K: H G {Hi}, K g  {Kj}}.
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Lemma 1:1.9 Let 5 = be the direct product of an arbitrary family
aeT
{ s ^ i a e r j  of semigroups. Then for any ordered pair (n,m) of non negative 
integers,
S /  e \ n , m )  = f[(S„ /  0^ °asr
and each 0^(n,m)-class is a Cartesian product of some 0(n,m)-classes of the 
semigroups in |s ^ : a e r } .  Hence, the normal series of S is isomorphic to the
direct product of the normal series of the semigroups a  e r | .
Proof. Take any elements = observeg
that (a,b) e 6^{n,m) if and only if {a^,b^)e  6 “ (n,m) for each a  e T . The 
conclusions follow easily. □
The free monogenic semigroup is reductive since it is isomorphic to 
the set of all positive integers under addition and has the strange property 
of cancellativity. However, the free monogenic 3-nilpotent semigroup is 
isomorphic to the monogenic semigroup K(3,4) = {a^  : a^ == a^, for i>l}, 
which is not reductive. Therefore the property of reductivity is not closed 
under homomorphic images. It is clear that since every semigroup can be 
em bedded in a monoid, this property  is also not closed under 
subsemigroups. However, we have, by Lemma 1:1.9, that reductivity is 
closed under taking arbitrary direct products.
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1:2 SEMIGROUP DIGRAPHS
A digraph G = (Vg,Ag) consists of a non-empty set Vg referred to as the 
vertices of G, and a family Ag of arrows connecting pairs of vertices (and 
arrow directions do matter). For any (a,p) e Vg xVg , if we denote by 
arr(a,p) the set of all arrows from a  to P, then
Ag = U { arr(a,P): (a,P) g VgxVg} .
Note that arr(a,p) may be empty, or may contain more than one arrow.
A set-digraph is a digraph G = ( V g , A g ) ,  where the vertices are 
(pairwise disjoint) non-empty sets, say Vg = {S^ : ae F}, and a collection of 
maps between these sets form the arrows Ag of the digraph G. A vertex in 
this case is a set, rather than a single object as in the usual sense of 
digraphs.
A set-digraph G = (Vg,Ag) will be called a left semigroup digraph if 
the three additional conditions given below are satisfied:
(1:2.1) The indexing set F of Vg = {S«: ae F} is a semigroup.
(1:2.2) For each (a,P) g F x F there exists a map, say
<^X,p • S(X ) S(xp ,
and so g arr(S„,S«p) ^  0 . Moreover, 
arr(Sa,Sap) = : ap = ay, y e  F}.
(1:2.3) For any a,p,y in F we have the following transitivity
relation
^a,p^ap,Y~ ^a,Py
Given any family of sets {S„: ae F}, say, together with a collection of 
maps between these sets -  forming a semigroup digraph, we now plan to 
show that an associative binary operation can be defined on the union 
S = UjSa’. a  G F} making S a semigroup. Conversely, we will show that 
every semigroup may be constructed this way.
Now, take any semigroup S and denote by V(S) = {S„: a  e F) the
family of all 0(l,O)-classes of S, and F = S/0(1,O). For each (a,p) e Fx F
define a map:
(1:2.4) <t)a.p: S„----- > S„p, xt-> xb, for any be Sp;
since any two elements b and b' of Sp are 0(l,O)-related, we have xb' = xb 
and so this map is well defined. Denote by M(S) the family of all such 
maps between the 0(l,O)-classes of S:
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A/[CS)== (4o,p: !3a ->--45«p, (ctjl) €= F x l] .
We remark that in Kopamu (1991) and (1994), the map (|)„,p is denoted by 
<j> a,a,p and is referred to as an l-structure map.
Lemma 1:2.5 For any semigroup S, the pair G = (V (S),M(S)) forms a left 
semigroup digraph.
Proof. The quotient F = S/9(l,0) is a semigroup, and it indexes the family 
V(S) of all 0(l,O)-classes of S. Moreover, from the way in which each map 
in M(S) is defined in (1:2.4), they satisfy (1:2.2). We need only show that 
the members of M(S) satisfy the transitivity condition of (1:2.3). Take any 
a,p,y e F and any ae S«, be Sp, and c eSy 
Then
(a<|)a.p)<(>ap.Y = (ab)<t)„p.Y = (^b)c = a(bc) = a<|)«,py.
We have the last equality since be is contained in Sp^ . □
The following result first appeared in Kopamu (1991). We present 
here a graph theoretic statement, and a proof is included for the sake of 
completeness. It enables us to construct interesting examples.
Theorem 1 :2 . 6  Let ( V g ,A g ) be a left-semigroup digraph, where Vq is a family 
of pairwise disjoint non-empty sets, say Vg= {S„: a  e F}.
Define a binary operation on S ~  U{Sa: a  e F} as follows: for any a in and b 
in Sp, a4b = a(j)a,p.
Then ( S , is a semigroup.
Conversely, for every semigroup S there exists a left semigroup digraph, 
namely G = (V(S),M(S)), such that S is constructed in the way described above.
Proof. Take any left semigroup digraph G= (Vg,Ag), where Vg = {S^ : ae  F}.
Then for any a,p,y e F, and any elements ae S„, be Sp, and ce we have 
that
(a4b)4c = (a(j)„,p)4c = a())«,p())ap,y
= a(|)a,pY (by the transitivity condition (1:2.3))
= a ♦ (b(j)p,Y) (since b(|)p,Y e Spy)
= a 4 ( b f c ) .
The converse follows immediately from Lemma 1:2.5 and the preceding 
discussions. □
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The above result shows that semigroup digraphs do play an 
important role in this structure theory. We also point out that the well 
known concept of strong semilattices of semigroups (see Howie (1976)), 
formed by families of pairwise disjoint semigroups, can also be considered 
as semigroup digraphs, but of course the multiplication there is defined 
differently.
We now complete this section by describing a way of producing 
concrete examples of semigroups constructed in this way. More precisely, 
we show that for each semigroup T there exist at least one semigroup S, 
different from T, such that S / 0(1,0) = T.
C onstruction  1:2.7 Take any semigroup T and embed it into the 
semigroup T(p)) of all full transformations of D) under the right regular 
representation of T (see Clifford and Preston (1962)) as follows:
P : P — >— T(n)), ai->Pa,
where p« : is the map defined by xf->xa for each x e  Now
take a family of pairwise disjoint sets, say {S^ : a  g F}, such that | S„ | = | F<>| 
for each a  e F; and fix any bijection g„ from F<^>, say
g„.:FO)-----6 «. .
Then for each (a,p) e Fx F, define a map from into S^ p as follows:
(1:2.8) 4^ a,p: ) Sap , X l-^  (x)ga~l Ppgap .
Since the map g„ is a bijection, ga~l exists and so the map (1:2.8) is well 
defined. On the set S = U{Sa: a  g F} define a binary operation ♦ by the 
rule that for any a gS», bGSp, a + b= a(j)a,p. Then to show that (S,f) is a 
semigroup, we need only show that the transitivity law of (1:2.3) is 
satisfied by this family of maps. For any aG F and any element aG Sa,
(a Kfi) = (aga-1 Ppg«p)gap“ l PygaPY = aga~l Pp(gapgap“ l IpygaPy
= aga“ lpppY gapY “ aga“ l ppY ga(py) ~ a<j)a,pY.
Clearly, any two elements a,b in the same Sa are 0(l,O)-related. To see that 
the 0(l,O)-classes of S are precisely the family {Sa: a  g  F}, take any a g  S« 
and b g  Sp, for some a,p g  F such that (a,b) g  0(1,0). Then for all y g  F and 
for all X G Sy we have that
X Y^.« “  ^ Y^.P •
This implies in particular that ja  = yp, and that
gy'^ pogyx = s r ^  PpSyP '
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If we now post-multiply both sides of the above equation by the inverse of 
g^ a = gyp and pre-multiply both sides by g^ , then we have pa = pp. Since the 
representation p is an embedding, we must have a  = P and so Sa = Sp. It 
follows then that S/0(1,O) is isomorphic to F.
We point out also that by choosing a different set of bijections in 
place of {ga : a  e F}, one can produce a different associative binary 
operation on the set S. In fact if S is finite, then we can determine the exact 
number of distinct associative binary operations that can be defined on the 
same set S in this way. If we repeat this process on the semigroup so 
constructed, we can construct other new semigroups. It follows, by 
induction on i and j, that for every ordered pair (i,j) there exists a 
semigroup S such that S/0(i,j) is isomorphic to F. □
Example 1:2.9 Embed the two element left zero band F = {a,p} into the 
semigroup T(FO)) of all full transformations of F^ under the right regular 
representation. Then F is isomorphic to the semigroup {pa, pp}, where
pa : Fo%->- F<!); a, pH> p, lt-> a
and
Pp : F«-^- F<^); a, Pi-> P, W  p.
Let the set Sa = {a,b,c} and Sp ={d,e,f}, and define the bijections ga and gp, 
respectively, as follows:
ga :F0)-^- S«; ah->a, pt-^b, lt->c and gp : F0)~>- S„; owd, ph^e, li-^f.
The set F X  F has four distinct elements and so there will be exactly four 
maps:
^a,a : Sa “ > S«a = Sa ai->a, bi->b, o->a; (j)a,p : Sa -> Sap = S« ah^a, bh^b, ci-4b;
4>p,p : Sp Spp=Sp di->d, et-^e, fh^e; and (|)p,a : Sp Sp„ = Sp di->d, ei->e, ft-^d.
Define a binary operation on S = S„ U Sp as described in Construction 1:2.7 
and Theorem 1:2.6, and we have the following Cayley table:
a b c d e f
a a a a a a a
b b b b b b b
c a a a b b b
d d d d d d d
e e e e e e e
f d d d e e e
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This semigroup is clearly not a band, and is not even an inflation of a left 
zero band. It does, however, satisfy the identity zxy = zx. □
Example 1 :2 . 1 0  Adjoin an identity element to a semigroup S and denote 
the resulting semigroup by Sd). Then define a binary operation on the set 
T = S(i) X  S = {(a,b): ae SW, be S} by (a,b)®(c,d) = (ad,bd).
For any elements (a,b), (c,d) and (e,f) of T,
[(a,b)®(c,d)]0(e,f) = (ad,bd)0 (e,f) = ((ad)f,(bd)f) = (a(df),b(df))
= (a,b)0(cf,df) = (a,b)(S)[(c,d)®(e,f)];
and hence (T,®) forms a semigroup. Now, take any 0T(l,Q)-related 
elements, say (a,b) and (c,d). Then for all (x,y)e T we have
(x,y)®(a,b) = (x,y)®(c,d).
This implies that (xb,yb) = (xd,yd), and, that in turn implies that xb = xd 
for all X in S( )^. But since Sd) is a monoid it follows that b = d, and hence 
the quotient T / 0 T(1 ,Q) is isomorphic to S. □
The concepts of left and right engamorphic products were first introduced in 
the author's M.Sc. thesis (1991). Take a semigroup (S,#) and any 
endomorphism (|) with the property that (x(|))(|) = x(() for every x. It can be 
shown that the binary operation defined by aob = a»(b(j)) is associative; and 
the semigroup (S,°) (alternatively, written as (S,*,(|);l)) is called the left 
engamorphic product of (S,*) with respect to (|>. The right engamorphic product 
(S,»,(j);r) is defined by duality. Historically speaking, the concept of 
engamorphic products in Kopamu (1991) led the author to the idea of the 
family of congruences 0 (n,m).
Remark 1 :2 . 1 1  Consider the semigroup (T,®) constructed in Example 
1:2.10. We claim that (T,®) is an engamorphic product on the direct 
product (T, •) = X  S with respect to the endomorphism ({> defined by 
(x,y)(j) = (y,y). Take any elements (x,y) and (w,t) of S(i) x S. To show that (j) 
is indeed a homomorphism,
((x,y) .(w,t))(|) = (xw,yt)(j> = (yt,yt) and (x,y)(j) . (w,t)(|) = (y,y) .(t,t) = (yt,yt). 
And since
(x,y) .(w,t)(|) = (x,y) .(t,t) = (xt,yt) = (x,y)®(w,t),
we have that (T,®) is indeed the left engamorphic product on S(i) x S with 
respect to <j). □
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Henceforth, we will refer to the semigroup constructed in Example 1:2.10 
as the natural left engamorphic product on x S, in contrast to the well 
known direct product. At times, we will simply call it the natural enga- 
product on S(^ )x S.
Remark 1 :2 . 1 2  The product in Example 1:2.10 can alternatively be 
considered as a user friendly case of the more general construction given 
in Construction 1:2.7. The enga-products introduced above can be adapted 
for other kinds of algebras. For example, if (R,+,«) is a ring then on the set 
RxR one can define the following associative binary operations:
(a,b) 4  (c,d) = (a+d,b+d), and (a,b)v(c,d) = (a#d, b#d),
(a,b)0 (c,d) = (a+c,b+d) and (a,b)®(c,d) = (a#c,b#d).
The products © and ® are the well known direct products. It can be shown 
that together with the enga-product v, (RxR,©,v) forms a ring and so does 
(RxR,©,®). The system (RxR,©,®,¥,4) forms a mysterious algebra, 
possessing some nice relationships interrelating these operations. 
Consider, in the particular, the ring (Z,+,«) of all integers under the usual 
addition and multiplication of numbers. If we define the products ©, ®, v 
and ♦ as above on the set ZxZ, then we have a concrete example of such 
an interesting algebra. □
Problem 1:2.13 The author strongly believes that the methods used in this thesis, 
in particular the family of congruences 6(n,m) and the enga-products defined 
above, could be generalised or otherwise adapted, to study other types of algebras 
such as rings, nearings and semirings. □
The results presented in this and the next chapter will appear in the 
journal Communications in Algebra (see Kopamu (1995(a)).
We end this chapter with some interesting observations which may lead to 
further research in the future, but which have nothing to do with the rest 
of this thesis.
By a representation p: S -> T(X), we mean a homomorphism from a 
semigroup S into the semigroup T(X) of all full transformations on a non­
empty set X.
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Observation 1:2.14 Let ç>: S 7{X) be a representation of S. Then on the 
Cartesian product X x S = {(x,s): xeX, seS}, the binary operation ® defined by 
(x,s)®(y,t) = (xpt/St) is associative. Moreover, if S is left reductive, then the 
quotient (XxS,®)/0(1,0) is isomorphic to S. Example 1:2.10 above concerns a 
particular case of this when X = and p is taken to be the right regular 
representation of S. □
Observation 1:2.15 Let S be a semigroup and denote by T( '^« )^(S) the set of all 
maps of the type f : x can define the following map (not a
representation):
p : S -> T(n,m)(S) , s i-> ps.
where
ps : S:'xS°' -4 (x,y) 1-^ xsy.
It can be verified that kerp = 0(n,m). □
Observation 1:2.16 Let I be an ideal of a semigroup S. Consider the following 
family of semigroup congruences on S:
I0 (n,m) = {(a,b)G SxS: uav = ubv for all u in H and v in I’^ }.
This thesis is concerned with the particular set of ideals I = k > 1. ft would 
be interesting to determine what could be done with these congruences. □
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CHAPTER 2
A OF ciASM NTm m m cTnoM  
m # C T E V i E  M A P S
In this chapter we introduce a useful family of class-intersection 
preserving one-to-one maps on the lattice of all semigroup species. Recall 
that a species is a class of semigroups closed under the operation of taking 
homomorphic images. The set Sp of all semigroup species forms a 
complete lattice under class containment g . First, for any set iel} of 
species, the intersection iel} is again a species. We also see that 
fli'FeSp: g  "Ffor all ie 1 } is the least semigroup species containing the
union of the members of {'Pj : ie I}. For any class ‘Pof semigroups, and any 
(n,m) e  x we define the class of semigroups = {S : S / 0 (n,m) 
e For the case n= l and m = 0  we have by Construction 1:2.7 that the 
class is non empty; and dually, so is the class iXo.i). gy repeating this 
process on the classes so obtained, one can deduce that is non-empty 
for every (n,m).
2 : 1  SPECIES OF SEMIGROUPS
Lemma 2 :1 . 1  For any class 12 of semigroups and any {n,m)e x we have 
the following statements concerning i 2n,m)-
(a) I f  l2is closed under homomorphic images, then so is
(b) I f  12 is closed under arbitrary direct products then so is i2 n.»o^
(c) I f  12 is closed under both homomorphic images and 
subsemigroups, then l2"-”>^ is also closed under subsemigroups.
Proof, (a) For any Se 12»‘»'> and any homomorphism Y from S onto T, we 
have (from Theorem 1:1.4) that T/0T(n,m) is a homomorphic image of 
S/0^(n,m) and so it follows that the class iM'^) is closed under taking 
homomorphic images if l2 is.
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(b) Let S be the direct product of an arbitrary family {S„: a e  F} of 
semigroups from . We have (from Lemma 1:1.9) that S / 6 ^(n,m) is 
isomorphic to the direct product of the family {Sa/6 ^a(n,m) : aeF}; and 
since ^ i s  assumed to be closed under arbitrary direct products, S/0^(n,m) 
€ 'F. Thus S belongs to proving that is also closed under
arbitrary direct products.
(c) Take any S e and denote the family of all 0(n,m)-classes by 
{S«: a e F } ,  where F = S / 0 ^(n,m)e ^  Then for any subsemigroup T of S 
the following diagram commutes:
0 ^(n,m)
S-
U
T-
(p
F =S /0^(n,m )u
A
where
(i) A = {a: T f] S„ 0 , a  e F} is a subsemigroup of F.
(ii) cp: T -» A, an> a, where ae T ( 1 0
(iii) O: A -> T / 0 ^(n,m), a  i-> a0T(n,m), where ae T f) S„ 0 .
We will show that both of the above two maps are homomorphisms. 
Consider first the map
(p: T ----- )— A, ah-> a, where a e T  f l  S« 0 .
For any a,b e T, a e T f] ^  0  and b eT  H Sp 0 .  Since T is a 
subsemigroup and 0^(n,m) is a congruence on S, we have ab eT  0  S^ p tî: 0 ;  
and so (p is a homomorphism since:
(a(p )(b (p ) =  a p  =  (ab )(p .
Next we will show that the map
0 : A----- >—  T/  0T(n,m), a  a0T(n,m), where ae T fl Sa 0 ,
is a homomorphism. We observe that the map <E> is well defined since 
0S(n,m) n  (T X T) c  0T(n,m). Now, take any a,p e A. By the definition of A, 
there exist elements a,b e T such that a eT  fl S„ 7 =^ 0  and b eT  H Sp 0 .
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Again, since T is a subsemigroup and 8 ^(n,m) is a congruence on S, we 
have that ab e T fl S^ p 0 ; and 0  is homomorphism since:
(a ) 0  (p) 0  = a 0 T(n,m) b 0 T(n,m) = (ab)0 T(n,m) = (aP)0 .
Thus we have shown that T /  0T(n,m) is a homomorphic image of A.
If 'Pis closed under subsemigroups, then A is a member of 'P If 'Pis 
also closed under homomorphic images, and since T /0T(n,m ) is a 
homomorphic image of A, it follows that T is also contained in 'P"'"^ ). □
Theorem 2 :1 . 2  Vsfe have the following statements about certain species of 
semigroups:
(a) I f ^ is a  variety of semigroups then so is 'P”''"^ .
(b) I f  Vis an existence variety of regular semigroups, then so is the
class
(c) I f  V isa  generalised variety, then so is 'P»/'«>.
(d) If Vis a pseudovariety, then so is 9^inf] V' '^"‘K
Proof, (a) From Lemma 2:1.1 (a), (b) and (c), if V is  closed under taking: 
homomorphic images, arbitrary direct products and subsemigroups, then 
so is 'P" "'^ .
(b) If V  is an existence variety, then the class 'P"'"'^  is closed 
under homomorphic images and arbitrary direct products. To show that 
^  IT <P'VH> is an e-variety we need only show that it is closed under regular 
subsemigroups.
In the proof of Lemma 2:1.1(c), assume that T is a regular 
sub semigroup of Se fl 'P"'”'^ . We see that A is regular since it is a 
homomorphic image of T, and, since A is a subsemigroup of 8 / 0(n,m)e V, 
A m ust also be contained in the e-variety 'P We conclude that T is a 
member of ^ f l  'P" '"^  since T/0(n,m) is a homomorphic image of A.
(c) Suppose that 'Pis a generalised variety. Then from Result 1.1 (iii) 
of Ash (1985) (see Theorem 0:3,1), there exists a directed family {jlf.ieF} of 
varieties such that V= Ul^i: ieF}. Then it follows that 'P"'W = ieF},
where each is a variety by Part (a) of this result. To show that 'P"'“) is 
a generalised variety, we must show that ie  F) is a directed family.
For any i and j, there exists some 'ML {, i^:ieF} such that both and jlj are 
contained in W. It is easy to see that both and are contained in 
'M^"'”^>. Hence 'P"'"') is also a union of some directed family of varieties.
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(d) If 'Pis a pseudovariety, then from Theorem 0:3.2, there exists a 
least generalised variety IP whose finite members form 'P. From (c) above, 
the class is also a generalised variety. We know from Theorem 0:3.2, 
that pseudovarieties are characterised as the finite members of some 
generalised variety. We observe that the finite members of T4An,m) {§ 
precisely the finite members of That is, tFinf] = IHnf] and 
so the class 'P"''") is a pseudovariety. □
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2 : 2  LATTICES OF SEMIGROUP SPECIES
For any class W  of semigroups, consider the family of semigroup 
classes given by:
(2:2.1) K(W) = : (n,m) e x NMj.
If the class is a species, then so is every member of this family (from
Lemma 2:l.l(a)); and in general, ^  jf (n,m) < (s,t). If 'iFis a
structurally closed species, for example the variety of all semigroups, then 
K{W) is a singleton set containing only ‘IP. In certain other cases, for 
example when ‘IP consists entirely of reductive semigroups such as groups 
or inverse semigroups, K(‘M/) has infinite cardinality. The following 
ascending chain of members of K(%) exists:
‘IPC ‘ipl'O) g  ‘Jp2,0) g  . . .  g  <ppn,0) g  TpnA) g  . . .  g  Tpn.m) _
By the structural closure of a class V w e  mean
= { S : S e  for some (n,m) e x NM };
and (from Theorem 2:1.2(a)) if *Pis a variety, then so is every member of 
K{V). Note that is in fact the union of all semigroups in the family of 
varieties that form K{V), For any two members of K(V), one can always 
find a third member which contains both, and so by Theorem 0:3.1 it forms 
a generalised variety. Any semigroup in will be referred to as a 
structurally-Vsem igroup. The set K{V) does not in general form a sublattice 
of the lattice of all varieties of semigroups, for K{V) may fail to be closed 
under taking varietal meets. For example, consider the trivial variety X  
Although the variety 9^ of null semigroups is not a member of K(7), that 
is, 9 /2 cannot be expressed in the form ^ [ 2  = for some i and j, it can be 
shown however that f) .
The following method of obtaining new identities from given ones 
will be useful. For any (n,m) e x NM and any family of semigroup 
identities,
(2:2.2) {Pj(Xj,X2 , . ♦. /Xj^ p — Qj(X;^ ,X2, . . .  ,Xj^ p . j g F},
sandwich each identity occurring there by an n-letter word u(n)  and an 
m-letter word w( m)  as shown below:
(2:2.3) u(n) Pj(Xi,X2, .. . ,Xj^ p tv(m ) = u (n) Qj(Xj,X2, .. . ,Xj^ p wCm),
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such that the set of letters occurring in the words u( n)  and w ( m )  are 
disjoint from each other, and disjoint also from the set {x^ ,X2, . . . ,Xj^ p.
Furthermore; we make the restriction that each letter that occurs in the 
words tt(n) or w (m ) must appear only once and that the words u ( 0 ) and 
w ( 0 ) denote the empty word. For reasons that will become clear later, we 
shall write the identity (2:2.3), alternatively, as
(2:2.4) (Pj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,Xj,p, Qj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,Xy )^)e 0(n,m);
and denote the family of identities so obtained from (2 :2 .2 ) by 
(2:2.5) {( Pj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,Xj,p , Qj(x ,^X2, . . .  ,x^))s 0(n,m) : j g F}.
For example, consider the set of identities [xy = yx, x = x ]^. In the above 
notation,
{(xy, yx)G 0(1,1), (x ,x2)g 0(1,1)} and {(xy, yx)G 0(1,0), (x , x^)g 0(1,0)} 
would denote the sets of identities, respectively,
{zxyk = zyxk, zxk = zx^k} and {zxy = zyx, zx = zx^}.
Theorem 2 :2 . 6  For every (n,m)e NM x NM and any variety Vof semigroups, if
(2:2.7) V= [{Pj(Xi,X2, ...,Xj,p = Qj(Xi,X2, . . . ,Xi ,p: j 6  F}]
then
(2 :2 .8 ) = [{( Pj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,Xj^ p , Qj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,x^p)G0 (n,m) : j gF}].
Moreover, the map V  i-> is both one to one and class-intersection 
preserving. It embeds into the interval ([20^ '"'),'P"'"^ )],(T), where T
denotes the trivial variety. In particular, if V  is a structurally closed variety, 
then V -
Proof. It can be shown (see Kopamu (1991)) that a semigroup S satisfies the 
identity
( Pj(Xi,X2, . . . /Xj.p , Qj(Xj,X2, . . .  ,Xjjp)G 0 (1 ,0 )
if and only if S /0(1,0) satisfies the identity
Pj(Xj,X2, . . .  ,x^p = Qj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,x^p.
Hence, it follows that the equality below holds:
= [( Pj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,x^p , Qj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,x^ .))G 0(1,0) ) : j Gp].
This, in fact, is the case when n = 1 and m = 0 of (2:2.8). We will prove the 
general case by inductive arguments. Now, fix m = 0 and for some n = k 
suppose that (2:2.8) holds. That is, we are supposing that
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‘pk.o) = [( Pj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,x^p , Qj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,Xk.))E 0(k,O) ) : j eP]., 
where V  is as given in (2:2.7). It is easy to verify that a semigroup S 
satisfies the set of identities
{( Pj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,Xk.), Qj(Xj,X2, . . .  ,x^))e 0(k+l,O) ) : j g F}
if and only if S /0(1,0) satisfies the set of identities
{( Pj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,Xk.), Qj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,x^))G 0(k,O) ) : j e F}, 
which by assumption determine the variety Hence we have the 
equality:
^k+1,0) = [( Pj(Xj,X2, . . .  ,Xk_), Qj(Xj,X2, . . .  ,Xk_))G0(k+l,O) ) : j gF].
Thus it follows that for every n  > 0 , we have
= [( Pj(Xi,X2 , . . .  ,Xj,p , Qj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,Xk.))G0(n,O) ) : j eF].
Now, fix n  and by inductive arguments on m this time, one can show in a 
dual way that for every m > 0 :
= [( Pj(Xj,X2, . . .  ,X{,p , Qj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,Xi^ ))G 0(n,m) ) : j eF].
Now, the map preserves set intersections, since for any varieties
of semigroups 'Pand W  we have:
(‘Pfl = {S: S/0(n,m)G Vf] ^
= {S: S/0(n,m) g V and  S/0(n,m)G‘M/}
= {S: S/0(n,m)G V\ fl {S: S/0(n,m) g ^
= <]^ n,m) IT fj/jXn.ra) _
Next we prove that ‘Pi->‘P"'^)is one to one. Consider the case n=l and m=0. 
Suppose, for a contradiction, that there exist varieties such that 
= ‘ipi'O). Then without loss of generality, there exists a semigroup in Fg P^ 
but By the method of Construction 1:2.7, there exists at least one
semigroup S such that F = S/0(1,O). By the assumption that S/0(1,O) = 
the semigroup S ^  but this same semigroup is contained in the 
variety since 8 /0(1,0) = Fg ‘P By this contradiction, we must have V  
= IP; and it follows then that since V-^V^'°Hs both one to one, and also 
preserves set intersections, it is therefore an (T-embedding on the lattice of 
all varieties of semigroups. By applying the method of Construction 1:2.7 
and its dual method repeatedly on G one can obtain a semigroup T such 
that T/0(n,m) is isomorphic to S, and it follows that the map V h>V’^'^ '> is 
one-to-one in general.
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2:3 LATTICES OF EXISTENCE VARIETIES
Existence varieties of regular semigroups and bivarieties of orthodox 
semigroups also form species of semigroups, but because of the presence 
of an additional feature — a unary operation — a slightly different 
approach is required to prove results analogous to those proved in the last 
section. We will therefore consider them separately.
For a regular semigroup S we have (from Kopamu (1991)) that the 
left semigroup digraph G=(V(S),M(S)) (defined in Section 1 :2 ) has the 
following additional properties:
(2:3.1) For any a,p,y e F, if ap = ay then (|)a,p = (|)a,y. Equivalently, if
arr(Sa,Sp) is non-empty, then I arr(Sa,Sp)| = 1 .
(2:3.2) For all ae  F we have arr(Sot,S„) 9  ^0  and <})„,„-« is the identity
map on S„ , where a ' e V(a).
Because of the above properties, identities satisfied by semigroups in 
can be obtained from those satisfied by semigroups in ‘Fin the 
following way.
Take a (unary) semigroup identity, say
(2:3.3) P(X|,X2,X3, .. .,Xk) = Q(xi,X2,Xg,.. .,x )^.
If the identity is formed by words beginning with the same letter, then 
keep the identity unchanged. Otherwise, if (2:3.3) is non trivial, then form 
a new identity by adding a new letter on the left of both the words as 
follows:
(2:3.4) XoP(xi,X2,X3, .. .,Xk) = XqQ(xi,X2,X3, .. .,xj.
If, however, the identity (2:3.3) is the trivial identity, namely x=y, then 
form the identity xy =x (left zero).
Denote the new identity so obtained by
(2:3.5) (P(xi,X2,X3, .. .,Xk), Q(xi,X2,X3, .. .,Xk) )e 0*(1,O),
and denote the identity obtained by the dual method by:
(2:3.6) (P(xi,X2,X3, .. .,xO , Q(xi,X2,X3, .. .,xO) e 0*(O,1).
Since the method we have just described preserves identities formed by 
words that begin and end with the same letter, the only interesting cases 
will be the following:
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We observe that Tis the least subvariety of every variety ‘F, and so 
every subvariety of *Foccurs in the interval [X'l]. Thus the image of this 
interval under the map X\-^ lies in the interval □
It is shown in Lemma 4:3.5 that the map does not map
lattice intervals onto lattice intervals. However, we still do not know 
whether or not it preserves varietal joins. It is shown in Corollary 4:4.14 
that when these maps are restricted to the subvarietiies of a semigroup 
variety which consists entirely of groups, they are onto, and thereby 
forcing the maps to preserve varietal joins as well.
If 'F is a species then so is ‘F"™) from Lemma 2:1.1(a). The same 
proof above works for the next two corollaries, in showing that the map 
is both one-to-one and preserves class-intersections.
Corollary 2:2.9 The map is a (l-embedding on the lattice of all
semigroup species. □
Corollary 2:2.10 (i) The map ‘Fi->‘F"'”') is a H-embedding on the lattice of all 
generalised varieties.
(ii) The map ‘Fh^ytrtfl ‘F("/'") is a D-embedding on the lattice of all 
pseudovarieties. □
Problem 2:2.11 The problem of determining whether or not the map ‘Fi-> 
preserves joins of varieties, pseudovarieties, generalised varieties or existence 
varieties of regular semigroups remains an unsolved mystery. What we do 
know about this map is: that it is one-to-one, that it preserves class 
intersections, and that it does not map lattice intervals onto lattice intervals in 
general. That is, the intervals and may not be isomorphic, as
demonstrated in Lemma 4:3.5 for a particular case. But in many of the cases 
we have seen, the map seems to preserve varietal joins as well. □.
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(P(xi,X2,X3, .. .,Xk), Q(xi,X2,X3, .. .,Xk))e6 *(n,m)
for (n,m) e {0,1} x{0,l}. Note that the case for (0 ,1 ) is the dual of what we 
have described above, while the case (1 ,1 ) can be obtained by applying the 
dual method, namely (1 ,0 ), on those identities obtained by (0 ,1 ).
Lemma 2:3.7 Let S be a regular semigroup and let T -  S/0(n,m), where 
(n,m) G {0,1} X {0,1}. For each a e S, if a0(n,m) = a  e P, then
V(a) = {b G S: b0 (n,m) g V(a)}.
Hence, 0(n,m) ç  {(a,b) : V(a) = V(b)}.
Proof. Take any bG S such that b0(n,m) g  V(a). Then for any a* G V(a) 
and b* GV(b),
aba = (aa*)^(aba) (a*a)"i = (aa*)^ a(a**^ a)"^  = a
and
bab = (bb*)^ (bab) (b*b)"  ^= (bb*)'  ^b (b*b)"  ^= b;
and so b g  V(a). Conversely, for every b g  V(a), it is easily seen that 
b0(n,m) is an inverse of a0(n,m) in P. For any (a,b) g  0(n,m), since a0(n,m)
= b0(n,m), we have V(a) = V(b). □
Corollary 2:3.8 For any regular semigroup S and any (n,m) g  {0,1} x {0,1}, 
6(n,m) is a unary congruence on S. That is, if  (x,y) g  0(n,m), then (x*,y*) g  
0 (n,m),/or some inverse unary operation on S.
Proof. If S is regular, then so is P = S/0(n,m). Choose any inverse unary 
operation ' on P. Then for each a  g  P, there exists a unique a" g  V(a) 
determined by this unary operation. For each a  g  P, fix any element s* of 
S such that s’*^ 0(n,m) = a '. Then by Lemma 2:3.7, s* g  V(s), where s0(n,m) = 
a. The assignment s i-> s* is a well defined inverse unary operation on S.
Now, for any (a,b) g  0(n,m), since a0(n,m) = y=b0(n,m), and if y f~> Y, then 
fix any element x in the 0(n,m)-class denoted by y. Tlien since V(a) = V(b) 
from Lemma 2:3.7, and by the definition of the inverse unary operation *, 
we have a* = x = b*, and hence (a*,b’*‘) g  0 (n,m). □
Theorem 2:3.9 For every existence variety of regular semigroups 
(2:3.10) [{Pj(Xi,Xg,. . .  ,Xk.) = Qj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,x^p : j g  F}],
we have that for every (n,m) g  {0,1} x  {0,1}
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(2:3.11) = [{( PjK/Xz, • • • Akj)/ Qj(Xi,Xz,. . .  ,Xi^.))€0*(n,m) : j eF}].
Moreover, the map 'Fi-> is a H-homomorphism on the lattice of
all existence varieties.
In particular, when *F h-> is restricted to the subvarieties of an
existence variety consisting entirely of left reductive semigroups, it is a 
ffembedding.
Proof. We will prove this result for the case (n,m) = (1,0). Let ‘F be an 
existence variety defined by (2:3.10), and let S e H Consider a 
typical identity defining V, say
(2.3.12) P(Xj,X2, . . .  ,Xj_) = Q(Xj,X2, . . .  /X]j).
For notational simplicity, we shall write this identity simply as P = Q. In 
the case where the words forming (2:3.12) begin with different letters, and 
other than the trivial identity x = y, the proof that S satisfies (P,Q) g 0*(1,O) 
is immediate. Suppose that the two sides of the identity P = Q begin with 
the same letter Xq. Then P = XqP' and Q = XqQ', where
P' = P'(Xi,X2, . . .  ,x j  and Q' = Q'(Xj,X2, . . .  ,x j.
Then for all x in S, and for all choices of elements X; in S, for i = 1 , . . ,  k, we 
have xxoP' = xxqQ'. We may choose x = xqXq', where x^ ' is an inverse of Xq, 
and deduce that
X ( ) P  ( X j , X 2 ,  .  .  .  / X j ^ )  —  X q X q  X q P  ( X j , X 2 ,  .  .  •  , X j j )  =  X q X q  X q Q  ( X j , X 2 ,  .  .  .  , X j ç )
— XqQ (X|,X2, . . . ,Xjç).
Suppose next that (2:3.12) is the trivial identity x = y. Then S satisfies 
zx = zy. In particular, putting y = z'z (which is possible since S is regular), 
we have that for all z,x in S, zx = z(z'z) = z. We have thus proved the 
containment:
(2:3.13) Ç [{(Pj(Xi,X2, • • • , Qj(x„X2, ■ • • ,x^.))e e»(i,o) : j e pil-
Conversely, since 'F is an e-variety, the unary semigroup identities 
XX X = X and x'xx' = x' must be in the family of identities that determine ‘F. 
Since both these identities have right-hand and left-hand sides beginning 
with the same letter, the method of obtaining new identities described in 
the paragraph preceding Lemma 2:3.7 leaves these identities unchanged, 
and so every semigroup in the equational class at the right hand side of 
(2:3.13) satisfies xx'x = x and x'xx' = x'. Hence S is regular. It remains to 
show that S/0(1,O) g ‘F We will consider the three possible cases:
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Suppose that S satisfies the identity (P,Q) e 0*(1,O) for every 
identity P = Q such that P = XqP' and Q = XqQ'. Then the identity 
(P,Q) e 0*(1,O) is equivalent to P = Q, and since S is thus assumed to satisfy 
P = Q it follows immediately that S/0(1,O) satisfies this identity.
If P = Q, is the trivial identity x = y, then (P,Q) e 0*(1,O) becomes zx 
= z. Thus zx = zy for all z,x,y in S and S /0(1,0) is trivial.
The final case is where P and Q begin with different letters, so that 
(P,Q) g 0*(1,O) becomes xP = zQ. Since S satisfies zP = zQ, it is clear by 
definition that 5/0(1,0) satisfies P = Q and so belongs to 'F. We have thus 
proved the equality (2:3.11) for the case (n,m) = (1,0). The cases (n,m) = 
(0 ,1 ) and (n,m) = (1 ,1 ) can be similarly proved.
Although the map ‘Fi-> preserves class-intersections, it is
not one-to-one in general. This is because the trivial variety T and the 
variety of left zero bands are both mapped onto the e-variety of left zero 
bands under this mapping. However, if *F is left reductive (for example 
any e-variety of inverse semigroups), then it can be shown that the map is 
also one- to-one. □
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2:4 FREE SEMIGROUPS
For any variety 'F of semigroups and any non empty set X, by the 
free *F-semigroup over X we mean a pair (Fx(‘T),i)/ where F x (^  e 1/an d  a 
mapping i: X-)—Fx(l^, such that for any map g : X->—  S, for any Se ‘F 
there exists a unique homomorphism h: Fx('0  -4—  S such that ioh = g.
Theorem 2:4.1 For any variety of reductive semigroups and any (n,m)eM^^ x 
Nio], if (Fx('F"'"')),i) denotes the free lM>^)-semigroup oper a set X, then
(Fx(‘F"'"')) / 8P(n,m), io0F(n,m5)
denotes the free ^/-semigroup over X.
Proof. For any map g: X-4 —S, and Se 1 / since ‘F c  there exists by the 
freeness of F = FxCl/ '^ '^O ^  the variety ‘F"'®') a unique map h: F-^— S such 
that ioh = g. Then from Theorem 1:1.4 there exists a homomorphism 
k: F / 0p^,m ) —)—  T/0T^n,m), where T = (F)h c  S,
such t j^ t  0^(n,m)ok = ho0T(n,m). But since T is reductive, we have 
0 p(n,m)ok = h. Moreover, we also have io0F(n,m)ok = g . From the way we 
defined the class ‘F"'"'), the quotient F/0Ï^(n,m) is contained in the variety 
1 /. It follows therefore that the pair (F/0^^(n,m),i°0^(n,m]) is indeed the 
free ‘F-semigroup over X. □
Problem 2:4.2 Determine whether the congruence 0(i,j) is fu lly invariant for 
each i and j, in the sense that for any 6(i,j)~related elements a and h, the elements 
a(f) and h(^  are also d(i,j)-related for all endomorphism (f) in S. □
Problem 2:4.3 Is there a reductive semigroup for which S
This problem was answered in positive by the Examiner, who pointed out 
that the free monogenic semigroup S is reductive but S^  7 =^ S.
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CHAPTER 3
m  T M IE O IR Y  © IF S T IR U C T O E A IL IL Y  
mGULAm gmmnGiR© UPS
In this chapter we introduce the class of structurally  regular 
semigroups. Examples of such semigroups are presented, and relationships 
with other known generalisations of the class of regular semigroups are 
explored. Some fundamental results and concepts about regular semigroups 
are generalised to this new class. In particular, a version of Lallement's 
Lemma is proved for structurally regular semigroups. For the class of 
structurally orthodox semigroups, the least inverse semigroup, the least 
group congruence, and the maximum idempotent 0 (n,m)-class separating 
congruence are determined.
Recall that an element x of a semigroup is regular if there exists an 
(inverse) element y such that xyx = x and yxy = y; and semigroups consisting 
entirely of such elements are called regular. Regular semigroups have received 
wide attention (see for example, Petrich (1984), Howie (1976) and Higgins 
(1991)). In the literature, the set of all inverses of a regular element x is 
denoted by V(x). An element x is said to be an idempotent if x  ^ = x; and 
semigroups consisting entirely of idempotent elements are called bands. 
Inverse semigroups are just the regular sem igroups w ith com m uting 
idempotents, or equivalently, they are regular semigroups with unique 
inverses. Regular semigroups with a unique idempotent element are easily 
seen to be groups; semigroups that are unions of groups are called completely 
regular; and regular sem igroups whose idem potent elements form a 
subsemigroup are called orthodox.
The very first class of semigroups to be studied was the class of 
groups, and some of the important results in semigroup theory came about as 
a result of attempting to generalise results from group theory. For example, 
the Vagner-Preston Representation Theorem for inverse semigroups was 
influenced by Cayley's Theorem for groups. In the quest to generalise group- 
theoretic results, inverse semigroups quickly emerged as the most natural 
class to study, and even today inverse semigroups continue to receive what is 
arguably more than their fair share of attention. From about 1970 onwards, 
T.E. Hall and others began the attem pt to generalise results on inverse
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semigroups to orthodox and regular semigroups. They characterised the least 
inverse semigroup congruence on orthodox semigroups, and hence T.E. Hall 
was able to prove a structure theorem for orthodox that generalises Munn's 
theorem for inverse semigroups. The trend towards greater generality has in 
turn led to the study of various generalisations of regular semigroups, and, in 
keeping with this trend, we here introduce a new class of semigroups, much 
larger than the class of regular semigroups, and different from any of the 
known generalisations. In fact it is shown that the class of all structurally 
regular semigroups (defined below) is different from each of the following: 
eventually regular semigroups, locally regular semigroups, nilpotent 
extensions of regular semigroups, and weakly regular semigroups.
We have already encountered some interesting properties of the family 
of congruences: {0(n,m) : n > 0 and m > 0). In Chapter 2 we showed that for 
any semigroup species — a class of semigroups closed under homomorphic 
images say C— the class of all semigroups S such that S/0(n,m) belongs 
to C, also forms a species. The class of all regular semigroups forms an 
important species. A semigroup S is said to be structurally regular if there 
exists some ordered pair of non-negative integers (n,m) such that S / 0 (n,m) is 
regular. For any class C of regular semigroups, we say that a semigroup S is a 
structurally (n,m)-C semigroup if S/0(n,m) belongs to C, and more generally, 
semigroups in the class = {S: S/0(n,m) e C, for some (n,m)} will be
called structurally-Csemigroups.
In this chapter we will lay the foundations for a unified approach to 
the study of structurally regular semigroups, as a natural generalisation from 
the concept of regularity. We will therefore establish notations and concepts, 
with the aim of placing this new class of semigroups within the framework of 
classical semigroup theory. In particular we will be concerned with the 
classes of semigroups consisting of the following types. A semigroup S is said 
to be structurally [orthodox, band, completely regular, inverse] if and only if 
S/0(n,m) is [orthodox, band, completely regular, inverse] for some (n,m).
After providing m any examples and m ethods of constructing 
structurally regular semigroups in Section 3:1, we present in Section 3:2 a 
generalisation of the Lallement Lemma. In Section 3:3 we raise some open 
questions, and summarise the relationships that exist between the different 
classes of semigroups that generalise the concept of regularity. Then in 
Section 3:4 we determine the maximum idempotent 0(n,m)-class separating 
congruence, the least inverse semigroup congruence, and the least group 
congruence on certain classes of structurally orthodox semigroups. The
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chapter ends in Section 3:5 by demonstrating how regular semigroups could 
be studied using our family of congruences.
In the subsequent Chapters 4, 5, 6  and 7, we will describe the lattice 
structures of some semigroup varieties formed entirely by structurally 
regular semigroups. We point out that examples of structurally regular 
semigroups have appeared in the literature under different names. For 
example: Gerhard has in (1977a) and (1977b) studied the lattices of certain 
varieties of structurally band semigroups; Bogdanovic and Stamenkovic 
(1988) studied nilpotent extensions of semilattices of right groups; Higgins in 
(1984) determines identities of certain structurally regular semigroups; and 
inflations of completely regular semigroups were studied by Clarke (1981) 
where he provides a method of obtaining a set of identities that determine 
varieties formed by such semigroups. And Petrich (1974) determined 
completely the lattices formed by certain varieties consisting entirely of 2 - 
nilpotent extensions of orthodox normal bands of groups.
The results presented in Sections in 3:1,3:2 and 3:3 form a paper titled 
'The concept of structural regularity' which has been submitted to the journal 
Portugaliae Mathematica (see Kopamu 1995(b)); while those in Section 3:5 were 
published in the Bulletin of the Southeast Asian Mathematical Society (see 
Kopamu (1994)); and the results in Section 3:4 have not been published.
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3:1 EXAMPLES OF STRUCTURALLY REGULAR SEMIGROUPS
We first give a more useful characterisation of structurally regular 
semigroups.
Theorem 3:1.1 Let (n,tn) he an ordered pair of non-negative integers. For any 
semigroup S, S/0(n,m) is regular (and hence, S is structurally regular) if  and only 
if  for each element a in S there exists a' such that
zaa'aw = zaw and za'aa'w = za'w fo r  all z g  andw G S”^ .
Proof. For each element a of a semigroup S, denote a0(n,m) by a . Then 
S / 0 (n,m) is regular if and only if for every a there exists b such that b0(n,m) = 
P, a p a =  a  and PaP = P, that is, if and only if for every a in S there exists b 
such that (aba,a)G 0(n,m) and (bab,b)G 0(n,m), that is, if and only if for every a 
in S there exist a' = b in S such that for all z in and w in zaa'aw = zaw 
and za'aa'w = za'w. □
Example 3:1.2 Take any nontrivial k-nilpotent semigroup N, any regular 
semigroup R, and consider the direct product S = N x R. Then for any 
element s = (n,r) g  N x R, define s' = (0,r'), where 0 is the zero element of N, 
and r' is an inverse of r in the regular semigroup R. Then for all z = (0,y) g  
= {(0 /Y) : y eR^}, we have
zs = (0,y)(n,r) = (0, yr) = (OnOn, yrr'r) = (0,y)(n,r)(0,r')(n,r) = zss's
and
zs' = (0 ,y)(0 ,r') = (0 , yr') = (OOnO,yr'rr') = (0 ,y)(0 ,r')(n,r)(0 ,r') = zs'ss'; 
which proves that S/0(O,k) is regular. Hence, by Theorem 3:1.1, S = N x R is 
structurally regular. □
The condition that for each element a there exists b such that 
zaw = zabaw for all z in and w in implies that there exists an element, 
namely a* = bab, such that zaw = zaa*^aw and za^^w = za*aa*w. Other 
examples of structurally regular semigroups are presented in Examples 1:1.7, 
1:1.8 and 1:2.9. In fact, the method of construction described in Example 1:2.10 
can be used to construct more such examples.
P.M. Edwards (1983) defined a semigroup S to be eventually regular if 
for each x in S there exists some positive integer n such that x^ is regular. In 
M unn (1961) the inverses of the regular element x" are referred to as the 
pseudoinverses of x in the case where x" is contained in a group.
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Example 3:1.3 Take any nontrivial k-nilpotent semigroup N and consider the 
semigroup S = N(i), the semigroup obtained from N by adjoining an identity 
element. Clearly, for each element x in S, the k-th power x^ is either the zero 
element of the nilpotent semigroup or the adjoined identity element. Thus, S 
is eventually regular. However since S is a monoid, it is reductive and so 
S/0(i,j) = S for every ordered pair (i,j). Hence, eventual regularity does not 
imply structural regularity. □
It is shown in Example 3:3.1 that the class of all structurally regular 
semigroups is not contained in the class of all eventually regular semigroups. 
However, for the cases considered in Lemma 3:1.4 below, every structurally 
regular semigroup is necessarily eventually regular.
Denote by Reg(S) the set of all regular elements of S, that is
Reg(S) = {xG S: xx'x = x for some x 'g S }; 
and by E(n,m)(S) we mean the union of all its idempotent 0(n,m)-classes of S:
E(n,m)(S) = {x: (x,xx)G0 (n,m)}.
We shall say an element x is (n,m)-idempotent if it is 0(n,m) related to some 
idempotent element, that is, if ux^v = uxv for all u and v in and 
respectively. We will demonstrate in this chapter that the concept of (n,m)- 
idempotent elements is analogous the concept of idempotents elements in 
regular semigroups. In fact, as shown in Theorem 3:1.10, if S/0(n,m) is an 
orthodox semigroup, then E(n,m) forms a subsemigroup of S. We will simply 
denote by E(S) the set of all idempotent elements of S (rather than E(o,o)(S)).
Lemma 3:1.4 Let S be a semigroup. I f S/0(n,m) satisfies x = x^+i for some 
positive integer k, then S satisfies xC'^ +i+^ l = , k>l. Hence, if 1/is a
variety consisting entirely of completely regular semigroups, then consists
entirely of eventually regular semigroups.
Proof. Suppose that 5 / 0(n,m) satisfies an identity of the form x^ +^  = x, for 
some k > 1. Then for each element a of S, (a,a^+i)e 0(n,m). This implies that for 
all u G and v g S"^ , uav = ua^+iv.
In particular, a^+^ + ^  ~ Now, putting b = a^+i+ ^ , we see that
t)k+l — ^^n+l+ m k^+1 — (^n+l+ m )(k+l)
— (^n+l+ m ) k^(n+l+m. )
— at(n+k+ 1+m ) ak(n+ m )
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=  a(n+k+l+ m ) g^k(n+ m -1)
— g^ n+k+l+ m
= b ;
Consider the element b = a^ +^i+ ^ . If k>l then we have b(bk-i)b = b, and if k 
= 1, then bbb = b since in this case bb = b. In any case b is regular, and hence 
it follows that S is eventually regular. Now, if Vis a variety consisting entirely 
of completely regular semigroups, then as shown in Corollary 14 of Higgins 
(1984), every semigroup in V satisfies an identity of the form = x, for 
some k > 1. Then from what we have just proved, the class consists of 
eventually regular semigroups. □
An element x is said to be a weak inverse (see Page 537 of Pin and 
Thérien (1993)) of y if xyx = x. This does not, in general, imply that yxy = y 
but of course x is a regular element. We dub the semigroups consisting 
entirely of such elements as a weakly regular semigroups. That is, a semigroup 
is weakly regular if for each element a of S there exists b such that bab = b. 
We point out that the semigroup in Example 3:1.3 above is one such example. 
For, if we put x’ = 1 when x is the identity element, and put x' = 0 otherwise, 
then it is easy to verify that x'xx' = x'. This then establishes the fact that the 
class of all structurally regular semigroups does not even contain the class of 
all weakly regular semigroups. In fact any semigroup with a zero element is 
weakly regular.
Lemma 3:1.5 I f  S / 0(n,m) is regular [orthodox] then the set Reg(S) of all regular 
elements of S forms a regular [orthodox] subsemigroup of S.
Proof. Suppose that P = 8 / 0(n,m) is regular. For any elements a,b of Reg(S), 
let a0(n,m) = a  and b0(n,m) = p. Then since T is regular, there exists y g T 
such that (aP)y(aP) = ap. Now, take any c g  S such that c0(n,m) = y, and any 
inverses a' g  V(a) and b 'G  V(b). Then since (ab,abcab) g  0(n,m),
(ab)c(ab) = (aa')^ [(ab)c(ab)] (b'b)^ = (aa')^ [ab] (b'b)"^ = ab; 
and so ab g  Reg(S), proving that Reg(S) forms a regular subsemigroup. Now, 
suppose that S/0(n,m) is orthodox, and take any idempotents e,f g  E(S). Then
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there exist = a  and = p in F such that e0(n,m) = a  and f0(n,m) = p. Since 
E(F) forms a band, by assumption, (ap)2 = ap. Therefore, (ef,(ef)2) e 0(n,m), 
and (ef)2 = e^(ef)^f”  ^= e^(ef)f”^ = ef. Thus E(S) forms a subsemigroup, and 
hence Reg(S) is orthodox. □
For an ideal extension S of a semigroup K by T, if there exists a 
homomorphism ^  from S onto K such that a(|) = a for every a in K, and the 
Rees quotient S/K  is isomorphic to T, then such an extension is called a retract 
extension (See Petrich (1973)). A retract extension by an n-nilpotent 
sem igroup is called an n-inflation. The following result characterises n- 
inflations of regular semigroups.
Theorem 3:1.6 The following statements are equivalent:
(i) S is a (n+l)-nilpotent extension of a regular subsemigroup, and there 
exists a regular-element-separating congruence j o n S  with the property that every 
y-class contains a regular element.
(ii) S is an (n+l)-inflation of Reg(S).
(Hi) For each element a o f S there exists a* such that for all x e  S ,^ 
xa = xaa*a and aa'^ax = ax.
(iv) Both S/0(n,0) and S/Q(0,n) are regular semigroups.
Proof. (i)=> (ii). Suppose that (i) holds, and define <{) to be the map which 
sends each element x to the unique regular element contained in the y-class 
that contains x. Then (ii) holds.
(ii)=> (iii). We are supposing that there exists a retract endomorphism 
(j) : S R, where R is a regular ideal of S and where S/R is a (n+l)-nilpotent 
semigroup. If x g S>^ then xa g S^+i c  R, and so xa = (xa)(|). If a* g V(a(j>) in R 
then a*(j) = a*, and so
xa = (xa)(|) = (x(j))(a(j)) = (x(j))(a({)) (a*<{>) (a(j)) = (xa)(|) (a’*'a)(j) = xaa*a. 
Similarly, ax = aa*ax for all x in S^. It is clear that Reg(S) = R, a subsemigroup.
(iii)=> (i) Suppose that (iii) holds in S and consider the congruence 
Ôn = 0(n,O) n  0(O,n). It is clear by the assumption that for each element a there 
exists a* such that (a,(aa*)^^a), (a*,(a*a)^^a*)G ôn- In S the element (aa’^ )’^ a is 
regular since
[(aa* )^^ a] a* [(aa*^ )^ a^] = (aa’*')’^  (aa*)*^+ia = (aa*)*^ a, 
by repeated use of the equality xaa*a = xa. Thus every Ôn-class contains a 
regular element. Next, we will show that the congruence §n is regular-
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element-separating. Take any (a,b) e Ôn fl (Reg(S) x Reg(S)). Then for any 
inverse a' and b' of a and b, respectively, we have that
a = aa'a = (aa')’^ a = (aa')^b and b = bb'b = (bb')'^b = (bb')^a 
and so (a,b) e L  (Green's relation) in Reg(S). Then since a and b are regular, 
we have by Howie (1976) that there exists inverses a* and b* , respectively, of 
a and b such that aa* = bb*.
Therefore,
a = (aa*)a = (bb*)a = (bb*)^ a^ = (bb*)% = bb*b = b.
We have thus shown that every ôn-class contains a unique regular element. 
Hence the map 0  : S —> S, a h-> (aa*)^a is well defined. For any inverse a' of a 
regular element a, we have a = (aa')i^a = a(j), and so (j) fixes regular elements. It 
follows that Reg(S) = S(j). We will show that ({> is a homomorphism. Take any 
elements a and b in S, and denote simply by a° and b° the unique regular 
elements in the Ô-classes, respectively, which contain a and b. Since the 
regular elements form a subsemigroup by Lemma 3:1.5, the element a°b° is 
also a regular element. But since ô is a regular-elem ent-separating 
congruence, a°b° is the unique regular element in the ô-class which contains 
ab. That is, a°b° = (ab)°. Therefore
(a<|))(b(t)) = a°b° = (ab)° = (ab)(|) 
for all a,b in S, and so (j) is indeed a homomorphism. We also see that Reg(S) ç  
Sn+i since for each regular element s and any inverse s', we have s = s(s's)'^+i. 
The reverse inclusion S^+  ^ ç  Reg(S) also holds since for any elements
/ ^n/^ n+1 b,
aiazag. . .  a^ an+i = a^agag. . .  an(an+i<))) (since (an+i,an+i(j)) e Ôn)
= (ai4))(a2()))(a3 (j))... (an(|))(a^ +i(|)).
We have the last equality since a^ +itj) is contained in and since (j) is a 
homomorphism it follows that ç  S^. Hence = Reg(S). Thus we have 
shown that S is an (n+l)-nilpotent extension of the regular subsemigroup 
S(j) = Reg(S) = which proves that (i) holds.
(iii) <=> (iv). Clear from the definition of 0(n,O) and 0(O,n). □
Theorem 3:1.7 Every n-inflation of a regular semigroup is structurally regular. □
We point out that for the semigroup S given in Example 1:2.9, S /0(1,0) is 
regular but S /0 (0,1) is not regular. Therefore the regularity of S/0(n,O) does 
not, in general, imply the regularity of S/0(O,n). Thus it follows, in view of
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Theorem 3:1.6 (iv), that the class of all n-inflations of regular semigroups is 
properly contained in the class of all structurally regular semigroups.
Example 3:1.8 Consider the two element semilattice A = {a,0}. On the 
Cartesian product S = A(i) x A = {(x,y): xe A<i) and y e A}, where A<^> is the 
semigroup obtained by adjoining an identity element to A, define a binary 
operation 0  by (a,b)0(c,d) = (ad,bd). Then (S,0 ) forms a semigroup since it is 
the natural enga-product on A(i) x A; and S /9 (1,0) is isomorphic to the 
semilattice A (see Examples 1:2.10 and Remark 1:2.11). Therefore, S is 
structurally regular. However, for every positive integer n,
Sn={(a,a), (a,0), (0,0), (0,a)} 
is not regular, since the element (a,0) is not regular. Thus not every 
structurally regular sem igroup is a nilpotent extension of a regular 
semigroup. □
In Example 3:1.17 it is shown that a nilpotent extension of a regular 
semigroup is not necessarily a structurally regular semigroup. Thus the 
concepts of structural regularity and the concept of nilpotent extension of 
regular semigroups are distinct.
Lemma 3:1.9 I f  3 / 0(n,m) is regular then every Q(n,m)-class contains a regular 
element. Moreover, every element x of can be expressed in the form x  = abc,
where ae , be Reg(S) and ce S"'.
Proof. Suppose that S/0(n,m) is regular. Then for each element a in S there 
exists an element a' such that for all ue and veS"^,
uav = uaa'av = u(aa')^a(a'a)"^v; 
and hence the elements a and b = (aa')*^a(a'a)”^  are 0 (n,m)-related. Since
ba'b = (aa')^a(a'a)^a'(aa')^a(a'a)^ = (aa')^a(a'a)"^ = b,
b is a regular element. Now, take any element x in Then there exist
elements xi,X2 ,xs,. . . . ,  Xn+i+m in S such that
X = (Xl X2 X3  . . . Xrj)Xn+l (Xn+2Xn+3Xn+4 • • • Xn+l+rri) “  abc,
w here a = xiX2 X3  . . . x^ b = (xn+iXn+i')"Xn+i (Xn+1 %+1)"" and 
c = Xn+2 Xn+3 Xn+ 4  • • • Xn+i+m/ and of course, b is a regular element that is 
0 (n,m)-related to Xn+i- □
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Theorem 3:1.10 y  S/0(n,m) is orthodox, then 'E{n,m) forms a subsemigroup. In 
particular, if  S / 0 (n,m) is an inverse semigroup then the following equalities hold:
(3:1.11) 0E(n,m)(n,m) = 0S(n,m) D (E(n,m) X E(n,m>)
(3:1.12) 0E(o,o)(n,m) = 0S(n,m) fl (E(o,o) x E(o,o))
(3:1.13) 0 Reg(S)(n,m) = 0S(n,m) f| (Reg(S) x Reg(S))
Proof. If S/0(n,m ) is regular, then by Lemma 3:1.5, Reg(S) forms a 
subsemigroup of S. Suppose that S / 0 (n,m) is orthodox, and take any x,y e 
E(n,m)- Then x0 (n,m) any y 0 (n,m) are idempotent elements of S / 0 (n,m). Hence 
(xy)0 (n,m) is also an idempotent and so xy e E(n,m)/proving that E(n,m) forms a 
subsemigroup. To prove that (3:1.11) holds, take any (a,b)e 0E(n,m), and let 
ueS^ and veS^.
Then
uav = ua^aa"^v = ua^ba"^v = uabav = uab^av = uba%v 
= ubabv = ub^ab”^ v = ub^bb"^v = ub*^+i+^v = ubv,
and so (a,b) e 0^(n,m) fl (E(n,m) x E(n,m)). Since the reverse containment holds 
trivially, the equality (3:1.11) follows. One can show, in particular, that 
(3:1.12) also holds.
To prove (3:1.13), take any (a,b)e 0^^^g(S)(n,m), and let
d = (aa')>^ , e = (a'a)"^, f = (bb')*^  and g = (b'b)"^,
where a'e V(a), b' g  V(b). We see that d, e, f, g g  Reg(S) since they are all 
idempotent elements. Now, for all u  in S*^ , and v in ,
uav = udaev = udbev (since (a,b)e 0 ^^g(^)(n,m))
= udfbgev = ufdbegv = ufdaegv = ufagv = ufbgv = ubv.
We have the fourth equality since S/0(n,m) is inverse, so the idempotent 
0(n,m)-classes commute (see Theorem 0:2.5). Thus (a,b)G0^(n,m). Since the 
reverse containment holds trivially, the equality (3:1.13) follows. □
Theorem 3:1.14 Every engamorphic product of a regular semigroup is structurally 
regular.
Proof. Suppose that (S,*) is regular, and take any retractive endomorphism 
Then for each a g  S fix any inverse of the regular element a<|) w hen  
considered as an element in the regular semigroup (S,*), and denote it by a* = 
(a(|))'. Then for all s in S, we have by the retractive nature of (j) that
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soa = s»(a({)) = s»(a(j))»(a(l))'»(a<})) = s°aoa*oa; 
and (S,o)/0(1,0) is regular. Hence (S,o) = (S,*,(j>;l) is structurally regular. □
The example below shows that the concepts of engamorphic-products on regular 
semigroups, and the concept of inflations of regular semigroups are distinct. In 
fact, in view of Theorem 3:1.14, the class of all engamorphic products on 
regular semigroups forms a proper subclass of the class of structurally regular 
semigroups.
Example 3:1.15 Consider the 4-element semilattice (S,*) = {l,a,b,0}, forming 
the diamond shown below, and define a map ^  from S into itself which sends 
If—>1, ah—>1, b(—>0, and Oh->0.
1
a
0
Define a binary operation on the set S by xoy = x*(y(|)).
o 1 a b 0
1 1 1 0 0
a a a 0 0
b b b 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
The semigroup (S,»,(|);l) = (S,o) is not regular since the element b is not regular. 
Moreover, since = {l,a,b,0} = S for all k > 1, the semigroup (S,o) is not a 
nilpotent extension of a regular semigroup. This proves that an engamorphic 
product on a regular semigroup may not necessarily be an ideal extension of 
some regular semigroup. Hence S can not be, in this particular case, an 
infaltion of a regular semigroup. □
Remark 3:1.16 In view of Remark 1:2.11, the semigroup constructed in 
Example 3:3.1 is an engamorphic product of a regular semigroup. Since that 
semigroup is not eventually regular, we conclude that taking of engamorphic 
products does not necessarily produce eventually regular semigroups.
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3:2. A GENERALISATION OF LALLEMENT’S LEMMA
If S/0(n,m ) is regular then for each element x of S one can define the 
following set:
(3:2.1) Vs{x;n,m) = {y: uxyxv = uxv and uyxyv = uyv, u e  and v e S*^ }.
We will call each member of the above set an (n,m)-inverse of x. In particular, 
if the element x is regular, then the set of all its inverses coincides with the set 
yg(%;0,0) (see Lemma 2:3.7). And of course we have yg(%;0,0) c  
Vs{x;n,m).
For any semigroup S, any ordered pair (n,m), and for all u in S^ and v 
in we have the following additional concepts: an element x is called 
(n,m)-idempotent if ux^v = uxv, and the set of all such elements is denoted by 
£(„ ,„)(S). Semigroups which consist entirely of such (n,m)-idempotent
elements will be called (n,m)-bands. The concept of (0,0)-hand, (0,0)-idempotent, 
and (0,0)-inverse coincide w ith the usual meaning of the w ords hand, 
idempotent, and inverse, respectively.
A semigroup will be called (n,m)-orthodox if S/0(n,m) is orthodox. 
Equivalently, these are structurally regular semigroups for which the union of 
all idem potent 0(n,m)-classes forms a subsemigroup. In this section, we 
demonstrate that (n,m)-idempotents behave in a way somewhat similar to the 
way in which idempotent elements do. In fact for any element x' of V^{x;n,m) 
one can show that both xx’ and x'x are (n,m)-idempotents.
We refer the reader to (0:1.1) - (0:1.5) for the definitions of the five 
Green's relations These relations have played an important role in
our understanding of semigroup structures. The following new relations, 
which are in fact generalisations of the Green's relations, are quite useful in 
the study of structurally regular semigroups.
For any Green's relation Xe. define a new relation as
follows: for any elements a,b of S, we say (a,b)e if and only if the classes 
a0(n,m) and b0(n,m) are X-related in S/0(n,m). For example, (a,b)e in S if 
and only if there exists x,ye such that
b 0 (n,m) = a0 (n,m) x0 (n,m) and a0 (n,m) = b 0 (n,m) y 0 (n,m).
This is equivalent to saying that the pairs (b,ax) and (a,by) are 0(n,m)-related 
in S.
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Theorem 3:2.2 Take any structurally (n,m)-regular semigroup S, and any elements 
a and h. Then for any a' e  Vs(a}n,m) and b' e  Vs{b;n,m) the following statements 
hold:
(i) (a,h) e Z(n,m) S if and only if there exist (n,m)-inverses a' and b' of a and 
b, respectively, such that (a'a,b'b) are 6(n,m)-related.
(ii) (a,b) E%t^ „,) in S if and only if there exists a' and b' such that (aa',bb') are 
9(n,m)-related.
(iii) (a,b) S if  and only if  there exists a' and b' such that (aa',bb')
and (a'a,b'b) are 6(n,m)-related pairs.
Proof. We prove only statement (i). The remaining statements can be proved 
similarly. Let a0(n,m) = a, b0(n,m) = p, and suppose that (a,b) g X(n,m) in S. 
Then in the regular semigroup S/0(n,m), (a,P) g X. Hence by Lemma 11:4.7 
of Howie (1976) (see Theorem 0:2.l(i)) there exist a'GV(a) and P'g V(p) such 
that a 'a  = p'p. If a’ and b' are in S such that a'0 (n,m) = a ', b'0(n,m) = p', then 
(a'a,b'b) g  0 (n,m) as required. □
The following theorem is a useful generalisation of a result due to T.E. Hall 
(see for example. Exercise 14 on Page 55 of Howie (1976)), which, in turn, is a 
generalisation of Lallement's Lemma.
Theorem 3:2.3 Let (pbe a homomorphism from S onto T. I f  S/0(n,m) is regular, 
then for any t e T  and any t ' EVj^(t',n,m) there exists s ' e  Vs(s;n,m) such that 
(s<p,t) and (s'(j), t') are 0(n,m) -relatedpairs in T.
Proof. We have by Theorem 1:1.4 that T/0T(n,m) is a homomorphic image of 
S/0^(n,m) under the map <j)(n,m): a0^(n,m) a(])0T(n,m), for each element a of
S. Hence, every 0T(n,m)-class is an image of some 0^(n,m)-class under 
and the quotient T/0^(n,m ) is a homomorphic image of S/0^(n,m). Denote 
the 0(n,m)-classes of S and T, respectively, as follows:
{Sa: ŒG r  =S/0(n,m)} and {T^ : aG A = T / 0(n,m)}.
Take any t g  T„, aG A, and any t' g  T„- , where a ' is a inverse of the regular 
element a. Then by Hall's generalisation of Lallement's Lemma, and by the 
commutativity of the diagram in Theorem 1:1.4, there exist elements p and p' 
in r  such that (P)<l>(n,tn)= ct and (P')4>(n,m)= oc'. This means that here exists s and s' 
in the 0 ^(n,m)-classes Sp and Sp- respectively, such that s(|) g  T„ and s'cj) g  Ta-. □
It is known that Lallement's lemma does not hold true in arbitrary 
semigroups. In fact, this lemma fails to hold in the semigroup of all positive
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integers under addition, since it does not have any idempotent element but 
the entire semigroup can be m apped onto a trivial semigroup, which of 
course is an idempotent. The following result is in fact a generalisation of the 
Lallement Lemma up to structurally regular semigroups.
Corollary 3:2.4 Let (pbea homomorphism from S onto T. I f S/6(n,m) is regular, then 
for each idempotent f  of T, there exists an idempotent element e of S such that e(j) =/.
Proof. Since <|) is onto, there exists some a g S such that a(() = f. Take any 
XG Vs(a^;n,m) and consider e = (axa)^+i+”^ . We will show that e is an 
idempotent of S such that e({) = a(|) = f. It is not difficult to see that (axa) is 
0 (n,m)-related to (axa)i in S for every i > 1.
Now,
e^ = (axa)^+i+"^ (axa)^+i+«^
= (axa)^ [(axa)i+"^ (axa)i^+i] (axa)^
= (axa)i  ^[ axa ] (axa)^ (since (axa, (axa)i+^ (axa)*^+i)€ 0 (n,m))
= (axa)^+^+"  ^= e;
and
e(j) = ((axa)^+i+”^ )<j) = ((axa) (axa)J^+^-i (axa))(j>
= (a(|)) [xa (axa)^+"  ^ ax](j) (a<j))
= (a(j) ) ^ + 2  [xa (axa)^+i^‘i ax](j) (a(j> ) ^ + 2  
= (a*^+2 [xa (axa)^+"  ^ ax] a"^ +^ )(|)
= (a^ + 2  [x] a” +^2)<j) (since x g Vs(a^;n,m))
= (a"+  ^[x] a^+2)(j) z= (an a^xa^ a )^(j)
= (an+2 +m)(|) = (a^)n+l+m = a(|) = f. □
The following result shows that if T is a homomorphic image of some 
structurally regular semigroup S, then every regular element of T is a 
homomorphic image of some regular element of S.
Corollary 3:2.5 Let (j)bea homomorphism from S onto T. If SfO(n,m) is regular, then
Reg(T) = (Reg(S))4).
Proof. Clearly Reg(T) 3  (Reg(S))(j). To prove the reverse containment, take any 
X G Reg(T). Now for any x'gV(x), the elements xx' and x'x are both 
idempotents in T. By Corollary 3.24 there exists idempotent elements e and f
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in S such that e(|) = xx' and f(|) = x'x. Since ({) is onto, there exists a in S such that 
a(j) = X .  Since S/0(n,m) is regular, we have by Lemma 3:1.9 that there exists 
(at least one) regular element d in Reg(S) such that a and d are 0(n,m)-related. 
Therefore, since Reg(S) forms a subsemigroup,
c = eaf = e^af^ = e^df"^ = edf e Reg(S).
We also observe that
c(j) = (ebf)(|) = (e(|))(b(j>)(f<|)) = (xx')(x)(x'x) = x.
Thus we have shown that Reg(T) ç  (Reg(S))ct> and so the equality holds. □
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3:3 RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER GENERALISATIONS 
OF REGULAR SEMIGROUPS
The following counter example proves that the class of all structurally regular 
semigroups is not contained in the class of all eventually regular semigroups. 
Combining that with Example 3:1.3, we conclude that these two classes are 
not comparable; that is, neither contains the other.
Example 3:3,1 Let N denote the set of all positive integers, and consider the 
semigroup S = N x N with the multiplication ■ given by
(3:3.2) (n,m) ■(p,q) = (n-m+ m ax(m,p), q - p + max(m,p)).
This is the so-called hicyclic semigroup, which plays an important role in the 
theory of inverse semigroups. Now, consider T = S(i) x S, where denotes 
the semigroup obtained by adjoining an identity element 1  to S, and define a 
multiplication ♦ on T as follows:
(3:3.3) x^y = [a,b]*[c,d] = [a«d, b«d], x = [a,b], y = [c,d] g T = S(i) x S.
More precisely,
[(r-s+max(s,k), 1-k+max (k,s)), (t-u+max(u,k), l-k+max(k,u)].
x*y
if X = [(r,s), (t,u)] and y = [(i,j), (k,l)] or y = [ l ,(k ,l)] , 
[(k,l), (t-u+max(u,k), l-k+max(k,u)].
if X = [1, (t,u)] and y = [(i,j), (k,l)] or y = [1, (k,l)]
From Example 1:2.10, (T,*) is the natural left engamorphic product on 
T = SO) X S, and so is a semigroup. Moreover, T /0(1,0) is isomorphic to S. 
Hence, (T,^) is structurally regular. We will prove that it is not eventually 
regular. First we note that
(3:3.4) Reg(T) = {[(a,b),(c,d)]G T: b > d , b,d g  N}
To see this, take any regular element, say x =[(a,b),(c,d)] of (T,*). Then by 
assumption there exists an element, say x' = [(e,f), (g,h)] such that x*x'*x = x 
and xVxfx' = x'. This implies that the following equalities hold in the bicyclic 
semigroup:
(3:3.5) (c,d)-(g,h)«(c,d) = (c,d) and (g,h).(c,d)-(g,h) = (g,h)
(3:3.6) (a,b).(g,h)«(c,d) = (a,b)
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From (3:3.5), we have by the uniqueness of inverses in S that (g,h) = (d,c); and
by substituting that equality into (3:3.6) we have
(3:3.7) (a,b)m(d,c)"(c,d) = (a,b)
But since (d,c)«(c,d) = (d,d), it follows that a - b -f max(b,d) = a, and we have
that b > d.
Conversely, it is straightforward, but tedious, to verify that for any 
y = [(n,m),(p,q)] with m > q, the element y' = [(r,s), (q,p)], s > p, is an inverse 
of y. Thus the set in (3:3.4) gives all the regular elements of (T,^).
To show that T is not eventually regular, consider the element 
X = [1 , (1 ,2 )], where 1  is the adjoined identity element of S^ .
Then
x2 = [(1,2), (1,3)], x3 = [(1,3), (1,4)], x4 = [ (1,4), (1 ,5 )]....
In general,
xk = [(l,k), (l,k+l)] for k > 2 .
Since k is never greater than k+1, x^ does not belong to Reg(T). Hence, x is not 
eventually regular. Thus T is not eventually regular, but of course it is 
structurally regular. □
A semigroup S is said to be locally regular if for every idempotent e of 
S, the subsemigroup eSe = (exe: x e S) is regular. The following result gives 
the relationship between locally regular semigroups and structurally regular 
semigroups.
Lemma 3:3.8 Every structurally regular semigroup is locally regular.
Proof. Suppose that S/0(n,m) is regular, and take any x g  eSe, e g  E(S). Then 
for any x' g  V(x;n,m), x = exe = e^xe^ = e^(xx'x)e^ = xx'x. By straightforward 
verification, one can show that the element x* = e(x'xx')e g  eSe is indeed an 
inverse of x, and so x is therefore regular. Hence eSe is a regular 
subsemigroup, proving that S is locally regular. □
The next example shows that the converse of Lemma 3:3.8 does not hold, and 
hence the containment is strict.
Example 3:3.9 Let N be the semigroup of all positive integers under addition, 
G be a non trivial group, and (|) : N ^  G be the constant map which sends 
every element of N to the identity element e of G. Denote by (S,*) the ideal
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extension of G by N with respect to the homomorphism <j). Then the 
multiplication ♦ on S is as follows:
X» y =
X ,  if x g G,  y e N
y , if XG N, y G G
xy , otherwise
The identity element e of G becomes the unique idempotent element of S. 
Since eSe = eGe = G, (S,^) is a locally regular semigroup. However, we see 
that (S,*) is not structurally regular since for every (i,j) and any element x of 
N, x0(i,j) forms a singleton set, and that the element x is not regular in S. Thus 
not every locally regular semigroup is structurally regular. □
A semigroup S is said to be locally eventually regular if for every 
idempotent e of S, the subsemigroup eSe = {exe: x g  S} is eventually regular; 
and S is structurally eventually regular if S/0(n,m) is eventually regular for 
some (n,m). It is clear that both the classes of all structurally regular 
semigroups and the class of all eventually regular semigroups are strictly 
contained in the class of all structurally eventually regular semigroups. And a 
semigroup is called structurally locally eventually regular if S/0(n,m) is locally 
eventually regular for some (n,m).
Lemma 3:3.10 Every structurally eventually regular semigroup is locally eventually 
regular.
Proof. Suppose that S is structurally eventually regular, and consider any 
idempotent element e g  E(S). Then S/0(n,m) is eventually regular for some 
ordered pair of non negative integers (n,m). For each x g  eSe there exists an 
element b of S, and a positive integer k such that (x^bx /^X^) and (bx%,b) are 
0 (n,m)-related pairs in S. This implies that u  x^bx^ v = ux^v and ubx^bv = ubv 
for all u  G and v g  We will show that a = e(bx^b)e g  eSe is an inverse 
of xK Now,
= e ( x^) e = e" ( x^) e^  = e^ ( x^bx^ ) e^
= e^ ( x^ebex^ ) e^ = e^ ( x^e (bx^b) ex^ ) e^  = x^ a x^,
and
a = e(b)e = e^ (b)e"^ = e^ (b x^b) e^  = (e^ be) x^ (e b e"^  ) = ax^a; 
and hence it follows that S is locally eventually regular. □
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The previously encountered Example 3:3.9 also serves to show that the 
converse of Lemma 3:3.10 does not hold.
Generalisations of the concept of regularity
-♦ Locally eventually regular semigroups
♦  Locally regular semigroups
♦  Structurally regular
^S tru c tu ra lly  eventually regular semigroups
♦  Eventually regular semigroups
♦  Engamorphic products 
regular semigroups
> Both Structurally & Eventually regular semigroup
N ilpotent extensions o f 
regular semigroups
N ilpotent extensions o f regular semigroups 
that are also structurally regular
♦  n-lnflations o f regular semigroups
f  Inflations of regular semigroups
Regular Semigroups
Figure 3:3.11 Strict containment relationships of some generalisations of
regular semigroups.
Semigroup species are classes of semigroups closed under taking 
homomorphic images. In Figure 3:3.11, we summarise the containment 
relationships that exist between some known species of semigroups. In the 
diagram, a continuous line indicates a strict containment.
The semigroup (N,+) does not belong to any of the classes so far 
considered, although it appears as subsem igroup of some regular 
semigroups. Hence the classification presented in Figure 3:3.11 does not 
exhaust the class of all semigroups. However, the class of all finite 
semigroups is included here since they are eventually regular.
Lemma 3:3.12 The class of all locally regular semigroups is structurally closed.
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Proof. Suppose that S/0(n,m) is locally regular, and take any e g E(S). Then 
for any x g eSe, x0 (n,m) is regular in S/0(n,m) since x0 (n,m) is contained in 
the local subsemigroup of S/0(n,m) with identity element e0(n,m). Therefore, 
by assumption, there exists a g  S such that (xax,x) and (axa,a) are 0(n,m)- 
related pairs in S. Hence uxaxv = uxv and uaxav = uav for all u in S  ^and v 
in S”'. Now, in S, X = exe = e^xe^ = e^xaxe"^ = xax. It can be shown that y = 
e(axa)e g  eSe is an inverse of x, and so S is locally regular. □
Lemma 3:3.13 The class of all locally eventually regular semigroups is structurally 
closed.
Proof. Suppose that S/0(n,m) is locally eventually regular, and take any e g  
E(S). Then for any x g  eSe, there exists a positive integer k > 1, such that 
xk0(n,m) is regular in S/0(n,m), since x0(n,m) is contained in the local 
subsemigroup of S/0(n,m) with identity element e0(n,m). Therefore, by 
assumption, there exists a g  S such that (x^^ax ,^x^) and (ax^a,a) are 0(n,m)- 
related pairs in S. Hence ux^ax^v = ux^v and uax^av = uav for all u  in S^ and 
V  in S"^ . Now, in S, x^ = exke = e^ x^^ e*^  = e^x^ax^e»  ^= x k a x k ,  It can be shown 
that y = e(ax^a)e g  eSe is an inverse of x^, and so S is locally eventually 
regular. □
Lemma 3:3.14 The class of all structurally regular semigroups and the class of all 
nilpotent extensions of regular semigroups are not comparable, in the sense that 
neither class contains the other.
Proof. As shown in Theorem 3:1.8, a structurally regular semigroup may not 
be a nilpotent extension of a regular semigroup. Therefore, the class of all 
structurally regular semigroups is not contained in the class of all nilpotent 
extensions of regular semigroups. The converse also does not hold since by 
Example 5:1.1, a nilpotent extension of a regular semigroup may not be 
structurally regular. Therefore, these classes are not comparable in the sense 
that neither contains the other. □
Finally, we now demonstrate how one can produce concrete examples 
of semigroups from the types given in Figure 3:3.11. Let Rq be a non trivial 
regular semigroup, say the bicyclic semigroup, and N be a non trivial 
nilpotent semigroup.
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(i) Let Ri = Ro X N be the direct product of Rq and N. Then, as shown in 
Example 3:1.2 R^  is both a nilpotent extension and a structurally regular 
semigroup.
(ii) Let R2 = Ri(^ ), be the semigroup obtained by adjoining an identity 
element to R i. And as shown in Example 3:1.3, R2 is eventually regular, but is 
neither structurally regular nor a nilpotent extension.
(iii) Let R3 = x  R% ,0), where R2 (^> is the semigroup obtained by 
adjoining an identity element to R2, Rz^ ^^  x R2 is the Cartesian product, and the 
multiplication © is defined as follows: (a,b)0(c,d) = (ad,bd). Then as was the 
case for the semigroup in Example 3:3.1, R3 is a structurally eventually 
regular semigroup but is not eventually regular.
(iv) Let R4 be the ideal extension of R3 by the semigroup (N,+) of all 
positive integers under addition determined by a constant map which sends 
every element of N to a fixed idempotent element of R 3 .  Then every local 
subsemigroup of R 4  turns out to be a local subsemigroup of R 3 .  As was the 
case for the semigroup in Example 3:3.9, R4 is not structurally eventually 
regular but is locally eventually regular.
(v) From Lemma 3:3.12 and Lemma 3:3.13 any structurally locally 
[eventually] regular semigroup is again locally [eventually] regular.
One can construct structurally regular semigroups using the method 
described in Example 1.2.10. Example 3:3.9 gives a locally regular semigroup 
that is not structurally regular. The construction of engamorphic products on 
a regular semigroup, or the taking of a nilpotent extension of a regular 
semigroup are well known procedures. Thus each of the classes given on 
Figure 3:3.11 are distinct and non empty.
We complete this section w ith a characterisation of perm utative 
semigroups. A semigroup is said to be permutative if it satisfies a permutation 
identity. In particular a semigroup is said to be commutative if it satisfies the 
permutation identity xy = yx.
Theorem 3:3.14 A  semigroup S is permutative if and only if it is a structurally 
commutative semigroup.
Proof. Suppose that S/0(n,m) is commutative. Then it follows from Theorem 
2:2.6 that for all x, y e S, u g  S" and v g  uxyv = uyxv. Clearly, this is a 
permutation identity. To prove the converse, we need to show that for every
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permutative semigroup S, S/9(n,m) is commutative for some (n,m). But that 
follows from a theorem of Putcha and Yaqub given below. □
Theorem 3:3.15 (Yaqub and Putcha (1971)) Let She a semigroup such that, for 
all x j, X2 , . . .  ,x„ in S,
(3:3.16) . . .  Xn = X(j(x)?C0(2) • ♦ • ^o(p) (u > 2)
where u  is a fixed permutation of [1,2, . . . . , n} distinct from the identity 
permutation. Then there exists an integer k such that, for all u, v e and for all 
x i, X2  e Swe have that
UX1X2 V = UX2X1 V.
In particular is medial. □
It is well known that any commutative regular semigroup is an inverse 
sem igroup, since in this case the idem potent elements commute. The 
following analogous result holds for structurally regular semigroups.
Corollary 3:3.17 Let She a structurally regular semigroup. IfS  is permutative, then 
it is a structurally inverse semigroup. □
Problem 3:3.18 It is known that for every commutative regular semigroups, the 
idempotent elements are central, and hence such semigroups are strong semilattice of 
groups. Is there an analogous statement involving structurally regular semigroups 
which are permutative? □
Problem 3:3.19 Where does the class of all weakly regular semigrouops f i t  in the 
diagram of Figure 3:3.11? □
The next result, though it has nothing to do with this present chapter, will 
be of use later in the thesis.
Lemma 3:3.20 Let She a regular semigroup. Then for any ordered pair (n,m) of 
non negative integers, the following statements hold:
(i) 0 (n,m) G 0 (1 ,1 )
(ii) E(n,m) =E(S)
(iii) V(a;n,m) = V(a)/ord/ am  S.
Proof, (i) Clearly holds for regular semigroups since = S for all k > 1.
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(ii) Take any element a in S and suppose that a and aa are 0(n,m)- 
related. Then for any inverse a' of a, we hae
a = aa'a = (aa')^a(a'a)"^ = (aa')^(aa)(a'a)"^ = (aa')(aa)(a'a) -  aa 
and so E(n,m) G E(S). The reverse containment holds trivially, and that 
proves (ii).
(iii) Take any (n,m)-inverse a**^ of an element a. Then since the 
element a is regular, there exists an inverse a' of a. We will show that a**" is 
also an inverse of a.
Now
a = aa'a = (aa')^'a(a'a)”^  = (aa')*^(aa*a)(a'a)^ = (aa')(aa*a)(a'a) = aa*a; 
and similarly, a* = a*aa*. This proves that V(a;n,m) c  V(a). The reverse 
containment holds trivially, and the equality holds. □
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3:4 STRUCTURALLY ORTHODOX SEMIGROUPS
Structurally orthodox semigroups form an important class of structurally 
regular semigroups. Our purpose in this section will be to generalise some 
well known concepts and im portant results in the theory of orthodox 
semigroups up to structurally orthodox semigroups. In fact, some of the 
results and proofs presented in this section resemble very much some well 
known results about orthodox semigroups (see for example. Chapter VI of 
Howie (1976)). The following result is a generalisation of Theorem 0:2.4.
Theorem 3:4.1 Let S be a structurally regular semigroup. Then the following 
statements are equivalent:
(i) S lQ{n,m) is orthodox
(ii) For any elements a,b of S, a'e V^{a',n,m), b’e Vg{b;n,m) we have that 
b 'a 'e Vs(ab;n,m).
(iii) For each e eE(n,m)(S), we have Vs(e;n,m) ç  E(n,^ )(S).
Proof, (i) => (ii). Take any semigroup S and suppose that (i) holds. Then for 
any a,b g  S, any a'G  V^(a;n,m), b 'G  Vg(b;n,m) , and for all u g  S^, v  g  we 
have:
u(ab)(b'a')(ab)v = u[(aa'ab)(b'a')(abb'b)v = ua(a'abb')%v 
= u[a(a'abb')b]v = uabv,
and
u[(b'a')ab(b'a')]v = u[(b’bb'a')ab(b'a'aa')]v = u[b'(bb'a'a)^a']v
= ub'(bb'a'a)a'v = ub'aV; 
and so b'a' is an (n,m)-inverse of ab.
(ii) => (iii). Suppose that (ii) holds, and take any e G E(n,m) and any 
X G Vs(e;n,m). Let u g  ,  v  g  .
Then
u(xex)v = uxv and uexev = uev.
The elements xe and ex are both (n,m)-idempotents, and so each is an (n,m)- 
inverse of itself. It follows by the assumption that (ex)(xe) g  Vs({xe){ex)',n,m). 
i.e. ex^e G V^(x;n,m). Therefore,
uxv = ux(ex2e)xv = u(xex)(xex)xv = ux^v;
which proves that Vs(e;n,m) c  E(n,m)(S) and so (iii) holds.
(iii) =» (i). Take any e,f g  E(n,m>(S), and let x be any (n,m)-inverse of ef. Then 
u(ef)(fxe)(ef)v = u(efxef)v = u(ef)v
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and u(fxe)ef(fxe)v = u(fxefxe)v = uf(xefx)ev = ufxev;
and so ef e V^(fxe',n,m), We need only show that fxe e E(nm)(S) to complete
the proof since by assumption this will mean that ef is (n,m)-idempotent.
Now,
u(fxe)2 v = u(fxefxe)v = u(fxe)v; 
and thus fxe e E(„ m)(S), proving that ef e E(n,m)(S). It follows that the idempotent 
elements of S/0(n,m) form a subsemigroup, and so S/0(n,m) is orthodox. 
Equivalently, E(„ m)(S) forms a subsemigroup of S. □
Structurally inverse semigroups form a very im portant class of 
structurally orthodox semigroups. That, in itself, forms a new and a fertile 
area of research, especially in generalising known results about inverse 
semigroups. However, due to limited space and time, we will not study such 
semigroups. The proof of the following result follows easily from the 
characterisation of inverse sem igroups, w ithin the class of regular 
semigroups, by the uniqueness of inverses and by the commutativity of 
idempotent elements (compare the result with Theorem 0:2.5).
Corollary 3:4.2. The follow ing statements concerning a structurally regular 
semigroup S are equivalent:
(i) S fO(n,m) is an inverse semigroup.
(ii) S is structurally (n,m)~regular and idempotent 6(n,m)-classes 
commute.
(iii) For any element a ofS,  if  the elements a' and a" both belong to 
Vs(fl;n,m) then a' and a"  are 0(n,m)-related. □
Returning now to structurally orthodox semigroups, we have:
Proposition 3:4.3 For any (n,m)-orthodox semigroup S, any (n,m)-idempotent e, 
and any (n,m)-inverse a' of a, both the elements a'ea and aea' are (n,m)-idempotents.
Proof. Take any (n,m )-orthodox sem igroup S, any (n,m)-inverse 
a'e Vs(d}n,m), and any e e E(n,m)- Then for all u in and v in have that
u(a'ea)^v = u(a'eaa'ea)v = u(a'eaa'e(aa'a))v = ua'(eaa')^av
= ua'(eaa')av = u(a'ea)v; 
and similarly, one can show also that the element aea' is also an (n,m)- 
idempotent. □
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If the quotient S/0(n,m) is an orthodox semigroup, then for each 
e e E(n m) consider the set:
E(n,m)<e> = {x g E(n,m): x0(n,m) < e0(n,m)}
= {x G E(n,m) : uexev = uev for all u g  , v e  S*^ }.
The ordering < is of course the natural partial order on the band E(S/0(n,m)) 
defined by f < e if and only if ef = f = fe. The following result shows that 
E(n,m)<e> plays an analogous role to that played by the well known concept of 
principal ideals generated by idempotent elements within bands. We introduce 
the following notation: for any a’ g  Vs(a',n,m) let
'd(E(n,m)<a'a>, a', E(n,m)<aa’>) = {x : (x,ea'f) g  0(n,m), eGE<a'a> , fGE<aa'>}.
Proposition 3:4.4 For any (n,m)-orthodox semigroup S and any (n,m)4nverse 
element a' of a , we have
Vs(a;n,m)  = "d(E(n,m)<a'a>, a', E(n,m)<aa'>).
Proof. Let e g  E(n „j)<a'a>, f g  E(n,m)<aa'>, where a' g  Vs(a',n,m).  Then since 
u(a'a)e(a'a)v = ua'av and u(aa')f(aa’)v = u(aa')v, we have that
ua(ea'f)av = u[aa'a(ea'aa'f)aa'a]v = u[a(a’aea'a)(a’faa')a]v
= u[a(a'a)(a'faa')a]v = u[aa'(aa'faa')a]v
= u[aa'(aa')a]v = u[aa'a]v = uav;
and also,
u[(ea'f)a(ea'f)]v = u[(ea'aa'f)aa'aa'a(ea'aa'f)]v
= u[ea'(aa'faa')a(a'aea'a)a'f]v
= u[ea’(aa')a(a'a)a'f]v
= u[ea'aa'f]v = uea’fv; 
and hence ea'f is an (n,m)-inverse of a. We have thus proved the containment 
i (^E(n,m)<a'a>, a', E(n,m><aa'>) c  Vs(a;n,m).
To prove the reverse containment, take any a* g  Vs(a;n,m). Then since 
ua*v = ua*^aa*v = u(a*a)a'(aa*^)v
we see that the elements a* and (a*a)a'(aa*) are 0(n,m)-related in S. Now, we 
also observe that
u(a’^ a)(a'a)(a’^ a)v = u[a*(aa'a)a'^a]v = u[a*aa*a]v = ua*av;
and so a*a g  E(n,m)<a'a>. Similarly, one can show that aa* g  E(n,m)<aa'>. These, 
together, imply that (a*a)a'(aa*) is contained in
^(E(n,m)<a'a>, a', E(n^)<aa'>).
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Since a* is 0(n,m)-related to the element (a*a)a'(aa*), which belongs to the set 
E(n,m)<a'a> a'E(n,m)<aa’>, it follows that a* e 'd(E(n,m)<a'a>, a', E(n,m)<aa'>), and 
thus the reverse containment holds. □
Theorem 3:4.5 A  (n,m)~regular semigroup S is (n,m)-orthodox if and only if for all 
elements a and b ofS,
Vs(a;n,m) fl Vs{b’,n,m ) ^ 0  implies that Vs(a;n,m) ~Vs{b',n,m) .
Proof. Take any structurally (n,m)-orthodox semigroup, and suppose that the 
element x e Vs{a}n,m) fl Vs(&;n,m) 0 . Then the elements a and b belong to
Vs{x;n,m), and so we have
E(n,m)<xa> = E(n,m)<xb> and E(n,m)<ax> = E(n,m)<bx>.
By Proposition 3:4.4 we have
Vs(a‘,n,m) = "d(E(n^ )<xa>, x, E(^ )^<ax>)
= i)(E(n,m)<xb>, X ,  E(n,m)<bx>) = V s(hn,m ) .
Conversely, take any structurally (n,m)-regular semigroup S such that the 
condition in the theorem is satisfied. Take any (n,m)-idempotents e,f of E(n,m)/ 
and let x be an (n,m)-inverse of ef. That is, u(ef)x(ef)v = uefv and uxefxv = 
uxv. Then the elements fxe and efxe belong to E(n,m) and the element fxe is 
contained in
Vsifxe}n,m) r\Vs(efxe;n,m).
By the hypothesis, this implies that Vsifxe',n,m) = Vs{efxe;n,m). Now, again it 
is straightforward to verify that ef belongs to Vs(fxe',n,m)} and hence ef 
belongs to Vs{efxe;n,m) and so
uefv = u(ef)(efxe)(ef)v = uef(efxef)v = u(ef)^v.
Thus it follows that S is structurally (n,m)-orthodox as required. □
Take any inverse semigroup congruence p on the orthodox semigroup 
S/0(n,m), and consider the congruence on S given by
CO =  {(a,b) e Sx S : (a0(n,m),b0(n,m)) g  p ,  a,b g  S}.
Then since S/co ~ (S/0(n,m))/p, it follows that co is an inverse semigroup 
congruence on S. Therefore the number of inverse semigroup congruences on 
a structurally (n,m)-orthodox semigroups S is at least the number of inverse 
semigroup congruences on S/0(n,m). The next result characterises the least 
inverse semigroup congruence on a structurally (n,m)-orthodox semigroup.
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Theorem 3:4.6 For any (n,m)~orthodox semigroup S the relation
y = {{a,b):Vs{a;n,m)=^Vs(b;n,m)} 
is the least inverse semigroup congruence on S.
Proof. Take any (a,b)e7  and any c in S. Then for any (n,m)-inverses c' of c 
and any a' of a, we have that a'c' belongs to
Vs(ca;n,m) f l  Vs(cb;n,m); 
and so Vs{ca;n,m) = Vs{cb;n,m) from Theorem 3:4.5, which implies that the 
elements ca and cb are y-related. Similarly, (ac,bc)Gy and so the relation y is a 
congruence. It is not difficult to see that S /y  is regular. To prove the 
commutativity of idem potent y-classes, we observe that for any (n,m)- 
idempotent elements e and f, we have from Proposition 3:4.4 that
Vs(ef;n,m)  =E(n,m)<ef>
= {x g  E(n,m) : x0(n,m) < (ef)0(n,m) in E(S/0(n,m)), e,f g  }
= (XG E(n,m) : X0(n,m) < (fe)0(n,m) in E(S/0(n,m)), e,f g  E(n,m)}
= E(n,m)<fe> = Vs(fe;n,m).
The third equality holds since in the band E = E(S/0(n,m)), E<ef> = E<fe> for 
any e,f g  E (For a proof of this, see (1.5) - (1.6) in Chapter VI of Howie 
(1976)). Hence, y is an inverse semigroup congruence on S. Now, take any 
inverse semigroup congruence p on S, and any (a,b)G y. Then we have that 
Vs(a;n,m)~ Vs(b',n,m) and so for any x in Vs{a;n,m) (=Vs{b',n,m)) both ap 
and bp are (n,m)-inverses of xp in S/p. But since S/p is regular, the concepts 
of (n,m)-inverse and the usual (von Neumann) inverses coincide. Since the 
inverse semigroup S /p  has unique inverses, we must have ap = bp. Hence 
y ç p .  □
The least inverse semigroup congruence on an orthodox semigroup was 
determined by T.E. Hall (1969) to be
y = { ( a , b ) G  SxS: V(a) = V(b)}.
Yamada (1967) considered this congruence for generalised inverse 
semigroups.
A congruence p is defined to be a group congruence if S /p  is a group. In 
Meakin (1972) the least group congruence on an orthodox semigroup was 
characterised in the following two ways:
0  = {(a,b): V(fa) = V(fb) for some fGE(S)}
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and
a  = {(a,b): eae = ebe for some f g  E(S)}.
Using an argument similar to those used earlier, to show that structurally 
orthodox semigroups have inverse semigroup congruences, one can also 
show that structurally orthodox and structurally inverse semigroups have 
group congruences.
Theorem 3:4.7 For any structurally (n,m)-inverse semigroup S, the relation 
<y = { (x,y): (ex,ey) g  0(n,m) for some e g  E(n,m)(S) } 
is the least group congruence on S.
Proof. The relation a  is clearly reflexive and symmetric. To show that it is 
transitive, take any (x,y), (y,z) g  a. Then there exist some elements of E(n,m)(S), 
say e and f, such that for all u in S" and v in
u(ex)v = u(ey)v and u(fy)v = y(fz)v.
Now,
u[(ef)x]v = u(fex)v = u(fey)v = u(efy)v = u(efz)v = u[(ef)z]v,
and since the element ef is an (n,m)-idempotent, it follows that ( x , z ) g  a. Hence 
a is an equivalence relation. Since 0(n,m) is a right congruence, so is the 
relation a. To show that it is also a left congruence, take any (x,y)G a and any 
z in S. Then there exists an (n,m)-idempotent e such (ex,ey)G 0(n,m), and 
equivalently, for all u in and v in S"^
u[(zez')zx]v = u[z(z'z)ex]v = u[z(z'z)ey]v = u[ze(z'z)y]v = u[(zez')zy]v.
Since zez' is (n,m)-idempotent (from Proposition 3:4.3), it follows that 
( z x ,z y ) G  a; and hence a is a congruence. For each x in S, it can be shown that 
the elements (xx')x and (xx')(xx'x) are 0(n,m)-related, and so it follows that 
(x, xx'x) G a, proving that S /a is regular. To show that it is a group, take any 
(n,m)-idempotents e and f of S. Then for all u  in S" and v in S^ we have
u(ef)ev = u(ee)fv = u(ef)fv, 
and so ((ef)e,(ef)f) g  0(n,m), which implies that (e,f) g  a  and so S has a 
unique idem potent a-class. To show that a  is indeed the least group 
congruence on S, as claimed, take any group congruence, say p, and any o- 
related elements x and y. Then there exists a (n,m)-idempotent element e 
such that for all u in and v in S"^ , u(ex)v = u(ey)v by definition of a. This 
implies that since p is a congruence
(up) (ep) (xp) (vp) = (up) (ep) (yp) (vp).
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But since ep is the unique identity element of the group S/p, we must have 
(up) (xp) (vp) = (up) (yp) (vp), and this implies that the elements xp and yp are 
0(n,m)-related in the group S /p . But since groups are reductive, we must 
have xp = yp and so (x,y) e p, proving that a ç  p. □
The next result follows easily in view of Lemma 3:3.20.
Corollary 3:4.8 For any generalised inverse semigroup S, the relation
<T = { (a,b): xeay = xehy for all x,y in S, and any idempotent e } 
is the least group congruence. □
We say a semigroup is reductive if 0(i,j) is equal to the identity relation for 
every ordered pair (i,j) of non negative integers.
Corollary 3:4.8” For any structurally (n,m)-orthodox semigroup S, the least group 
congruence on S is given by
(i) (T = { (a,b) : V(ea;n,m) -  V(eb;n,m)for some e eE(n,m) } 
and also by
(ii) 0  = { (a,b) : (eae,ebe) eO(n,m) for some e E(n,m) }
Proof. Suppose that S/0(n,m) is orthodox. By the commutativity of the 
diagram in Theorem 1:1.4, it is easy to see that 0(n,m) is contained in any 
reductive sem igroup congruence on S. In particular, if œ is a group 
congruence, then 0(n,m) c  co; and moreover, if p is the least group congruence 
on S/0(n,m), then the following is the least group congruence on S:
a = {(a,b): (a0(n,m),b0(n,m)) ep} 
and S /a  = (S/0(n,m))/p. We have (i) and (ii) by letting p take one of the two 
different expressions of the least group congruence on S/0(n,m) determined 
by Meakin (as pointed out just before Theorem 3:4.7). □
A congruence 6 will be called idempotent 6(n,m)-class separating if
s  n  (E(n,m) X E(n,m)) £  0(n,m ).
Every (structurally regular) semigroup has at least one idempotent 0(n,m)- 
class separating congruence, namely the congruence 0(n,m) itself.
Theorem 3:4.9 For any (n,m)-orthodox semigroup S, the relation given below is the 
maximum idempotent 6(n,m)-class separating congruence
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^  = I (a,b): \fe e ,„)(S),3a' g  Vs{a;n,m),3b' e Vsif',n,m), such that both 
(a'ea,b'eb) and (aea',beb') are Q{n,m)~related pairs in S |
Proof. The relation p is clearly reflexive and symmetric. To show that it is also 
transitive, take any (a,b), (c,d) g  p. Then there exists a' in Vs{a;n,m), b' and b* 
in V s(b;n ,m ), and c' in Vs(c;n,m) such that for all elements e, u  and v in E(n,m) / 
S" and , respectively, we have
ua'eav = ub'ebv, uaea'v = ubeb'v
and
ub*ebv = uc'ecv. ubebV = ucec'v.
Next, we will prove that a = b*ba'bb' g  Vs(a}n,m) .
Accordingly,
ubb'av = u[bb'(a(a'a)a')a]v = u[bb'(b(a'a)b')a]v = u[b(a'a)b')a]v 
= u[a(a'a)a')a]v = uav
and also,
u[a(b*b)a']v = u[b(b*b)b']v = ubb'v.
We have in fact shown, by the above two sets of equalities, that (bb'a,a) and 
(abb*a’,bb') are 0(n,m)-related pairs in S. These observations will be of use in 
the following:
Now,
uaaav = u[ a(b*b)a'(bb')av = u[bb'a]v = uav,
and
uâaâv = u[b*ba'bb' a(b*b)a'bb']v
= u[b*ba'(bb'a) (b*b)a'bb']v (by associativity)
= u[b*ba'( a) (b*b)a'bb']v (since (bb'a,a) g  0(n,m) )
= u[b*ba'( ab*ba') bb’]v (by associativity)
= u[b*ba'(bb') bb']v (since (abb*a',bb') g  0(n,m) )
= u[b*ba'(bb')2]v
= u[b*ba'(bb')]v (since bb' is (n,m)-idempotent)
= uâv.
By a similar argument, one can show that ç = b*bcbb' belongs to Vs(c;n,m) . 
Now, for all e in E(n,m)/
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uâeav = u[b*b a'(bb'e)a]v = u[b*bb'(bb'e)b]v = u[b*bb'eb]v 
= u[b*b b*(bb'eb)]v = u[b*b c*(bb'e)c]v = uçecv,
and
uaeâv = u[a(eb*b)a'bb']v = u[b(eb*b)b’bb’]v = u[b(eb*b)b']v 
= u[b(eb*b)b*bb']v = u[c(eb*b)c*bb']v = u[ceç]v;
and thus we have shown that (a,c)e fi which proves the transitivity of f i .  To 
show that fx is dL right congruence as well, take any (a,b)e |i and any c g S and 
any c' g  Vs(c)n,m). Then for all e g  E(n,m)(S)/
u[(ac)’e(ac)]v = u[c'(a'ea)c]v = u[c'(b'eb)c] = u[(bc)'e(bc)]v.
Also, s i n c e  c e c 'G
u[(ac)e(ac)']v = u[a(cec')a']v = u[b(cec)b']v = u[(bc)e(bc)']v.
We have thus established that (ac,bc)G jx and hence ^  is a right congruence. 
Similarly, (ca,cb)G/i. It is also easy to see that 3 / jx is regular. For any 
(e,f) G n(E(„,,„) X there exists e’ inVs{e}n,m) and f  in Vs{f;n,m) such
that
uf'efv = ue'eev = ue'ev,
and so
uefv = uee'efv = uefeffv = uef'efv = uee'eev = uev.
In the same way, one can also show that
uefe'v = ufff'v = uff'v
and hence
uefv = ueff'fv = ueefe'fv = uefe'fv = ufff'fv = ufv.
Therefore, e0(n,m) = (ef)0(n,m) = f0(n,m); and thus (e,f)G 0(n,m), proving that 
/X is an idempotent 0(n,m)-class separating congruence. Finally, suppose that 
p is an idempotent 0(n,m)-class separating congruence, and take any (a,b) g  p. 
Then since a'p = (ap)' = (bp)' = b'p, we have (a',b') g  p for some a' in Vs{a;n,m) 
and b' in Vs{b;n,m), Then since p is a congruence, both (a'ea,b'eb) and 
(aea',beb') are p-related elements for all e g  E(n,m)- Then since the elements a'ea, 
b'eb, aea' and beb' are all (n,m)-idempotents, and since p is idempotent 
0(n,m)-class separating by assumption, we must have (a'ea,b'eb), (aea',beb') g  
0(n,m). This implies that (a,b) g  \i and hence p e p ,  proving that p is the 
maximum idempotent 0(n,m)-class separating congruence on S. □
In Howie (1964) the concept of idempotent separating congruences was 
introduced, and the maximum idempotent separating congruence on an 
inverse semigroup was found to be
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p = {(a,b); aea"  ^= beb"i for ail e eE(S)}.
A slightly different expression for p was found by Lallement (1967). In 
Meakin (1972(a)) the maximum idempotent separating congruence on an 
orthodox semigroup was found to be as follows:
p = {(a,b): aea' = beb' and a'eb = b 'e b , b 'e  V(b), a'e V(a), and for all e e E(S)}. 
An analogous characterisation of this congruence was made for regular 
semigroups by Meakin (1972(b)). Although the idea of idempotent 6(n,m)~class 
separating congruence  is a generalisation of the concept of idempotent- 
separating-congruences (see Howie (1976)), it is a distinct concept since both 
these congruences do exist in orthodox semigroups but are different. We refer 
the reader to Theorem 1.17 of Chapter IV in Howie (1976) for the statement 
and proof of the maximum idempotent separating congruence on orthodox 
semigroups.
Corollary 3:4.10 For any orthodox semigroup S, and for any (i,j) e  {0,1}x{0,1}, the 
maximum idempotent 6(i,j)-class separating congruence
p  = |  (a,b): both (a'ea,b'eb) and (aea',beb') are 6(i,j)-related pairs in S for 
a'eV(a), b'eV(b) and for all e e E(S) |  □
Problem  3:4.11 Determine the maximum idempotent separating congruence on 
structurally [regular, orthodox, inverse] semigroups? □
Problem  3:4.12 Determine the least group congruence on structurally regular 
semigroups, generalising Theorem 3:4.7? □
Problem 3:4.13 Find the maximum idempotent 6(n,m)-class separating congruence 
on structurally regular semigroups, generalising Theorem 3:4.9? □
Problem 3:4,14 Is there a structure theorem for structurally orthodox semigroups 
which generalises T.E. Hall's structure theorem for orthodox semigroups (see 
exposition in Howie (1976))? □
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3:5 ORTHODOX RIGHT QUASI NORMAL BANDS OF GROUPS
In this final section of the chapter on structurally regular semigroups, we 
intend to demonstrate how regular semigroups could be studied using the 
family of congruences: {0(n,m): n  > 0, m > 0}. Of course, every regular 
semigroup is structurally regular.
We will generalise the concept of strong semilattices to a concept of 
strong bands. As a special case of this, we present a structure theorem for 
orthodox right quasi normal bands of groups. This result unifies and 
generalises the characterisations of left normal bands as strong semilattices of 
left zero bands, due to Yamada, and Clifford sem igroups as strong 
semilattices of groups (see Proposition 5.16 and Theorem 2.1 in Chapter IV of 
Howie (1976)).
The results presented in this chapter were first announced at an 
international semigroup conference held at Qingdao University, China, in 
1993, and were later published in the Southeast Asian Mathematical Society (see 
Kopamu (1994)). We have made some notational changes here to be 
consistent w ith the rest of the thesis, although the main results have 
remained the same.
Let r  be a band, of type Si, and {Sa: a  e T} be a collection of pairwise 
disjoint semigroups of the same type C, indexed by P. Suppose that for each 
a  G r  and p g  TaP = {yaô : y,Ô G  P}, there exists a homomorphism 
0a,p: Sa -» Sp, such that the following additional conditions are satisfied:
(3:5.1) for each a  g  P and for any a,b g  S«, (a0a.a)(b0«,a) = ab
(3:5.2) for any a,P,y g  P, if the maps 0a,p and 0p,^  exist
(i.epG PaP and y g  PpP) 
then the map 0a.y also exists and is equal to the 
composition (from left to right) of 0a,p and 0p,y 
(i.e. 0 (X ,Y  —  0a,p 0 p , Y  )  •
Lemma 3:5.3 Take a collection {Sa: a g  P} of semigroups satisfying the conditions 
(3:5.1) and (3:5.2), and define a binary operation © on the set S = U {Sa: a e  T}by 
for any a. g Sa and b g  Sp, a®b = (a0a,ap)(b0p,ap).
Then (S,©) is a semigroup.
Proof. For any a,p,y g  P we have ap = aap  g  PaP, aP = app g  PpP and so the 
maps 0a,ap and 0p,«p do exist. To prove the associativity of ®, take any a g  S« 
b G Sp, c G Sy and consider:
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[a®b]®c = [(aOa.ap)(b0p,ap)]© C
= [(a0{x,ap)(t>0p,ap)]0ap,apY (c^ Y.afiy)
(the maps 0ap,apY and exist since apy g  r(ap)F and apy g  TyP )
= [(a0a,ap0ap.aPY)(E0p,op0ap,aPY)] (C^Y.aPv)
(since 0«p,apY is a homomorphism by assumption)
= [ (&0o,apY) (b0p,«pY) ] (c^ Y'apy)
(by the transitivity condition (3:5.2))
“ (a0a,aPY) [O^ 0p,apy) (^ Y^.aPy)]
(by the associativity of the product on S„py)
=  (a0a.apY)[(b0p,PY0pY.apY) (C^Y.PY^PY.apy)!
(again, by the transitivity condition (3:5.2)))
= (a0a,apY)[(E0p,pY) (c0Y.pY)]0PY.aPY 
(since 0pY,apy is a homomorphism by assumption)
~ (a0(%,apY) [b®c] 0pY,otpY 
= a® [b®c] □
We have from (3:5.1) that the multiplication on each is preserved by the 
binary operation ®. We shall call (S,®) a strong Si-hand of C-semigroups. In 
particular, if P is a semilattice, then (S,®) is a strong sem ilattice of C- 
semigroups in the sense of Howie (1976). We shall denote the semigroup so 
constructed in the following way:
(3:5.4) (S,®) = (P; (S«: «G P) ; {((>«,p: a  g  P, p g  PaP}).
The following result characterises certain classes of right quasi normal bands 
(see Figure 0:4.13) within the class of regular semigroups .
Lemma 3:5.5 Let Bbea regular semigroup. Then the following statements hold:
(a) B is a right quasi normal band if and only if B /0(1,0) is a right regular 
band.
(b) B is a normal band if and only if B/0(1,O) is a right normal band.
(c) B is a left zero band if and only if  B /  0(1,0) is trivial.
(d) B is a rectangular band if and only if B / 0(1,0) is a right zero band.
(e) B is a left normal band if  and only if B /0(1,0) is a semilattice
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Proof. Take a regular semigroup B, and suppose that B/0(1,O) is a band. The 
conclusion that B is a band is due to the following: since B is a union of 
idempotent 0(l,O)-classes, we have that for each element x of B, the elements x 
and X X  are 0(l,O)-related in B. Therefore, for any inverse x' of x, we have
X  = xx'x = (xx')xx = (xx'x)x = xx; 
and so B is a band. Now, suppose that B /0(1,0) is a right quasi normal band. 
Then from Figure 0:4.13, B/0(1,O) satisfies xy = yxy. By Theorem 2:2.6, B 
satisfies the identity zxy = zyxy and hence B is a right quasi normal band (see 
Figure 0:4.13). Conversely, suppose that B is right quasi normal. Then clearly 
B /0(1/0) is a band since it is a homomorphic image. Moreover, for any 
elements a and b of B, and for all x g B, since xab = xbab, it follows by 
Theorem 2:2.6 that the band B /0(1,0) satisfies the identity ab = bab, and hence 
the quotient B/0(1,O) is a right regular band. This proves (a). The remaining 
statements (b) - (e) can be proved similarly. □
We also have the following dual statements of Lemma 3:5.5.
Lemma 3:5.6 Let Bbea regular semigroup. Then the following statements hold:
(a) B fsa left quasi normal band if and only if B /0(0,1) is a left regular 
band.
(b) B is a normal band if and only if B/Q(0,1) is a left normal band.
(c) B is a right zero band if  and only if B /0(0,1) is trivial.
(d) B is a rectangular band if and only if B /0(0,1) is a left zero band
(e) B is a right normal band if and only if B /0(0,1) is a semilattice □
Combining the results in Lemma 3:5.5 and Lemma 3:5.6 we have:
Corollary 3:5.7 A  regular semigroup B is a [normal, rectangular] band if and only 
if B/B(l , l )  is a [semilattice, trivial] band. □
Theorem 3:5.8 A  semigroup S is a strong [right,left] regular band of [left,right] zero 
bands if and only if it is a [right,left] quasi normal band.
Proof. Let S be a right quasi normal band, and denote by {S^ : a  g  T} the 
family of all 0(l,O)~classes of S; and for each a e  P and P g  PaP, one can 
define the map (|>a,p : S„ Sp, x(j)„p = xb, for any b in Sp. We see that the map 
is well defined since Sp is a 0(l,O)-class of S. To prove that S is a strong right 
regular band of left zero bands, we will show that each S« is a left zero band.
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that conditions (3:5.1) and (3:5.2) are satisfied, and that the product on S can 
be expressed in terms of these maps and {S„: a  e F} as in Lemma 3:5.3. 
Accordingly, for any elements x and y in a 0(l,O)-class, say S ,^ we have 
xy = X X  =  X . Therefore each member of {S»; a  g T} is a left zero band and hence 
a subsemigroup of S.
Next, we observe from Lemma 3:5.5 (a) that the indexing semigroup V 
= S /0(1,0) is a right regular band. For any P g  TaT, there exist 5, y g  F such 
that P = Say. Since F is right regular, we see that a  is a left identity of P since:
p = 0ay= a(Say) = ap 
and so = <j)a,ap. We have thus shown that the map (j)a,p defined in (1:2.4) 
can be expressed alternatively as <|)a,ap for right quasi normal bands. Hence S«p 
= Sp. Next we see that each <j)a p, where a  g  F and p g  FaF, is a homomorphism 
from S<x into Sp since for any elements x,y g  S«,
W ..,) ( y W  = (X(])„,p) = (xy)(|)„,„|).
We have the first equality since Sp is a left zero band, and the second equality 
holds since S„ is a left zero band. Moreover, for any (a,p) g  F x F, the 
following equalities hold since F satisfies the identity xy = yxy:
a^,pap = 4*a,ap p^.pap = p^,ap ♦
Hence this pair of homomorphisms maps the left zero bands S„ and Sp 
respectively into the left zero band S„p. We see that condition (3:5.1) holds 
since for any x,y G S„
Wo,a) (y<l>a.a) = (x({)a.a) = Xy.
We have the first equality since S„ is a left zero band, and the second equality 
from the definition of (j)a,p. By the equality (j)a,p = (|)a,ap, and in view of Theorem 
1:2.6, the transitivity condition (3:5.2) holds, namely
4^«,p 4^P.Y ~ 4^0,7
for any a  g  F, p g  FaF, and y g  FpF. Finally, to prove that S is a strong right 
quasi normal band of the left zero bands, we will show that the multiplication 
on S can be expressed as in Lemma 3:5.3. Take any elements a and b in S« and 
Sp, respectively. Then
(a(t>a.ap )(b4)p.ap ) = (a<i)a.ap ) = ^(ab) = ab.
We have the first equality since S^ p is a left zero band, the second equality by 
definition of the map <j)a,otp, and the third equality holds since aa = a. Thus we 
have proved that S is a strong right regular band of left zero bands. The proof 
of the converse is easy and is therefore omitted. The alternative statement 
holds by duality. □
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Theorem 3:5,9 A  semigroup S is a strong [right normal, semilattice, right zero, 
trivial hand] of left zero semigroups if and only if  S is a [normal, left normal, 
rectangular, left zero] band.
Proof. The proof follows much the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3:5.8, 
but where Lemma 3:5.5 (a) comes into play we use Lemma 3:5.5 (b), (c), (d) or 
(e) where appropriate. □
On any orthodox right quasi normal band of group S say, there exists a 
congruence y  (namely y  = fH, the Green's relation) such that S /y  is a right 
quasi norm al band, and each y-class is a group. Since y is idempotent- 
separating, the band E(S) of all idempotents of S is isomorphic to S/y. 
Therefore, for each idempotent e of S, there exists a group Gg (namely Hg) 
such that S = U{Gg: e E E(S)}. Since E(S) is right quasi normal, the 
decomposition of E(S) given below is a strong right regular band of left zero 
bands (from Lemma 3:5.8):
E(S) = (P ; (L«: a  g  P) ; (a,P) g  F x F} ).
Now, for each a  g  F = E(S)/0(1,0), define
Sa = U(Gg: e g  L J,
the union of all maximal subgroups of S such that the idempotent elements 
form the 0(l,O)-class La of the band E(S). Then each Sa is a union of groups, 
closed under multiplication. Since the idempotents in Sa are 0(l,O)-related, 
E(Sa) forms a left zero band and hence S« is a left group. Since we are 
concerned with completely regular semigroups in this section, we shall 
denote by a-  ^the unique inverse of a in the maximal subgroup containing a.
Lemma 3:5.10 Let S and {La: a  g  T) be as described in the preceding discussion.
For each a  g  F, and any (5 g  FaF, the map defined below is a homomorphism of left 
groups:
Sa —> Sp , a aCz 
where e% is any idempotent in the left group Sp.
Proof. For any idempotents e and f in Sp, since e and f are 0(l,O)-related in 
E(S), we have that for all x in Sa, xe = xx'^xe = xx'^xf = xf. Hence e and f are 
0(l,O)-related not just in E(S) but in the whole semigroup S, and so the map 
'da.p is well defined. To see that it is a homomorphism, take any a  g  F and
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p g  F a r, any a g  Gx and b g  Gy such that both Gx and Gy are subgroups of S„. 
Then for any idempotent element ez in Sp,
(a b ) i3 a ,p  =  ( a b ) e z  =  a ( b e z )
= a (b-ibez ) (beg)
(since b %ez is the identity element of the subgroup containing beg)
= (aa-ia)ez (bez) (since (a-^a, b-%) g  0S(1,O))
— (aez )(bez)
= (ai&a,p ) (bl^ a,p )
For any a  g  F and any P g  FaF there exists ô,y g  F such that p = 6ay. To show 
that for every a g  S«, the image a'da.p is really contained in Sp, we see that for 
any idempotent ez G Sp,
ad(x,p =  aez ^ S^p =  Sosay =  Sgoy — Sp 
The last two equalities hold since F is a right regular band and aÔay = ôay; 
and that completes the proof. □
Theorem 3:5.11 A semigroup S is a strong [right,left] regular band of [left,right] 
groups if  and only if it is an orthodox [right,left] quasi normal band of groups.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3:5.8 for right quasi normal bands, 
orthodox right quasi normal bands of groups have the property that for any 
(a,p) G F X i; the following pair of homomorphisms, namely i^ a,ap and i)p,ap, 
(defined in Lemma 3:5.10) map the left groups S« and Sp, respectively, into S^ p. 
Then for any aG Gx G S« and b g Gy g  Sp, where Gy and Gx are maximal 
subgroups,
(ai)a,ap )(b'dp.ap ) =  (ai»o.ap )(bÛp,pap )
= (a(a-^ab-ib)] [b(b-%a-^ab-%)]
= (ab)(a-iab-%) = ab.
We have the last equality since a-^ab-^b is the identity element of the group 
containing ab. We also observe that the indexing semigroup F = E(S)/0(1,O) is 
a right regular band since E(S) is a right quasi normal band (from Lemma 
3:5.5 (a)). To show that S is a strong right regular band of left groups, we need 
only show that conditions (3.5.1) and (3:5.2) are satisfied. Now, condition 
(3:5.1) holds since for any a,b g  S„ we have
(a'da,a)(bOa,a) = (aa“^ a) (bb %) = ab (since aa~^ , bb"i g  E(S«)).
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The transitivity condition (3:5.2) holds since for any p e FaF and y  e FpF, and 
for any
a g  Gx e  So, b G Gy G Sp, and c g  G% G Sy
we have
(aûo,p)'dp,y = (ab-ib)'dp,Y = (ab-%) c^c = a(b'ibcic) = a'da.y.
The last equality holds since the idempotent b~^)c^c = b'^b'dpy g  Sy. Thus we 
have shown that S is a strong right regular band of the left groups: {S„: a  g  A}. 
Conversely, take a strong right regular band of left groups say S,
S = (F ; {S„: a  g  F} ; aG F , p g  FaF} ).
Then S is clearly an orthodox band of groups. Since homomorphic images of 
idempotents are idempotents, the band E(S) of idempotents is a strong right 
regular band of left zero bands:
E(S) = (F ; (E(SJ: a  g  F} ; ((p«,p: aG F , p g  FaF} ), 
where each E(S„) denotes the idempotent elements of S«, and each 9 „,p is the 
restriction of 'd„,p to the idempotent elements. We have from Theorem 3:5.8 
that E(S) is a right quasi normal band, and it follows that S is an orthodox 
right quasi normal band of groups. Again, the alternative statement holds by 
duality. □
The following varieties of right quasi normal bands consist of semigroups 
which are not left reductive: left normal, normal, left zero and rectangular 
bands. The corollary below concerns orthodox bands of groups whose band 
of idempotents E(S) is from a variety of right quasi normal bands that is 
formed entirely by semigroups which are not left reductive.
Corollary 3:5.12 A  semigroup S is an orthodox [left normal, normal, left zero, 
rectangular] band of groups if and only if  S is a strong [semilattice , right normal 
band, trivial, right zero band] of left groups.
Proof. By replacing right regular band, wherever it occurs in the proofs of 
Lemma 3:5.10 and Theorem 3:5.11, by [semilattices, right normal, trivial or 
right zero] band, wherever appropriate, one can obtain a proof for each of 
these statements. □
In contrast to the orthodox semigroups considered in Corollary 3:5.12, we 
now consider in Corollary 3:5.13 those orthodox bands of groups, whose 
idempotent elements E(S) come from a variety of bands consisting entirely of 
left reductive semigroups. In fact, the following varieties of right quasi
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norm al bands which are left reductive: right regular, right normal, 
semilattices, right zero and the trivial band.
Corollary 3:5.13 A  semigroup S is an orthodox [right regular, right normal, 
semilattice, right zero, trivial] band of groups if  and only if  S is a strong [right 
regular, right normal, semilattice, right zero, trivial] band of groups. □
A rectangular group is an orthodox band of groups whose idempotents form a 
rectangular band. Alternatively, such a semigroup is a direct product of a 
rectangular band and a group.
Theorem 3:5.14 (Petrich (1973)) A  semigroup S is an orthodox normal band of 
groups if and only if  it is a strong semilattice of rectangular groups.
Proof. Take an orthodox normal band of groups S = U{Ge: e g E(S)} say, where 
Ge is the maximal subgroup containing the idempotent e. Define a relation ô 
on E(S) as follows:
(3:5.15) Ô = {(a,b)G E(S) x E(S): xay = xby for all x,y g  E(S)}.
Note that ô is just the congruence 0(1,1) on E(S). For any (e,f)G Ô, we have 
efe = eee = e, and so every 6-class is a rectangular band. We see that 
E(S)/6 = r  is a semilattice since for any (e,f) g  6 , xefy = xfey. (In fact 6 = 
2)(E(S)) the Green's relation). Denote by {B^ : a  g  F} the family of all 6-classes. 
For each a g F define
Sa = U {Gg: e G B(x},
the union of all maximal subgroups of S such that the idempotent elements in 
them form the 0(l,l)-class B„ of the band E(S). We see that each forms a 
subsemigroup of S, and since E(Sa) = B« is a rectangular band. S» is a 
rectangular group. For each a  g  F and any p  < a, define a map from into 
S|3 as follows:
0a,p: Sa —> Sp, X t-> xx-ifxfxx-^ for any f GE(Sp).
We see that this map is well defined: since any two idempotent elements 
e and f in Sp are 6-related, we have that for all x in So,
xx’^ fxfxx"  ^= (xx"^fxx‘i)x(xx'ifxx‘^ )
= (xx"^exx‘^ )x(xx-iexx"i) = xx-^exexx'^
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We show next that this map is a homomorphism: take any a,c g  S„ and any 
e G E(Sp).
Then
(ac)0oc,p = (ac)(ac)-i eace(ac)(ac)'i
= (aa"icc)'i eace(aa"i)(cci) (since (ac)'i(ac) = aa-icc^)
= (aa-^aa)-! eace(cc-i)(cci) (since (aa-i, cc~i )e ô )
= aa-i(eace)(cc'i)
= aa-i(ea)(eaa-i) (cc^e)(ce) (cc^ )
(since eaa"^ and cc^e are identity elements of the maximal groups containing 
ea and ce, respectively)
= (aa'^eaeaa'i) (cc^ececc-^)
= (aO„,p) (c0„,p)
We point out that since F is a semilattice, aP = Pa for any a,p g  F and so the 
homomorphisms 0p,p« and 0«,ap map the rectangular groups S„ and Sp, 
respectively, into the same rectangular group Sp„ = S„p.
Next we will show that conditions (3:5.1) and (3:5.2) are both satisfied. 
Condition (3:5.1) holds since for any a,b g  S„ and a  g  F,
(a0«,a) (b0a.a) = [aa'^ (aa-i) a (aa-i) aa-i] [bb'i (bb~i) b (bhi) bb-i]
= [aa'i a aa-i] [bb'i b bh^] = ab.
Now, to show that the transitivity condition (3:5.2) is also satisfied, take any a  
> P >  y and any idempotent elements e g  E(Sp) and f g  E(Sy). Then for any a g  
So, we have that
(a<l>„,p)<Dp,, =gg-ifgfggri 
(where g = aa'^eaeaa'i = a0„,p and gi = aa-iea-^eaa-i )
= ((aa-i)(eaea-i)) ( fgf) ((aari)(eaea"i))
(since gg'^ = (aa‘ieaeaa'i)(aaiea‘ieaa"i) = (aa-i)(eaea"i))
= ((aa"i)(eaea'i)) (f(aar^eaeaa-i)f) ((aar^)(eaea-i))
= (aa"^)eaea‘^ faa‘i)a(eaa"ifaa'ieaea"i)
= ((aa'i) (h a k)
(where h = eaea'^ faa‘^  and k = eaa"^faa"^eaea"^)
= (aa-i) (h a h) (aa"i)
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(since k = h(aa"^), which we verify below)
= a0a,y (since h e  E(Sy));
The second last equality holds since k = h(aa-i), which we verify as follows: 
k = eaa"ifaa‘ieaea‘i = e(aa-^]pfeaea-i(aari) = eaa’i fe (aea"i) (aa^)
= e(aea"i)aa"i fe (aa-i) = (eaea-i) fe (aa-i) = eaea-if (aa"i) = h (aa-i).
Thus we have shown that (3:5.2) also holds. It remains to show that the 
multiplication on S can be expressed as in Lemma 3:5.3. For any element a in 
Sa and b in Sp we have
( a 0 a ,a p )  (b 0 p .« p )  =  ( a a - i b b ' i ) a ( b b - i a a - i )  ( b b - ^ a a - i ) b ( a a i b b - i )
= (aa"ibb"i)a(aaiaa‘i)(bb‘ibb-i)b(aaibb“i)
= (aa-%b-i) (ab) (aa%b-i) = ab.
The last equality holds since aa“ibb-i is the identity of the group containing 
ab. Thus we have proved that S is a strong semilattice of the family {S„: a  g T} 
of rectangular groups. The converse is easy to prove. □
Corollary 3:5.16 (Kimura and Yamada (1958)) A  semigroup S is a normal band if 
and only if  it is a strong semilattice of rectangular bands.
Proof. In this particular case, S = E(S) and so each S» is just a 6-class, and for 
each a  > P the definition of the map 0a.p reduces simply to x i-^  xfx , for any 
f e  Sp. □
Next, we present some results involving orthodox semigroups which are not 
necessarily bands of groups. These results seem quite trivial and easy to 
prove using our approach, but are not so easily recognisable otherwise. We 
shall call a regular semigroup a right quasi normal banded semigroup if the set 
E(S) of idempotents is a right quasi normal band. The following result 
characterises such semigroups within the class of all regular semigroups. A 
regular semigroup is called L-unipotent if E(S) is a right regular band. 
Compare the following result with Lemma 3:5.5.
Theorem 3:5.17 Let Sbea  regular semigroup. Then the following statements hold:
(a) S is a right quasi normal banded semigroup if and only if  S/0(1,0) is 
L~unipotent.
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(b) S is a generalised inverse semigroup if and only z /S /0(1,0) is a right
generalised inverse semigroup,
(c) S is a left group if and only if S /0(1,0) is a group.
(d) S is a rectangular group if and only if  S /0(1,0) is right group.
(e) S is a left generalised inverse semigroup if  and only if S/0(1,O) is an inverse
semigroup.
Proof. Suppose that S is regular. Suppose also that F = S /0(1,0) is i>unipotent. 
Then by definition, E(F) is a right regular band. It follows by Lemma 3:5.5(a) 
that E(S) is a right quasi normal band. Hence, by definition, S is a right quasi 
normal banded semigroup. Conversely, if S is right quasi normal banded, 
then E(S) is right quasi normal. Then, again, by Lemma 3:3.5(a), F = S /0(1,0) is 
a i>unipotent semigroup. This proves (a). The remaining statements (b) - (e) 
can be proved similarly. □
The next result is the dual of Theorem 3:5.17.
Theorem 3:5.18 Let Sbea regular semigroup. Then the following statements hold:
(a) S is a left quasi normal banded semigroup if  and only if  S /0 (0,1) is 
!K^unipotent.
(b) S is a generalised inverse semigroup if  and only z /S /0(O ,l) is a left 
generalised inverse semigroup.
(c) S is a right group if and only if  S /0(0,1) is a group.
(d) S is a rectangular group if and only if  S /0(0,1) is a left group.
(e) S is a right generalised inverse semigroup if and only if  S/0(O,1) is an inverse
semigroup. □
By combining Theorem 3:5.17 and Theorem 3:5.18, we have:
Corollary 3:5.19 Let Sbea regular semigroup. Then the following statements hold:
(a) S is a generalised inverse semigroup if and only if  S/0(1,1) is an inverse
semigroup.
(b) S is  a rectangular group if and only if S/B{1,T) is a group. □
For any regular semigroup S, the congruences 0(1,0) and 0(0,1) are the least 
left reductive and the least right reductive congruences on S, respectively. 
We see from the proof of Theorem 3:1.6 that 6i = 0(1,0) fl 0(0,1) is regular 
element separating congruence. The next result follows.
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Corollary 3:5.20 Every regular semigroup S is a spined product of its maximum left 
reductive homomorphic image, (namely, S /6(1,0)) and its maximum right reductive 
homomorphic image (namely, S/6(0,l)).
Proof. Since = S for regular semigroups, we have from Corollary 1:1.6, that 
the congruences 9(1,0) and 0(0,1) are the least left reductive and the least right 
reductive congruences, respectively. The map a i-> (0(1,O),0(O,1)) embeds S 
into the direct product S/0(1,O) x 8/0(0,1). The kernel of this map is of course 
the congruence ôi; and it turns out to be the identity relation for regular 
semigroups (see the proof of Theorem 3:1.6). □
Corollary 3:5.21 (Yamada (1967)) Every generalised inverse semigroup S is a 
spined product of its maximum left and right generalised inverse semigroup 
homomorphic images. □
Corollary 3:5.22 (Kimura and Yamada (1958)) Every normal band B is a spined 
product of its maximum left normal band and its maximum right normal band 
homomorphic images. □
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CHAPTER 4
CI)]? ggiü'iESJLitiiririijriEijSkJiaJLrïir 
G m O W  S E M I G m O U P ^
In the remaining chapters of this thesis we will be concerned with varieties of 
semigroups. In the present chapter we introduce two new products on the 
lattice of all semigroup varieties. The first product (denoted here by ©(n,m)) 
resembles the well known MaTtsev product; and the second (and a more 
specialised) product ®(n,m) is defined on the lattice of all semigroup varieties 
formed by nilpotent extensions of rectangular groups. These products are in 
general distinct, but for certain special cases they do coincide; and in general 
the classes of semigroups so produced are not varieties. However, it is shown 
that every variety 'P formed entirely by nilpotent extensions of rectangular 
groups can be expressed uniquely as a product V= where
Uis a variety formed by nilpotent extensions of rectangular bands, and ^ i s  a 
variety consisting entirely of groups.
It is shown in Lemma 4:3.5 that the lattice maps introduced in Theorem 
2:2.6 do not map lattice intervals onto lattice intervals in general, although 
they are one-to-one and class intersection preserving. But whenever these 
maps are restricted to the subvarieties of a variety V consisting entirely of 
groups, they map intervals onto intervals (see Corollary 4:4.14); and hence 
they preserve varietal joins. Moreover, if is a semigroup variety consisting 
entirely of groups, then is shown to be the join of the subvarieties 9 Cn,m) 
and 9I/. This nice property does not hold in general, even when is a 
semigroup variety consisting entirely of inverse semigroups.
A semigroup S is called a nilpotent-extension of T if there exists a 
positive integer n>l such that = T. A semigroup S is said to be n-nilpotent if 
the ideal is trivial, and the variety of all such semigroups is denoted by 0^ . 
Any semigroup from the class Of- U {fA^: n=l,2,3,. . .}  is said to be nilpotent.
There do exist structurally trivial varieties 0^  and a variety W  
consisting of groups such that Uw W. In this chapter we introduce the
concept of a nodal variety of structurally trivial semigroups. A variety U of 
structurally trivial semigroups is nodal if there exists some ordered (n,m) of
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non-negative integers such that for every variety W  formed by groups, we 
have the equality
îi  V 'JP =
It is also shown that the set of all nodal varieties is closed under taking 
varietal meets; and it is still an open problem to determine whether or not the 
class of all nodal varieties is also closed under taking varietal joins. Examples 
of such varieties include the following: the variety of all n-nilpotent 
semigroups, the variety of all semigroups S such that S/9(n,m) is trivial; 
and, the variety {(Zi v of all semigroups S such that S/0(i,j) is a n-
nilpotent extension of a rectangular band.
If îi is a nodal variety, then we denote by the lattice of all nodal 
subvarieties of U. For any variety W  of groups, by v W )  we mean the 
lattice structure of the following partially ordered set:
{XvO^.Xe  e }.
It is proved here that the lattice v  W )  is isomorphic to the lattice direct 
product X X(%). Understanding the lattice structure of £n( U v  W)  is the 
first step towards understanding the structure of iX'W v W  ). The lattice 
X ( t lv  W)  is in general not isomorphic to X(Zi) x and hence our result 
is a useful estimation of the structure oi  W),  The results in this chapter 
will be generalised further to the varieties formed entirely by dense 
semilattices of structurally [trivial, group] semigroups in the next chapter.
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4:1 STRUCTURALLY GROUP SEMIGROUPS.
A semigroup S is called a structurally [group, trivial] semigroup if there exists 
some ordered pair (n,m) such that the quotient S/0(n,m) is a [group, trivial]. 
In this section we characterise the least structurally trivial congruence X g  on 
structurally group semigroups. If S/0(n,m) is a group, then it has a unique 
idempotent 0(n,m)-class which we denoted by:
E { n , m )  = {x : (x,x2) G 0(n,m)|.
Lemma 4:1.1 For any semigroup S if  S/0(n,m) is a group, then is a
rectangular group. Conversely, if  is a rectangular group, then S/0(n,n) is a 
group.
Proof. Suppose that S/0(n,m) is a group, and take any element x of 
Then there exists elements Xi,Xz,. . . ,  X n + i + m  m S such that
X  ( X i X 2 .  .  .  .  X n ) ( X n + | ) ( X j ^ 4.2X n + 3 .  .  .  .  .
Now, pu t a = X1X2 . . . . Xn, b = Xn+i and c = Xn+2Xn+3- • • • Xn+i+m/ ^nd take any 
(n,m)-inverses a' e V(a;n,m), b' g V(b;n,m), and c’ e V(c;n,m). Then
x(c'b'a')x = (abc)(c'b'a')(abc) = ab(cc'b'a'ab)c = abc = x; 
and so x is regular. The second last equality follows by noting that the 0(n,m)- 
class of S containing y = cc'b'a'ab is the unique idempotent element of the 
group S/0(n,m). For any idempotent elements e and f of S we have that
efe = e^fe"^ = e^ee^ = e; 
and so ig ^ rectangular band. Conversely, suppose that S^ is
rectangular group. Then Sis a nilpotent extension of a rectangular group. For 
convenience, let
p = 0(n,n) n  (S’^  X S^).
As S*^ is a rectangular group, it is clear that S^/p is a group since p is 
idempotent pure in the sense that for each idempotent e e  E(S^), ep = E(S' )^. 
Also, since S^ is a rectangular group, we have that for any x,y g S^ and any 
idempotent e g  E(S*^ ), xey = xy. From this it follows that for any a g  S, we 
have xay = xa"(a")-iay, where (a^yi is the group inverse of the regular 
element a*^  g  S*^ . Thus for any element a of S, we have (a,a^(a^)'ia) g  0(n,m). 
Since the regular element a^(a^)‘^a belongs to Sp^ , it follows that S/0(n,n) s  
Sn/p is a group. □
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Corollary 4:1.2 A  semigroup S is structurally [group, trivial] if  and only if  it is a 
nilpotent extension of a rectangular [group, hand]. □
Theorem 4.1.3 Every structurally group semigroup is a subdirect product of a 
group and a nilpotent extension of a rectangular band.
Proof. Suppose that S/9(n,m) is a group. Then by Lemma 4:1.1 S is a nilpotent 
extension of the rectangular band Let
Ts = ^  n X u {(x,x) : X 6 S \
where is the Green's relation on S. We will prove that Xg is a congruence on 
S. Take any a,b e S^+i+"  ^such that (a,b) e This is equivalent to saying that 
(a,b) g Ls and (a,b) g %. Then for any element s of S, we have (as,bs) 6 
since the Green's relation Xg forms a right congruence. We will show that 
(as,bs) G %. Now since (a,b) g % there exist x,y g Sd) such that b ~ ax and 
a = by. Then for any s in S we have that bs = axs and as = bys. For any 
a' G V(a) and any s' g V(s;n,m) we have that both a’a and ss' belong to E(n,m)- 
Therefore,
bs = axs = a(a'a) xs = a(a'a)'^+i+"^xs = a(a'a)^ {a'a)(a'a)” x^s 
= a(a'a)^ (ss')(a’a)^xs 
(since E(n,m) is structurally trivial, ss’ and a'a are 0(n,m)-related)
= (as) (s'a'axs).
Also, making use of the second equality as = bys, and for any inverse
b' G V(b), we have:
as = bys = b(b' b) xs = b(b' b)^ ^+i+"^ ys = b(b' (b' b)(b' b)"^ys
= b(b' b)i  ^(ss')(b' b)n^s
(again, since ss' and b' b are 0(n,m)-related)
= (bs) (s'b' bxs).
We have thus shown that (as,bs) g . It follows that (as,bs) g ^4 and hence Xg 
is a right congruence. Dually, one can show that Xg is also a left congruence. 
Now, S/xs is a nilpotent extension of a rectangular band since Xg relates all 
elements within each maximal subgroup, separating elements in different 
subgroups, and such that all non-regular elements form singleton classes. By 
the definition of Xg, to show that Xg Pi 0(n,m) = ig, the identity relation on S, it 
suffices to show that
Xg n  X n  0(n,m) = ign+i+m.
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So let x,ye be such that (x,y) e  0(n,m) and (x,y) e Xgn+i+m. Since (x,y) €
0(s, the elements x and y belong to the same maximal subgroup and so 
xo -  yo. This implies that x = x^xxo = y« yy°= y. Hence, Tg f | 0(n,m) = ig, and 
so S is  a subdirect product of a group (namely S/0(n,m)) and a nilpotent 
extension of a rectangular band (namely S/Xg). □
Lemma 4:1.4 For any semigroup S such that S/0(n,m) is a group, let
Xs = ^  D (S^ +^ +"^  X  gn+l+m) jj {(x,x) : X  e S \  
where Hs is the Green's relation on S. Then Xg is the least structurally trivial 
congruence on S.
Proof. From Lemma 4:1.1, the ideal gn+i+m ig ^ rectangular group and so the 
relation Xg forms a structurally trivial congruence as shown in the proof of 
Lemma 4:1.3. Now, take any congruence p on S such that R = S/p is 
structurally trivial. Then there exists some ordered pair (r,t) such that 0% r) = 
R X  R. For any (a,b) e  Xg, since (a,b) g ^4 we have a° = b° and so:
ap = (a« aa  ^)p = (aop)r(ap)(aop)t = (bopy(bp)(bop)t = bp
which proves that (a,b) g  p, showing that Xg ç  p. □
Corollary 4:1.5 Let Sbea semigroup such that S/0(n,m) is a group. Then for any 
homomorphism (}) from S onto T, the following diagram commutes:
<t>
(%)'
S/Xg ------------------------T/x-p
where the map (j)x is defined by xxg h-> ( x (|))Xt for each x g  S.
Proof. Take any homomorphism ^  from S onto T. Then from Theorem 1:1.4 
we see that T/0(n,m) is a homomorphic image of S/0(n,m). It follows that 
T/0(n,m) is a group and that T^+i+m jg ^ rectangular group. Hence Xy forms a 
structurally trivial congruence on T by Lemma 4:1.1 and Lemma 4:1.4. Since 
ker((j)o(xT) ) is a structurally trivial congruence on S, it follows by Lemma 4:1.4 
that the diagram commutes. □
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4:2 AN ALTERNATIVE PROOF
We now give an alternative proof for the structural regularity of all nilpotent 
extensions of rectangular groups given in Lemma 4:1.1. This proof makes use 
of the following structure decomposition for extensions of rectangular groups 
by semigroups with a zero element due to Petrich (1974).
For a non-empty set X, denote by T(X) (and alternatively, T*(X)) the 
semigroup of all mappings from X into itself written as operators on the left 
(respectively, right). For any aeT(X) U  T*(X), if a  is a constant map, then by 
[a] we mean the image of a  for any x in X. For a semigroup Q with zero, we 
denote by the partial groupoid of all non-zero elements of Q. A partial 
homomorphism of Q* into a semigroup T is a mapping (p from Q* into T such 
that (a(p)(bcp) = (ab)(p whenever ab is defined in Q*.
Theorem 4:2.1 (Petrich (1974) Proposition 2.1) Let L, G, and R b e  a left zero 
semigroup, a group, and a right zero semigroup, respectively, let P = L x G  x R  and 
let Qbea  semigroup with zero disjoint from  P. Let the functions
a  p
T(L) (-----------Q * ------------ )---------T (R )
given respectively by (eT(L)), qi-> p  ^ (eT*(R)), qi^qi^ (gG), partial
homomorphisms such that both a W ' pqpq' are constant maps if  qq' = 0 m Q. 
Denote the constant values of these maps by ] (ind [p^pQ ], respectively. On S
= P U Q* define a multiplication ♦ as follows:
(Ml) (l,g,r)^q = (1 / gq^, rpq)
(M2) q*(l,&r) = (a^ll, qY g, r)
(M3) q*q' = ([a^a^'], q^q'^, [p^p^]) if  qq* = 0 in Q,
for any (1, q , r) in P, q,q' in Q% and the remaining products are as in P and Q. 
Then S is an ideal extension of P by Q. Conversely, every extension of F by Q can be 
so constructed. □
We point out that if Q is taken to be a nilpotent semigroup in the above 
construction, then S is a nilpotent extension of a rectangular group.
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Corollary 4:2.2 (Corollary 2.2 of Petrich (1974)) With the notation of Theorem 
4:2.1, S is a subdirect product of T and G , where T = (L x R ) U Q* with 
multiplication ■;
(Ml') (l,r)-q = (1, rpq)
(M2') q .(W  = (aqi,r)
(M3') q«q' = (W a ^ ] , [p^pT]) f  qq’ = 0 in Q,
for any (l,r) in L x R, q,q' in Q*, and the remaining products are as in L x R and
Q. □
Lemma 4:2.3 I f  is a rectangular group, then S/0(n,n) is a group.
Proof. Suppose that is a rectangular group. Then S is a nilpotent extension 
of a rectangular group. By Theorem 4:2.1 there exists P, Q*, L and R such that 
S is constructed as described there, and Q is a n-nilpotent semigroup. Clearly,
S*^  = L x  G x  R = P.
We will show that S/0(n,n) is a group. Now, define for each element a of S 
an element a* as follows:
(l,g-^r) if a = (l,g,r) e P
(l,(aY)‘ ,^r) if a = q e Q*, where 1 and r are any fixed 
elements of L and R respectively
Note that the elements (aV)"t and g-i are the inverses of the group elements aY 
and g, respectively. Now, we observe that
a*a**a=
(l',gg'lg/rO , if a = (T,g,r') e P
(a^l, (a^ )^(a^ )'^ (a^ ), rp9) , if a = q e Q* and a*^ = (1, (a'*')'^  ,r)
(T,g,rO ,i f  a = (T ,g ,r')eP
(a^l, ay, rpq) , if a = q g Q* and a* = (1, (a'l')'^  ,r)
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Then for all elements u  = (i,h,j) and v = (t,p,k) in = L x G x R = P,
(i, hgp, k ) , if a = (l',g,rO g P
(i, h(a^)p, k ) , if a = q G Q* and a**^ = (1 , (a^ )^'^  ,r)
u^a^v.
Similarly, one can show also that u»a*^a*a**v = u*a*^v. We have thus 
shown that S/0(n,n) is regular. The set of all idempotent elements of S is 
given by E(S) = {(x,e,y) : x g  L, yGR, e^ = e g  G), and since all the idempotent 
elements are 0(n,n)-related, S / 0 (n,n) forms a group. □
4:3 A PRODUCT OF MAL’TSEV TYPE
Evans (1971) asked if it is possible to define a product on the lattice of all 
semigroup varieties as is possible for groups and loops? Mal'tsev considered 
a product for general classes of algebra. We now introduce the first of two 
products to be investigated in this chapter. For any ordered pair (n,m) of non 
negative integers, and any varieties of semigroups U and W, define:
(4:3.1) |S: S/0(n,m) g  9Pand e0 (n,m) g  U for all e^ = e g  S}.
In general the above product does not form a variety but for certain special 
cases it does. This product resembles very much the well known Mal'tsev 
product defined below:
(4:3.2) UoW~ {S: S/ô g  IPand all idempotent 0-classes belong to U }.
To see the contrast between these products, suppose that Fi and ® are 
respectively, a variety consisting entirely of left groups and the variety of all 
semilattices. Then is the variety of all left normal bands while Jlo® is a
larger class of semigroups containing all semilattices of semigroups in % This 
difference occurs because every 0(l,Q)-class of a regular semigroup forms a 
left zero band. In fact, suppose that K is a 0(l,O)-class of a regular semigroup. 
Then for any a,b g  K and any a g  V(a), xa = xb for all x in S. Since K is an 
idempotent 0(l,O)-class we have that a  ^ g K. N ow, we have that
a = aa'a = (aa')a^ = a .^
Also , we see that K is a left zero band since a = aa = ab. Thus in general, the 
above products are distinct and the following equality holds:
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Lemma 4:3.3 For any variety U of structurally trivial semigroups, and any variety 
W  of semigroups, the class is closed under taking arbitrary direct
products.
Proof. Let S be the direct product of a family (Sg: a e  P) of semigroups from 
We have from Lemma 1:1.9 that S/0^(n,m) is isomorphic to the 
direct product of the quotients {Sa/0 ^a(n,m) : a e  F}, all of which are assumed 
to be contained in W. Since IP is a variety, it is closed under arbitrary direct 
products. Hence, S/0^(n,m) e W. Also, from Lemma 1:1.9, each idempotent 
0(n,m)-class K of S is a direct product of some idempotent 0(n,m)-classes of 
the semigroups (So^ : a e  F}, and each of these idempotent classes is assumed to 
be in Zl. Since Zl is also closed under direct products, K belongs in Zl. Thus 
we have shown that S e  proving the closure of under
arbitrary direct products. □
Lemma 4:3.4 For any ordered pair (n,m) and any variety W of semigroups, we have
V TP Ç TP"'"') =
Proof. We have from Theorem 2:2.1 (a) that TP"'"") forms a semigroup variety. 
As T ç  TP and the map 'P (-> ‘P"'"') preserves class containments, it follows that 
g  TP"'""). It Is also cloar that TP ç  TP"'"") since TP is closed under 
homomorphic images. Hence CK"'"") v TP ç  TP"'"").
To prove the equality, take any S e TP("'""). By definition S/0(n,m) e TP. Take 
any idempotent 0(n,m)-class K of S. Then for any a,b e K and for all u  e 
and V e we have that uav = vbv and so K e CZt"'«"). This proves that 
S E and hence TP("'"") ç  '2^ "'*")®(n,m)‘lP' Conversely, for every
S e we have by the definition of the product ©(n,m) that S / 0(n,m) e
TP and so the equality holds. □
Lemma 4:3.5 For each ordered pair (n,m), the lattice map T<"'"") given in 
Theorem 2:2.6 does not map lattice intervals onto lattice intervals in general.
Proof. The following two inclusions hold:
qa,0) c  ^'0) V S c  CF^'O) 0(1,0).^ = jKW.
The second containment holds by Lemma 4:3.4. We have in Example 3:1.8 a 
semigroup S for which S/0(1,O) is a semilattice but S does not belong to the 
join ^ ' 0) V S since for every k>l we have that is never a normal band. Thus
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we have the strictness of the second containment. The first containment is 
clearly also strict, and so the interval forms a chain of length at least
3, and is therefore not isomorphic to the interval [%S], which is known to be of 
length two since S is an atom (see for example, Petrich (1974)). □
4:4 VARIETIES OF STRUCTURALLY GROUP SEMIGROUPS
We now introduce the second product. For any variety U of structurally 
trivial semigroups, there exists an ordered pair (n,m) of non-negative integers 
such that Zl c  CF"'""). Then for any variety TP formed entirely by groups, define
{S: S/Ts e Zl, and S/0(n,m) e Tij
where
Ts = ^  n  (S^+i+m X  S"+1+"^ ) u  {(x,x) : X e S \
Theorem  4:4.1 For any structurally trivial variety Zl and any variety TP of 
groups, the class î/®(n,m)‘lP is closed under taking subsemigroups and homomorphic 
images.
Proof. To show that closed under homomorphic images take any
semigroup S e ZKS>(^ ^^ )W and any homomorphism (|) from S onto T. Then from 
Theorem 1:1.4, the map (j)(n m) defined by
a0^(n,m) i-  ^ (a<|))0T(n,m), (a g S) 
is a homomorphism from S/0^(n,m) onto T/0T(n,m); and thus T/0T(n,m) 
being a homomorphic image of S/0^(n,m), is contained in TP. Now we see 
that T is a structurally group semigroup and that T / t j  belongs to the variety 
Zi since it is a homomorphic image of S/Xg by Corollary 4:1.5. This proves that 
closed under homomorphic images.
To prove the closure under subsemigroups, take any subsemigroup T 
of S G Zl<Si(n,m)l^ - Denote the 0S(n,m)-classes of S by {S^ : a  g  S/0(n,m)}, and 
consider the subset of S / 0 ^(n,m) given by
A = {a: T n  0 , a e  S / 0 (n,m)}.
Take any a, p g  A, and any elements a g  T f| Sa, b g  T fl Sp. Since T is a 
subsemigroup of S, ab g  T (T Sap?  ^0 ;  and so ap e A. Therefore A belongs to TP 
since it is a subsemigroup of S/0(n,m), which by assumption is contained in 
TP. It is shown in the proof of Theorem 2:1.1(c) that T/0T’(n,m) is a
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homomorphic image of T under the map a  i-> a0T(n,m), if a g T fl 0 ;  and 
hence T/0'^(n,m) g  TP This proves that T is a structurally group semigroup. 
To prove that T g  we need only show that T/Xy belongs to U. We
know that since is a regular subsemigroup of S, and that T*^ +i+ni ç
gn+l+m^
(Tn+l+m X T^ '+l+m)^
from which it follows that:
Ty = Xg n (T^ +I+W' X T^+l+m) (J {(x,x) : X G T \  T>^ +l+m}.
This means that the map aXy t-> axg for each a g T is an embedding of T / x t  
into S /X g . By assumption S /X g  belongs to Zl and so by the closure of Zl under 
subsemigroups we have T/xy g Zl. Thus we have shown that Zl<s>^n,m)Tl^  is 
closed under subsemigroups. □
Counterexample 4:4.2 In general the class T/®(n,m)‘lP is not closed under taking 
direct products. Consider for example, the structurally trivial variety
Zl=[xy = y2, xy = yx, abc = xyz] 
consisting of certain 3-nilpotent semigroups. The semigroup A = {a,b,c,0} with 
ab = ba = c and all other products equal to 0, belongs to Zl Take any variety TP 
formed entirely of groups containing a non commutative group G. Then it is 
clear that both A and G belong to W(n,m)lP We will show that the direct 
p roducts = A x  GçÉ îüE>(n,m)‘lP It is easy to see that
% = {((O,g),(0 ,h)) : g,h G G, 0 G A} U {((x,y),(x,y)): 0  9  ^x g A, y g G}, 
and that Xg is precisely the Rees congruence on S with respect to the ideal S .^ It 
can also be shown that S/Xg is a 3-nilpotent semigroup. But since G is not 
commutative by assumption, there exist s, t g G such that st ^  ts; and so we 
have that
(a,s) (b,t) =(c,st) ?!: (c,ts) = (b,t) (a,s) 
proving that S /X g  g Zl. Hence S = A x G O
We point out that the semigroup S given in Counterexample 4:4.2 above does 
not belong to 'U®(n,m)'B^but it does belong to ‘U©(n ,„)TP since the unique 
idempotent 0 (n,m)-class of S = A x G is just:
E(n,m) = {(x,e) G S: X G A, e2 = e G G} = A e  ZI; 
and so in general these products are distinct. That is, we may have cases 
where zm^n,in)'tF ^
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Theorem 4:4.3 For any variety W  consisting solely of groups and any variety U of 
structurally trivial semigroups, there exists some ordered pair (n,m) such that
^  V TP a  W (n^)TP C
In particular i f  forms a semigroup variety, then Zlv W  -
Further, if forms a semigroup variety, then the following equalities hold:
U V W =  W(n^)TP = %B(n )^TP
Proof. Take any semigroup S in Zl(S)(n,m)‘tF. Then by Theorem 4:1.3, S is a 
subdirect product of S/Xg e U and S/0(n,m ) e TP, proving the first 
containment. Consider the second containment. For any semigroup S in 
we have that S/0(n,m ) e TP and that S /X g  eZL To prove that 
S G W(n^)Tp we need only show that E(n )^ g  îZ. To do this we will prove that 
Xg n  (E(n,m) X E(n,m)) IS the identity relation on Take any a,b g  E(n,m) such 
that (a,b) g  Xg. We observe that E(„ „,) is a nilpotent extension of the rectangular 
band E(S). If a and b are not idempotents then a = b by the definition of Xg. 
Otherwise, if a and b are idempotents, then since Xg separates idempotents, 
we m ust have a = b. Hence the map x h-> xXg is an embedding of E(n,m) into 
S /X g  G ZL, and so E(n,m) is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of S /X g  g  Zl. Now Zl 
being a variety is closed under subsemigroups and so E(n,m) belongs to Zl, 
proving the containment W(n^)TP ç  ^(n^)TP
By substituting Z l - T  in  the product 'IZ^w'B^one can show that TP is 
contained in ^®(n^)TP Equally, by substituting TP = T we have that Zl is 
contained in If forms a variety, then ÎZ v TP ç  IP and
so the equality holds.
Consider now the final set of two equalities. Suppose that 
forms a variety of semigroups. To prove the equality W(n^)TP = 
take any sem igroup S in îZ©(nm)‘ïP- Now, the quotient S/Xg being a 
homomorphic image of S belongs to îZ©(n,m)'B^  since it is a variety. The quotient 
S/Xg is not reductive (unless it is trivial in which case S is a group). This 
means that S/Xg ^ TP. So we must have S/Xg g  Zl since otherwise it would 
mean that S/Xg is not structurally trivial. We have thus proved that ZZ©(n m)‘lP£  
The reverse containment holds by what we proved earlier, and so 
the equality holds. The remaining equality holds since in
this case W®(n,m)‘lPis a variety of semigroups. □
We will say a variety Zl of structurally trivial semigroups forms a node on the 
lattice of all semigroup varieties, or is a nodal variety if there exists some
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ordered pair (n,m) of non negative integers such that for every variety TP of 
groups Î /V TP= Examples 4:4.4,4:4.7 and 4:4.8 we give
some concrete examples of such varieties.
Example 4:4.4 For any ordered pair (n,m) of non negative integers and any 
variety TP of groups, we have:
We have from Lemma 4:3.4 that TP("'"") = TP forms a variety. By
Theorem 4:4.3 this means that 0("'"")®(n,m)TP = ^"'“')©(n,m)TPand it follows from 
the same result that (20"/"") v TP = (2^”'“)<8>(n,m)TP. □
Lemma 4:4.5 For any nodal variety U and Zl of structurally trivial semigroups, 
the variety Zlf] ^ is  also a nodal variety.
Proof. By definition there exist some ordered pairs (n,m) and (r,t) such that for 
all varieties TP of groups,
Î2 vTP= TI8 )(r,t)TP= îfô(r,t)TP and VvTP= ‘U8 >(n,m)TP= ‘Ü©(„,„)TP.
Let E(n,m)(S) denote the unique idempotent 0(n,m)-class of S if S/0(n,m) is a 
group. Now,
(ZIVW) n  (T/VTP) = (î/©(,,t)TP) n  (™(n,m)TP)
= {S: E(r,t)(S) g Î1, S/0(r,t) g TP} 
n  {S: E(n, )^(S) G T/ S/0(n,m) g TP)
= {S: E(y)(S) G ( î /n  T), S/0(i,j) G TP)
(where i = min{r,n} and j = min{t,m} )
= { u n  T^©(ij)Tp-
and so (ÎZ n  T/)©gj)TP is a variety of semigroups. It follows from Theorem 4:4.3 
that
({ZnT/)vTP= { u n  T/)®(|j)TP = (Zlf) 'P)©(i,j)TP, 
proving that TZ fl T' is a nodal variety. □
Lemma 4:4.6 For any nodal variety U of structurally trivial semigroups, the 
variety
~  |g . s / 0 (n ,m ) G ÎZ)
is also a nodal variety.
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Proof. There exists an ordered pair (i,j) such that for any variety TP formed 
entirely by groups U vTP = W^^^TP = W©(ipTP. Then for any ordered pair (n,m) 
we know that (Z lv  is a variety from Theorem 2:2.6. Now,
(U V TP)W = {S: S/0(n,m) e (U v  TP)}
= |S: S/0(n,m) e (m»(y)TP)}
= {S: S/0(n,m) g {T: T/0(i,j) g TP, and E(;j)(S) g U)]
= {S: S / 0 (n+i,m+j) g tP, and E(„+i,^ .^p(S) g }
= )®(n+i,m+j)Tp-
and so )®(n+i,m+j)TP is a semigroup variety. It follows from Theorem 4:4.3 
that
ÎZ(n,m) VTP = )®(n+W+pTP= )©(n+i,m+i)TP
and so ZS^ >^) is a nodal variety. □
Example 4:4.7 Applying Lemma 4:4.5 to the nodal varieties of Example 4:4.4 
we can produce more nodal varieties. In fact, every variety of the form 
n^,m) Q <2tr,t) fg a nodal variety. In particular, the variety IA& of all k-nilpotent 
semigroups is nodal since %  = (Ztk-i,o) Q qiax-v,. Proving this equality is 
equivalent to showing that a semigroup S satisfies the pair of identities
z(xjX2 . . .  Xk_i) = y(xiX2 . . .  Xk_i) and (x%X2 . . .  x^.Jz = (xiXj. . .  x^.Jy 
if and only if S satisfies the single identity
X1X2 . . .  Xk = yiYz • • • Yk*
But that is clear from Theorem 2:2.6 since
'ZCk-i^o) = [(xjX2 . . .  Xk-i)z = (X1X2 . . .  Xk-i)y]
and
= [z(xiX2 . . .  Xk-i) = y(xiX2 . . .  Xk-i)].
Now, applying Lemma 4:4.6 to the following variety is also nodal:
= [(X1X2 . . .  Xi)(aia2 . . .  ak)(yiy2 . . .  y,) = (X1X2 . . .  xj(bib 2 . . .  bk)(yiy2 . ■ • Yj) ]
= {S: S / 0 (i,j) G fJVk}. □
Example 4:4.8 Let Zi = [xy = x], = [xy = y] and {Zi v Zf) -  [xyx = x] denote
respectively the varieties of left zero bands, right zero bands, and rectangular 
bands. Since every [left, right, rectangular] group is a direct product of a [left, 
right, rectangular] band and a group, the following equalities hold for any 
variety TP of groups:
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2^ 1 V TP — 2^ ®(1 0^)TP — .2^  ©(1,0)TP
V TP = Z,®(o,i)TP = Z^©(o,i)TP
(Z^VZ^)VTP= (2^vZ^)®d,i)TP= (AvJ4)®(i,i)TP 
Consequently, the above three varieties of bands are nodal. Applying Lemma 
4:4.6 to these varieties, we have that the following are also nodal: Z  /W), z  
and {(ZiV Z^ )}W). □
Theorem 4:4.9 Let Zlbe a variety of structurally trivial semigroups and W  be a 
semigroup variety formed entirely of groups. Then for any subvariety ^  of the class 
Zl< {^n.m)14y,wehave that
('PIT %Z)®w(TTl TP) = T' = (tTI U) V (tTI TP).
Proof. Observe that the class 08>(n,m)TP may not be a variety but by assumption 
*Pis. It is clear that
'PQ (T/n î i ) v  ('Pfl TP).
Take any semigroup S in *P ç  Tfê>(n,m)TP. Then S/Xg belongs in U and S/0(n,m) 
belongs in TP. But T? being a variety is closed under homomorphic images and 
so S/Xg e 'Pfl'W and S/0(n,m) e ‘Pfl Zl. From Theorem 4:3.3, S is a subdirect 
product of S/Xg and S/0(n,m) and so the following two containments hold:
T’c ( 'P f l  U)w{Z/Ç\ TP)
and
‘P ç ( T 'n  /^)<8>(n,m)(T'n TP).
The first two (of the above three) containments prove the equality :
y  = ('Pn Zl)w{VC[ TP).
From Theorem 4:4.3 we have the containment:
(T/fl ‘W)®(n,m)(T'n TP) Ç (T/fl Zl) V (v n  TP) = 'P.
This containment, together with the third one above, proves that the equality
T/ = (T/n^)®(rwn)('Pn TP);
and that completes the proof. □
Although not every class of the type W(n,m) TP forms a variety, the following 
result shows that such a decomposition is unique.
Proposition 4:4.10 Tor any structurally trivial varieties Zl and z/and any varieties 
Wand y  such that %Z0(r,t)TP = 'PS)(n,m)9^  iben Zl = zl and TP = 9 C
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Proof. Take any semigroup S in TZ ç  îZ®(r,t)TP= T^ (n,m)îX‘ Then by the definition 
of ®(n,m) we have that S/0(n,m) belongs to f/an d  S/Xg belongs to P. As the 
semigroup S is in Zl, it is structurally trivial, and Xg is the identity relation on 
S. Therefore S = S/Xg e V, proving that ZlcZl. The reverse containment holds 
similarly and so Zl-Zl.
Next, take any semigroup S in TPc ZZ®(r,t)TP= T^ (n,m)îX- Then by the 
definition of we have that S/0(n,m) belongs to 0^ and S/Xg belongs to V. 
Since S e TP, it is a group and hence reductive. Therefore 0(n,m) is the identity 
relation on S. This implies that S = S/0(n,m) e % proving that TPc [K The 
reverse containment holds similarly and we have the equality TP. □
Lemma 4:4.11 For any nodal variety Zl and any varieties y  and TP formed 
entirely by groups, we have:
îzv (T p rifr)=  ( 'u v T t^ n (^ v y ) .
Proof. Since Zl is nodal there exists some ordered pair (n,m) such that 
Id ®(n,m) y  ~ Zlx ^  and Zl ®(n,m)TP= ZZ V  TP. We will show that Zl ©(n,m)(îX n  TP) 
forms a variety of semigroups:
V y ) n  V TP) = ( y ) n  ®(n,m)TP)
= {S: S/0(n,m) g ^  and E(n,m)(S) g Zl] 
n  {S: S/0(n,m) g  TP and E(„^)(S) g  îZ)
= {S: S/0(n,m) g  (fXflTP) and E(n,m)(S) e  Zl\
= W w ( y n T P ) .
Since W(n,m)(ynTP) is a variety, it follows from Theorem 4:4.3 that 
ÎZ V  (iX n  Tt) = Zl®^n.ra0 n  TP) = fl TP);
and hence the conclusions follow immediately. □
For any nodal variety Zl we will denote by Jl^Çzl) the lattice of all nodal 
subvarieties of Zl; and for any variety TP of groups, we will denote by 
L^{ZlvTi) the lattice structure of the following partially ordered set:
{ X y ^ '.X e  m z l) ,< y e  UfW)].
Theorem 4:4.12 Fix any nodal variety Zl of structurally trivial semigroups, and any 
variety TP consisting solely of groups. Then the following lattice map is an 
isomorphism:
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Y :£d.Vw W )  >— L^{Z1)X£{W), (T'fl TP, 'Pfl TP).
The reverse map sends each {X,0) to X v  ^ and hence the lattice W ) is
isomorphic to the lattice direct product In(T') x £(tP).
Proof. By assumption Z lisa  nodal variety, and so there exists some ordered 
pair (n,m) such that îZ v TP = ‘ZZ®(n,m)TP. The map Y clearly preserves varietal 
meets. To see that it is one to one, take any subvarieties Si and (B of Z^v W  
such that jlY = Then this implies that Slf] Zl = (Bf) Zl and SLf] ZF = (Bf] W, 
From Theorem 4:4.9 we have that
A = (SLG Zl) V {SLO TP) = (0(1 ZJ) V (®n TP) = 0.
In view of Lemma 0:4.20, it suffices to show that 'P is onto.
Take any {Sl,(B) e i^('P) x i:(TP). By showing that the following equalities hold, 
we will in fact be proving the surjectivity of T:
(i) (Jlv ^)[]Z l = Si
(ii) (jlv  @)riTP = 0
Equality (i): Clearly since S ic  S iv  'B and A c  Zl, w e  have (A v  ^ ) n  Zl 3  A. 
Conversely, take any semigroup S in (A v  (B) Cl Zl. Then since A c  Zl it follows 
that S is a structurally trivial semigroup. From Theorem 4:4.9 we have that 
A v  *B -  and so S/0(n,m) g  and S/Xg G A. Since S is structurally
trivial Sn+i+m jg a rectangular band and Xg is the identity relation on S. This 
proves that S = S/Xg g  A  and so (A v  ^) Ç] Zl ç  A  proving the first equality.
Equality (ii): Clearly since (B ^A w tB  and ® ç  TP, we have (J4 v (B) f) TP 3  (B. 
Conversely, take any semigroup S in (j4 v îB) fl TP. Then since !Bc TP it follows 
that S is a group. From Theorem 4:4.9 we have that A v  *B- A®(^^rtx)*^an&so 
S/0(n,m) G îB and S/Xg g  A  Since S is a group, it is reductive and so 0(n,m) is
the identity relation on S. This proves that S = S/0(n,m) g  (B and so the
containment {A\/ (B) f) TP ç  (Bholds. Hence Equality (ii) also holds. □
Lemma 4:4.13 For any nodal variety Zl of structurally trivial semigroups, and any 
variety Td formed entirely of groups, the lattice intervals [^TP] and [Zl,Zlv TP] are 
isomorphic.
Proof. By assumption Zl is nodal, and so there exists some ordered pair (n,m) 
such that Zl vTP = ‘W®(n,m)TP. We will show that the map 0  : ^TP] -^[Z l,Z lv  TP] 
defined by X f-> Zl v  X, for each % ç  TP is an isomorphism. Take any 
subvarieties A  and (B of TP. We see that 0  preserves varietal joins because:
U x { A x  (B) =  ( ^ v . q )  v ( t Z v  (B).
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It follows from Lemma 4:4.11 that 0  also preserves varietal meets. We will 
show that 0  is onto. Take any variety Zl from the interval Z lç  Z lc  (Z lv  Zil). 
Now, we have from Theorem 4:4.9,
Zl = {ZlÇ] ÎZ) V (‘Pfl TP) = Zlw (Vn TP) = {Zlf\ TP)0.
We have the second equality since Zl ç  1/and the third equality follows from 
the definition of 0  since TTl TPc TP Finally, we will show that it is one-to- 
one. Take any subvarieties X and of TPsuch that %0 = ^X0. This implies that 
Zlv X=  ZZv 9C Then from Theorem 4:4.9 we have
= Z^V 9"=
It follows from Proposition 4:4.10 that X = iX and so 0  is one-to-one. This 
completes the proof that 0  is an isomorphism. □
Corollary 4:4.14 The lattice map T'i-> of Theorem 2:2.6 is a lattice 
isomorphism when it is restricted to the subvarieties of a variety formed entirely of 
groups. □
We close this section with some open problems.
Problem 4:4.15 For any semigroup variety 1/consisting entirely of groups, 
and any nodal subvariety Zl of we have that W(n^)1/= ZlvZl. Given that 
the identities determining Zl and "Pare known, it remains an open problem to 
find a general rule which describes how one can obtain the identities that 
determine ZM(n,m)Zl= ZlvZl. The following particular cases of this have been 
solved:
(i) if ^  is a variety of rectangular bands, then Theorem 2:3.9 describes 
how one can obtain the identities which determine the variety Zl®(^ ^^ yZl;
(ii) Theorem 2:2.6 gives the method of obtaining the identities which 
determine = CK"'"") ®(n,m)‘P= vT'; and
(iii) if Zl -  the variety of all n-nilpotent semigroups, then in Chapter 
6 we show how one can obtain the identities which determine the variety
V z l-  which consists entirely of all n-inflations of semigroups in Zl.
The structure theorem below, which in fact is a combination of 
Theorem 4:1.3 and Theorem 2:2.6, may prove useful in approaching the above 
problem.
Theorem 4:4.16 Let Zl=[Ua- v j  ç  be a nodal variety and TP= [p„ = q j  be 
a variety consisting entirely of groups.
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Then
Z lv W  = {S: S/0(n,m) e W  and S/Xg e Zl)
= [ (Pa / q«) G 0(n,m)] n  {S : S/Xg e [u„ = v„]}
= {S: S is a subdirect product of S/0(n,m) g Wand a 
semigroup T = S/Xg in Zl)
= { S: S/0(n,m) g  W  and E(n,m)(S) e Zl) □
Problem 4:4.17 Let Zl be any variety of structurally trivial semigroups, W  be 
any semigroup variety formed by groups, and be the class of all 
structurally trivial semigroups. Does the class f] (Z lv  W) form a nodal 
variety of structurally trivial semigroups?
A positive solution to this problem would provide much information about 
the structure of U(Zlv W) in  view of Theorem 4:4.12 and Lemma 4:4.13. The 
answ er to the following question would also provide some further 
information about this lattice.
Problem  4:4.18 Define a relation y on the set of all varieties of
structurally trivial semigroups as follows:
y  -  {(A,^) : A v  W  = (Bv W for  all variety TPformed by groups}.
Clearly, y  is an equivalence relation on Is it also a congruence? Is it
true that each y-class contains a unique nodal variety, and that the greatest 
member of each y-class is that nodal variety?
A positive solution to these question would mean that Lf^{Zl) ~ £(ZÎ)fy.
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CHAPTER 5
In Chapter 4 we introduced two new products on the lattice of all 
semigroup varieties. It is shown here using one of the products, namely 
the product ©(n,m) which resembles the M al'tsev-product, that every 
semigroup variety Zl formed entirely by dense semilattices of structurally 
[trivial, group] semigroups can be uniquely expressed as a product 
‘P = (Z/©(n m) Ç) V X, where Zl is a semigroup variety of structurally trivial 
sem igroups, % is a variety of semilattices, and ^  is a semigroup variety 
formed by groups.
Recall that a semigroup S is structurally inverse if the quotient 
S/0(n,m) is an inverse semigroup for some (n,m); and a semigroup S is an 
n-nilpotent extension of a semigroup T if = T, for some n > 1. It was 
shown in Lemma 0:4.17 that for any variety Zl, the class Zl^ of all n- 
nilpotent extensions of semigroups in T’also forms a variety.
We will, as before, let {Z  ^v Zj) = [xyx =x] denote the variety of all 
rectangular bands, and S= [x  ^= x, xy = yx] be the variety of all semilattices. 
Petrich (1974) proved that for any variety TPc [x^+  ^= x], consisting entirely 
of groups, the lattice £{{Z^wZff v 5 v TP) of all subvarieties of the join
(Z^ V  Z^)2 V  . y v  Tf^
where {Zi v Z^Y denotes the variety of all 2-nilpotent extensions of 
rectangular bands, is isomorphic to the direct product
4 (2 ^  V 2^)2) X uC( .a  X A 'M '
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Unfortunately, we are not able to generalise Petrich's results exactly, 
but are able to prove something that resembles his results. In fact, we are 
only able to generalise the results of Chapter 4.
Recall that a semigroup S is called a structurally trivial if S/0(n,m ) 
is trivial for some (n,m); and equivalently such semigroups are nilpotent 
extensions of rectangular bands. A sketch of the lattice of all semigroup 
varieties consisting solely of structurally trivial semigroups is given in 
Chapter 7. Generalised inverse semigroups — those regular sem igroups 
whose idempotent elements satisfy the identity efgh = egfh — are precisely 
the regular semigroups which are structurally inverse.
We defined a variety consisting entirely of structurally trivial 
semigroups to be a nodal if there exists some (n,m) such that for any 
variety TP of groups Zl®^ n,m)Td= Zl®{n,m)W~ Z lv W; and we denoted by £^{Zl) 
the lattice of all nodal subvarieties of T'. In this chapter we will consider 
varieties of the form
V .$ = CZZ V TP) V
where S is the variety of all semilattices. The variety Zl v  W  consists 
entirely of strong semilattices of groups, and for any nodal variety Zl, by 
Lf^(Zl V Z) we mean the lattice structure of the partially ordered set:
{Av B : A g I^ (Z l), (Be £{Z)}.
We generalise both Petrich's results and our results in Chapter 4 by 
showing that for every n > 1:
ZN((ZiV 2^)"VJ>VTP) =  2^)")X  4 5 )  X 4 T P ) .
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5:1 NILPOTENT EXTENSIONS OF ORTHODOX NORMAL 
BANDS OF GROUPS
A semigroup is said to be an orthodox normal band of groups if it is a 
generalised inverse semigroup for which there exist a congruence © such 
that every ©-class is a group. In this section, we will characterise 
semigroup varieties of structurally inverse semigroups which are also 
nilpotent extensions of regular sem igroups. It turns out that such 
semigroup varieties consist entirely of either of the following types: dense 
semilattices of structurally [trivial, group] semigroups.
For any class Zlof semigroups, by we denote the set of all 
nilpotent extensions of members of Zl, namely {S: g Zl for some n > 1).
Throughout this chapter shall denote the class of all regular semigroups, 
and by we will mean the class of all nilpotent extensions of regular 
semigroups. We have from Examples 3:1.8 and 3:1.14 that the class of all 
structurally regular (inverse) semigroups is not properly contained in the 
class of all nilpotent extensions of regular semigroups. The following 
counter example, constructed by N. Ruskuc (private communication), 
shows that not every nilpotent extension of a regular (inverse) semigroup 
is structurally regular. Hence, the class of all structurally regular
sem igroups, and the class of all nilpotent extensions of regular 
semigroups are not comparable, in the sense that neither class contains 
the other.
Exam ple 5:1.1 (Nikola Ruskuc) Denote by R a subsemigroup of the 
semigroup of all full transformations on a 5-element set, generated by the 
following three mappings:
^12345' 412345" ^12345"
a = ^25455^ X = [ 5 1 5 5 5 ^ y = ,55535,
One can show that R has exactly 10 elements. The following element
a2 =
12345
55555 = z
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turns out to be the zero of R since: z = az = za = xz = zx 
The remaining 6 elements of R are the following mappings:
zy = yz
"12345" "12345" "12345"ax = ay = , xa —,15555^ ^55355^ ^52555^
"12345" "12345" "12345"ya = ^55545^ axa = ^25555^ aya = ,55455^
Table 5:1.2 The Cayley table of R
xa ax axa aya
ax axa aya
xa xa
xa xa
axaax ax axa
aya aya
axa ax axa
aya aya
We observe that R is not a regular semigroup, since the element a is not 
regular. M oreover, R is a 2-nilpotent extension of the regular 
subsem igroup R^ = R\{a}. The following verification shows that the 
subsemigroup R  ^ is regular:
xax = X ,  yay = y, (xa)^ = xa, (ax)^ = ax, (ya)^ = ya, (ay)^ = ay,
(axa)x(axa) = axa, (aya)y(aya) = aya and z^ = z.
Moreover, since the idem potent elements E(R^) = {xa, ya, ax, ay, z} = 
E(R) commute, R  ^ forms an inverse semigroup, and so R is a nilpotent 
extension of the inverse subsemigroup R^. Since no two rows or two 
columns on the table above are identical, both 9(1,0) and 0(0,1) reduce 
to the identity relation on R. This means that R is a reductive 
semigroup. Hence it follows that R = R/0(n,m) for every n and m, 
proving that R is not structurally regular. Thus we have shown that a
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nilpotent extension of a regular (inverse) semigroup is not necessarily 
structurally regular. □
The following result of Melnik (1970) will play a crucial role in 
characterising semigroup varieties which consist entirely of structurally 
inverse semigroups and which at the same time are nilpotent extensions 
of regular semigroups. This same result was used in Petrich (1974) to 
prove the very same results that we generalise in this chapter.
Theorem 5:1.3 (Melnik (1970)) Let r be a positive integer and let V  he a 
subvariety of the equational class [x*" = (xy^x^y]. Let S = {U Sa: aeP }  be a 
semigroup which is a semilattice F  o f semigroups S^, each of which is 
contained in V. Assume that for any a , p e r  such that a  > p there exists a 
function  > Sp and that these functions satisfy: for ae Sa , be Sp
(Cl) #o.a =
(C2) a^ (|)a.p = a())a,p
(C3) (a(|)a,p)4)p.7 “
(C4) (a W b  = a'b
(C5) b(a(|)«,p) = ba:
T h e n  S e ^  V S. Conversely,
constructed. □
a,7
every sem igroup in V  w s  can be so
We will follow the convention of Melnik (as pointed out in Petrich 
(1974)), and refer to the semigroup S constructed in the above result as a 
dense semilattice of the semigroups S„ .
For any class C of sem igroups, we will denote the class of all 
homomorphic images, subsemigroups, and arbitrary direct products of 
members of C, respectively, by H(C), S(C) and P(C).
T heorem  5:1.4 For any semigroup variety W  consisting solely of groups, 
any nodal subvariety U of and the variety S of all semilattices,
(Z V^V TF= (™(n,m) (J VP0) n  .
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Proof. By assumption Zl ç  is nodal and so there exist some ordered 
pair (n,m) such that Zlv W, By the associativity of the operation
of taking varietal joins v, we have
V 5= ( Z l v W ) v S ^  U v W  v s .
We will first show that
For any semigroup S in îi v ‘îF v d, let K be a non trivial idem potent 
0(n,m)“class of S. Now, K belongs to v TP v J  by its closure under taking 
subsemigroups. As K is a non-trivial class, there exist elements a,b g K 
such that a b. This implies that 0^(n,m) is not the identity relation on K. 
If K were reductive, then by definition both 0K(l^O) and 0^(0,!) would be 
equal to the identity relation on K. This implies that every 0^(i,j) is the 
identity relation on K by Lemma 1:1.2. But since K is non-trivial, 0^(n,m ) 
is not the identity relation, and so K is not reductive. Therefore, K çë W v  s  
since W v  S consist of inverse semigroups. This means that either K e Zl 
or K/0(n,m) e W v  S. The latter case would imply that K is not structurally 
trivial and so we must have K e Zl.
Next we will show that S/0(n,m) belongs to 1 4 / for every member 
S of  Z l v  W v  S. Now, since Zil v  W v  S = {ZI®(n,m)'^) v S forms a variety of 
semigroups, we have (by MaTtsev (1937)) that
H S P (( V j )  =  (%/@(n^)14/) V J,
and so every member of the join (Zie^n,m)'^) v d is a homomorphic image 
of some subsemigroup of a direct product of some members of 
and S. W ithout loss of generality, take any semigroup A g B g d
and consider the direct product S = A x B. Then by Lemma 1:1.9,
S/0(n,m) = A/0(n,m) x B/0(n,m) s  A/0(n,m) x B g H/v d 
since B is reductive and A /0(n,m ) g iP. We have thus shown that S g 
W®(n,m)('B^ v d).Take any subsemigroup T of S. As shown in the proof of 
Lemma 2:1.1(c), there exists a subsemigroup of S/0(n,m) (denoted there by 
A) such that T/0(n,m ) is a homomorphic image of A. It follows by the 
closure of iF v  d under homomorphic images and subsemigroups, that 
T /0(n ,m ) e W v  S. Now, take any homomorphic image R of T. Since 
R /0(n,m ) is a homomorphic image of T/0(n,m ), it follows by Theorem 
1:1.4 that R/0(n,m) g W v  d. We have thus proved the containment:
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Next we will prove that
U v  S v  TFc 5^ “).
Equivalently, we will show that every member of v d v  14/is a nilpotent 
extension of some regular semigroup. These, together, will imply that
ÎZ vd V 14/g ( T O ( n ,x n )  (dvn)) fl •
Again, since Z lv S v  W  forms a semigroup variety, we have that
HSP(Z/V dv  # )  = IZv dv  W, 
and so every member of the join U vSvW is  a homomorphic image of some 
subsemigroup of a direct product of some members in U, d, and W. Now, 
without loss of generality, consider a direct product S = A x B x C, where 
A G Z1,B G S and C g  H/. Since A  e Zl, and Zl c  consists entirely of 
nilpotent extensions of rectangular bands by Lemma 4:1.1, A"+i+"i = D is a 
rectangular band.
Then
gn+i+m = (AXB X x B x C  = D x B x C  
is a regular semigroup, since the class of all regular semigroups is closed 
under taking direct products. Hence S is  a (n+l+m)-nilpotent extension of 
the regular semigroup Now, take any subsemigroup T of S and
define:
Ai = (x: (x,y,z)GT}, B^  = (y: (x,y,z)GT) and Ci = (z: (x,y,z)G T}.
One can show also that Ai, Bi and Ci are subsemigroups of A, B and C, 
respectively. In particular, the subsemigroup Aj^ +^i+n^  of A% is a rectangular 
band, while B% and Ci are regular semigroups.
For each i ^ l ,  define
Ta^ = |(x,y,z) : x g  AA ye B, z  g  C}
Tb^  = {(x,y,z) : X  G A, y G BA z g  C}
Td = {(x,y,z) : X G A, y G B, z G Qi}.
Then
V  czTA m TB ^TcL
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For each a = (x,y,z) the element a' = (x',y',z') is an inverse of a,
where x% y% 2!  are inverses of x,y,z, respectively, in the regular semigroups 
A^n+i+m^ Bi and Q . Thus we have shown that T is a (n+l+m)-nilpotent 
extension of the regular subsemigroup T"+i+n\^
For any homomorphism (j) from T onto N,
JsJn+l+m — '^P(|)^ n+l+m —
Thus we have shown that N is a (n+l+m )-nilpotent extension of the 
regular subsemigroup Hence every member of the join Zlv S v  W
is a nilpotent extension of some regular semigroup and hence Z lv S v  W œ 
From this fact, together with the containment we proved earlier, it 
follows that the following inclusion also holds:
vd V «M/g (%!%«,(d V #  n  2%"").
We will prove the reverse containment by making use of Theorem 
5:1.3, after showing that every semigroup in (îZ©(n,m)(v5 fl can be 
partitioned into a family of pairwise disjoint semigroups from Z lv  W  = 
indexed by a semilattice, and such that all the conditions listed in 
Theorem 5:1.3 are satisfied. That is, we will show that every semigroup in 
n  is a dense semilattice of semigroups in Z lv W. 
Accordingly, take any semigroup S from (î/©(n,m)(d fl Then, 
by the definition of the product the quotient S/0(n,m) e (d v # )  and 
e0(n,m) e Zl for all e^ = e g  S. As pointed out in Theorem XII.4.3 of Petrich 
(1984), every semigroup in d v ^  is a (strong) semilattice of groups from 14% 
It follows, therefore, that since S/0(n,m) g SvW , there exists a semilattice F 
and a family of pairwise disjoint groups {Ga: aG T} in 9F such that
S/0(n,m) = U  {Ga: ŒG F}.
Now, for each a  g  F define
Sa = {x G S : x0(n,m) g  G»},
the union of all 0(n,m)-classes of S indexed by elements of the group G«. 
Then S = U {S»: ugF}. To see that each Sa forms a subsemigroup of S, take 
any x, y g  S„ and suppose that x0(n,m) = y  and y0(n,m) = Ô. Then since both 
y, Ô G Ga Ç S/0(n,m), it follows that (xy)0(n,m) = yÔ g  Ga and so xy g  S„.
Since S/0(n,m ) is regular, the set Reg(S) of all regular elements 
forms a (regular) subsemigroup of S by Lemma 3:1.5. For any e,f,g,h e E(S),
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efgh = e’^ fgh”^  = e’^ gfh”' = egfh,
since the idempotent 0(n,m)-ciasses commute in S. We have thus shown 
that Reg(S) is a generalised inverse semigroup. Moreover, we see that each 
E(S«) is a rectangular band, since for any e,f g E(S«),
efe = e*^ fe*^  = e"ee"^ = e,
because the idempotent elements in are all 0(n,m)-related. Hence each 
Reg(Sa) is a rectangular group. One can show that the quotient Sa/0S«(n,m) 
is isomorphic to the group G^. Since d v l f  consists entirely of completely 
regular semigroups, we have by Proposition 0:4.22 that there exists some 
k > 1 such that d c  [x^+i = x].
Each S„ is a structurally group semigroup since S«/0(n,m) = G„ and 
the unique idempotent 0(n,m)-class lies in Zl. Hence S  ^belongs to 
In the following result, we show that Zie^^^^^Wc [(xryr%r)r = %r]. This 
inclusion will be necessary later when we come to using Theorem 5:1.3.
Before proceeding with the proof, we pause to prove the following useful 
result.
Lemma 5:1.5 W ith the notations of Theorem 5:1.4, let r = (n+l+m)k. Then 
the follow ing containment holds:
Zl v W  = C [(x^ y^^ X^ ): = X^’].
Proof. By assumption Zl ç  ‘K"'"') is a nodal variety and W œ [x^+^ = x] is a 
semigroup variety of groups, and so we have:
ZIVlll=
Now, for any semigroup T in ZlvW , the quotient T/0T(n,m) belongs to 
TFe [x^+i = x]. From Lemma 3:1.4, this implies that T satisfies the identity
j^n+l+m — j^(n+l+m)(k+l) ^
We see that for each element a of T, and r = (n+l+m )k, a  ^ is an 
idem potent element since:
=  a '^ a^ =  ^(n+l4-m)k — + (n+l+m) a(n+l+m)(k-l)
— ^(n+l+m)(k+l) ^(n+l+in)(k-l) — g^(n+l+m) g^(n+l+m)(k-l)
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z= = a^ .
Since semigroups in U v W  are nilpotent extensions of rectangular groups 
(from Lemma 4:1.1), the set E(T) = {a*^: a g T} forms a rectangular band, and
so T satisfies the identity x^y^x  ^= x^ '. It follows that since E(T) consists of
idempotent elements, T also satisfies (x^ ’y^ x^ )*’ = x^ .^ □
We now return to the proof of Theorem 5:1.4. For each a  > p define 
a map between the structurally group subsemigroups S« and Sp as follows:
S„ —> Sp, X x^ bx^ ,^ for any idempotent element b of Sp.
We see that this map is well defined since the idempotent elements of Sp 
are all 0(n,m)-related in S. We will check that the conditions C l - C5 of 
Theorem 5:1.3 are all satisfied by this system of subsemigroups {S^  : a  G F) 
and the family of maps {(])„,p : a  > p, a, P g  F).
(Cl): For any element a in S„ a(()a,a = a*'(a^ )^ar = a^  ;
(C2): For any a  > p, and any a G S« , f G E(Sp)
a^ c|>a,p = (a2 )r f (a2 )r = a^ i" f a^r -  a^ f^a  ^ = a(j)«,p ;
and so (C2) holds.
(C3): For any a  > P > y, aG , f e E(Sp) and g g  E(Sy)
(a<l)a.p)<l>p,Y =(a>'far)(|)pY =  ( a r f a r ) r g ( a r f a r ) :  =  a :^ [ (a r fa r )r  g  (a r fa r )r ]  a '^ = a (^ o ,y .
The last equality follows from the observation that x = (ai f^a )^: g (a^fa^)r is 
an idem potent element, as it is a product of the idem potent elements 
(a^fa^)'" and g in the generalised inverse semigroup Reg(S). That x is 
contained in Sy follows from the fact that a  > P > y. This proves the last 
equality, and we have the transitivity condition (C3).
Before proceeding with the proof, again we pause to point out the 
following lemma, another useful property of the regular elements in S.
Lemma 5:1.6 W ith the notation of Theorem 5:1.4 and Lemma 5:1.5, fo r  
every semigroup S in  the class iS vW )) f] the subsemigroup
Reg(S) is contained in the equational class [x^+i = x].
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Proof. We have show n that Reg(S) forms a generalised inverse 
subsemigroup. We will prove here that it satisfies the identity = x, 
where r = (n+l+m)k. As assumed, the quotient S/0(n,m ) satisfies the 
identity x^+i = x; and so it follows that for every a g  S, (a,a^+i) g  0(n,m). 
Thus for any a g  Reg(S) and any a' g  V(a),
a = (aa')*^a(a'a)in = (aa')^ak+t(a'a)i^ = a^+ .^
This implies that a^ is an idempotent element of S. Now,
)(n+l+m) a  ~  g^k+1 ~  2i. Q
We now return to the proof of Theorem 5:1.4. Recall that by 
assumption, S belongs to the class-intersection (îi©(n,m) (SvW )) fl where 
denotes the class of all nilpotent extensions of regular semigroups. It 
follows therefore, that the generalised inverse subsemigroup Reg(S) is an 
ideal of S since Reg(S) = S^ , for some t > 1 by assumption.
C4. For any a  > p, and any a g  S„ , b g  Sp
a*" b = (a*^  (by Lemma 5:1.6 since a^ 'b is regular)
= (a**b) (a^  b)^ ' (a^ ' b)
= (aWb) (ai"b)^ -i (a^b) (since aJ'a^  = a** from Lemma 5:1.5)
= [a -^(arb)»- ar ]b
— (^ o^,p) ;
the last equality follows from the observation that (a^ 'b)'" is an idempotent 
element in Sp and so C4 also holds.
C5. For any a  > p, and any a g  S« , b g  Sp
ba^ = (ba )^^+i (by Lemma 5:1.6 since ba^ is regular)
= (baO (ba^) '^i (ba^
= (bar) (bar)r-i (baW) (since a^a  ^= a^  from Lemma 5:1.5)
= b [ar (bar )r qt ]
= b(a(|)a,p) /
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we have the last equality by noting that (bar)r is an idempotent element of 
Sp, and thus C5 also holds.
We have thus proved that every semigroup in (îZ©(n,m) (dv90) fl 
is a dense semilattice of the family {S„: a  g F} of semigroups, each member 
of which is contained in  Z Iv W œ [(x^y^x^y = x^J.By Theorem 5:1.3, S 
belongs to the variety (Zlv W)  v  S and thus the required equality holds. □
C orollary 5:1.7 W ith the notation of Theorem 5:1.4, Lemma 5:1.5, and  
Lemma 5:1.6,/or every semigroup S in the class (îi©(n,m)(‘S v ‘M/)) (T the 
subsemigroup Reg(S) is an orthodox normal band of groups.
Proof. We know that Reg(S) is a generalised inverse semigroup. We need 
only prove the existence of a congruence which partitions Reg(S) into a 
family of pairwise disjoint groups. We know from Corollary 3:5.16 that 
every normal band is a strong semilattice of rectangular bands. Consider 
the normal band E(S) = U {E(SJ: aG F|. Denote by {0„,p : a  > p, a, p g F} the 
family of hom om orphism s associated w ith this strong sem ilattice 
decomposition, where each 0«p is a homomorphism from So- into Sp. 
given (as defined in Corollary 3:5.16) by:
<D«,p : E(S„) - >  E(Sp), X t->  =  xex, for any e g E(Sp).
Now, define an equivalence relation © on Reg(S) as follows:
0  = ((a,b): ar = b ,^ a,b g Reg(S)}.
We will show that 0  is a congruence. Take any (a,b) g 0  and any c in 
Reg(S). Then a,b g R eg(SJ and c g Reg(Sp) for some a,p g F. From the 
proof of Lemma 5:1.5, the elements (ac)^, a^ and c^  are all idempotents, and 
so we have that
(ac)i' = (ac)(ac)i'-2(ac)
= (a^+^ c) (ac) -^  ^(ac^+i)
(from Lemma 5:1.6, a^ +^  = a and c^ +^  = c)
= a (^ac)^c^
= (a**Oa,ap)((ac)rOap,„p)(crOp.„p) (since E(S) is a strong semilattice)
= (a''0.,ap)(c^0p.ap) = arcL
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We have the second last equality by noting that since E(S„p) is a rectangular 
band, it satisfies the identity xyz = xz. Thus (ac)^ = a^ c^ . Similarly, (be)** = 
b*‘c>'. From these equalities, together, we have (ac)^ = a^ c^  = = (bc)  ^and so
(ac,bc) g 0 , By the symmetry of the arguments, (ca,cb) g 0 . Hence 0  is a 
congruence on Reg(S). Clearly, 0  is idempotent-element-separating, and 
since every 0-class contains an idem potent element, each 0-class is a 
group. Hence Reg(S)/0 = E(S). We have thus shown that Reg(S) is an 
orthodox normal band of groups. □
As shown in Theorem 3:5.14, a semigroup is an orthodox normal band of 
groups if and only if it is a strong semilattice of rectangular groups. The 
m aps in the proof of Theorem 5:1.4 do not induce a strong semilattice 
decomposition of Reg(S), bu t we do see that each <|)a.p : S« ^  Sp is a 
homomorphism: for any a , b g S„, and any g g E(Sp),
(ab)(|)a,p = (ab)r g(ab): = a^  b  ^ga^ b  ^ = (a  ^ga^ )(h^ gb^ ) = (a<|)a,p )Wo,p ).
Corollary 5:1.8 For any nodal subvariety Zl of and the variety S  o f
all semilattices, the variety
consists of all dense semilattices of structurally trivial semigroups in Zl.
Proof. We have the statem ent by putting  TP = T in the statem ent of 
Theorem 5:1.4. We observe that by Theorem 5:1.3, a semigroup S belongs 
to Zl v S  if and only if it is a dense semilattice of semigroups in Zl. □
In the following result we give an alternative characterisation for 
semigroups which are both structurally strong semilattices of groups and 
which are also nilpotent extensions of regular semigroups.
T heorem  5:1,9 Let be a regular semigroup such that S /0(n ,m ) is a 
strong semilattice of groups. Then the following relation is a congruence:
Ts = :/4n(SkxSk)U{(x,x):x GS\Sk},
where Green's relation on S.
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Proof. For each s g S, we will denote by s° the idempotent element of the 
group containing the regular element s^. Take any a,b g such that 
(a,b) G ^  n  Then for any element s of S, since Xg is a right 
congruence, we have (as,bs) g £g. To show that Tg is a congruence, it 
suffices to show that (as,bs) g %  •
As assumed in the proof of Theorem 5:1.4, the quotient S/0(n,m) is 
a strong semilattice, and so there exists a semilattice F and a family of 
pairwise disjoint groups {G»: aG F} such that
S/0(n,m) = U  {Ga: aeF}.
Now, for each a  g F define
Sa = (x G S : x0(n,m) g G»},
the union of all 0(n,m)-classes of S indexed by elements of the group Ga- 
Now since (a,b) g there exists some a  g F such that a,b g Sa. Now, since 
a and b are !^-related in S, there exist x,y in S(^ ) such that a = bx and b = ay. 
Then for any s g Sy, as = bxs g S«y and b = ays g S«y. Let (s^)-i denote the 
group inverse of the regular element sA and s® = s^(sk)-i.
Now,
as = bxs = b(b°xs)
= b(bo)(b®xs)®(boxs)
= b (bo) (b°xOso) (b“xs)
(the elements (b^ xs)® and (b^x s^o) are both idempotents in Say 
and are therefore 0(n,m)-related in S)
= b  (bo) (sOxobo) (boxs)
(again, since F is a semilattice, the idempotent elements boxo so and sOxobo 
are both idempotents in Say and are therefore 0(n,m)-related in S)
= b  (bo) (s (^s )^-  ^xobo) (boxs)
= (bs) (sk-^ (s^ )-^  xoboxs).
Similarly, by making use of the equality bs = ays, one can also show that
bs = (as) (sk-i(sk)-iyoboxs).
These, together, imply that (as,bs) g % and hence (as,bs) g j?4. This proves 
that Tg is a right congruence. By dual arguments, one can also show that Xg 
is a left congruence on S. □
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Theorem  5:1.10 I f S^i s  regular and S/0(n,m ) is a strong semilattice, then 
S is  a subdirect product of S /0(n,m ) and S/%^, where Xg/s the congruence 
defined in Theorem 5:1.9.
Proof. Take any a,b in such that (a,b) e 0(n,m) and (a,b) e Xg. Then
a® = bo since (a,b) e Therefore, a = aoaao = bobbo = b. Clearly, Xg separates 
idem potent elements, relates all elements within each group ^g-classes, 
and each non-regular element forms a singleton class. Hence S/Xg is a 
nilpotent extension of a norm al band. We know, by assum ption, that 
S/0(n,m) is a strong semilattice of groups. □
Corollary 5:1.11 For any semigroup variety W  consisting solely of groups, 
any nodal subvariety Zl of and the variety S of all semilattices,
Z l v S v W =  {(TO(n.m) S)  n  !%") ) V T P =  ( d V  W) )  (T
= 'M/} V J
Proof. We have by the associativity of the operation v of taking varietal 
joins, and by Corollary 5:1.8 that:
Z l v S v  9P =  {ÎZV 5 } V {(Zi©(n,m) d )  n  } V W .
This proves the first equality in the statement. The second equality is of 
course due to Theorem 5:1.4:
U v  ( S v H l )  = (W(n,m) (dv W)) n  
The third equality is due to the commutativity and associativity of the 
operation v, and from Theorem 4:4.9 as ^  is a nodal variety:
( Z l v l 4j  v s =  (W (n ,m ) "Mi V 5 . □
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5:2 LATTICES OF STRUCTURALLY INVERSE SEMIGROUP VARIETIES
The lattice £(S) of all varieties of semilattices has only two distinct 
subvarieties: namely the variety S itself, and the trivial variety T. It is for 
this reason, that we say S is an atom on the lattice of all semigroup 
varieties. For those results proved in Chapter 4, if we are able to prove a 
generalisation involving the variety 5, then we will assume that the 
proved statement holds for all subvarieties of 5-
T heorem  5:2.1 For any nodal variety U c  of structurally trivial 
semigroups, any semigroup variety W  of groups, and any variety o f  
semilattices, the following equalities hold for any 1/ ç  Z lv W  v  s
{( vn î/)©(n,m) [('^n V (o/fi 5)]} n
= ('Ffi ii)v  V (i/fi d).
Proof. Case (i): Ilf] S~  ZE The statement reduces exactly to the equalities of
Theorem 4:4.9 and so there is nothing further to prove.
Case (ii): Ilf] This implies that Hf] S = d. The problem then reduces 
to proving the following two equalities:
{{nf] z/)©(n,m) i w  ‘1^  V 5]} n = (^n u)v {qin #)v  j.
Since Ilf] Zl, Il f] W,  and l/f l  d = d are all subvarieties of Zl, and Zl is
assumed to be a variety, we have:
{Zlf] Zl)v [Zlf] Z4l)v S QZl.
Now,
Zl=Zlf] { ZI vZ4 l vS}  (since Zl œ Z l v Z Mv S )
= Zlf] {S: S/0(n,m) e (ZFv S ) , e0(n,m) e Zl for all e  ^= e e S) fl
= {S: 5 / 0(n,m) e Zlf] (ftl v  S) , e0(n,m) e Zlf]Zl for all e^ = e e S} H
= {(T'fi z^)e^r,,^)[z^n CM/v j)]) n  .
The second equality above holds by Theorem 5:1.4. The third equality 
holds since for every S g  ZIq Z lv Zi^  v  S, we have by Theorem 5:1.4 that 
S/0(n,m) G (Zll V S) and e0(n,m) g Zl for all e  ^=e. Now, Zl being a variety is
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also closed under taking subsemigroups and homomorphic images and so 
S/0(n,m) g V n (14/ V S) and e0(n,m) g Zlf] Zl for all e  ^= e g S. To complete 
the proof, will show that
{(^n V d)]} n s  {ziç\ zi) v (i/n 90 v d.
But this inclusion follows easily from Theorem 5:1.10 since every 
semigroup S in the class
9 / = {(9/(1 9/)©(n,m) [9^n (9(/v 5)]} n  
is a subdirect product of a nilpotent extension of a dense semilattice of 
semigroups in  Zlf] Zl (namely S/Xg) and a strong semilattice of groups in 
9 4/ (namely S/0(n,m)). Therefore, the quotient S/Xg belongs to (9/(1 Zl) v  S  
by Corollary 5:1.8, while S/0(n,m) belongs to the variety (Zlf] ZII) v J b y  
Petrich (1984). Thus we have shown that S belongs to
((9/(1 U ) v  S ) v  ((Zlf] 94/) V J) = (9/(1 Zl) v (Zlf] 99) v 5; 
and that completes the proof. □
We point out that, in general, the class 9i©(n,m)(^v 94/) may not form a 
variety of semigroups. However, the following result shows that each class 
of the type *Z/©(n,m)(^ v 94/) is uniquely determined by the triple: Zl, X, 94/, 
where Zl is not necessarily nodal.
P roposition  5:2.2 For any structurally trivial varieties Zl and Zl, any 
varieties X  and f f  o f semilattices, and any semigroup varieties 94/ and Z  
formed entirely by groups, if
™ w (;^v 9 4 /) = 9ë(,,,)(9'vz;)
then Zl= Zl, X  = or and T\l -  Z .
Proof Suppose that 9/®(n,m)(%v 94/) = 9>ë(g,t}(!Xv 21). Then since
g  (%  V  9 P )  =  (9"V  2;),
for every semigroup S in Zl, the quotient 8 /  0(s,t) belongs to 9^v 2: and all 
idem potent 0(s,t)-classes belong to Zl. But S, being structurally trivial, 
forms an entire idempotent 0(s,t)-class. Hence S g 9% proving that ZIœ Zl. 
Similarly, Z l ^  Zl. These containments, together, imply that Zl -  Zl.
Now, we also have
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91/g ^©(n^)(Xv 90 = 9ë(,,t)(yv 4 .
This means that for every semigroup S in 90 the quotient S/0(s,t) belongs 
to 9 ^v 2 ; and all idempotent 0(s,t)-classes belong to 9% But S being a group is 
reductive and so we must have S = S/0(s,t) g Of v  Z. Then from Petrich 
(1984) we m ust have S = S/0(s,t) g  2 : since S is a group. We have thus 
shown that 90g  2 ;. Similarly, 2 ig  90.These containments, together, imply 
that 90= 2 ;.
Finally, to prove that X - %  take any semigroup S in the class
% gœ (n^)(% v90 =9/^(,^)(^Xv2;).
This means that S/0(s,t) belongs to [Tv 25 and all idempotent 0(s,t)-classes 
belong to V. But S being a semilattice is reductive and so S = S/0(s,t) g  
Ofv Z. But then from Petrich (1984) this means that since S is a semilattice 
we have S = S/0(s,t) g  Of > This proves that % g 9 C Similarly, iXg X  These 
containments, together, imply that X ~  Of> O
Theorem  5:2.3 Fix any nodal subvariety Zl of and fix  any semigroup 
variety Of of strong semilattices of groups.
Then the follow ing lattice map is an isomorphism:
£(0) -^[TL,UvOf \ ,  X \ - ^ Z l v X ,  (Xg 9 ).
Hence, the lattice L(Of) of all subvarieties of 0^  is isomorphic to the lattice 
interval [Zl ,ZlvO].
Proof. Case (i): Suppose that X" consists entirely of groups. Then the above 
statement reduces exactly to Lemma 4:4.13 and so there is nothing further 
to prove.
Case (ii) : Suppose that 9 ^= 90 v 5, where S is the variety of 
semilattices and 90 is a variety formed entirely of groups. To show that 0  is 
onto, take any variety 9 / in the interval [Zl, Zlv 0^ [. Then this means that 
ZlŒ 9 / g  Zlv 0^- Now,
9 /= (0(1 Zl)v (0(1 S) V (0(1 90) (from Lemma 5:2.1)
= Z lv  ((0fl S) V (0(1 90)) (since 9 /g  0 )
= ((0(1 5) V (0(1 90))0; (since (0(1 S) v (0/1 90) g  y )
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and so 0  is onto. We will show next that 0  preserves varietal joins. Take 
any subvarieties Xj and Xz of 9^  Then
{XzV Xz)<S> = U v  {XzWXfj = (9 /vX 0 v(9/vX^) = (Xj0) v (X # ) .
We will show next that 0  is one-to-one. Suppose that there exist distinct 
varieties of strong semilattices of groups say 90^  v d 90g v d such that 
U V 90jV 3 -  Zl v  90gV 3. Then w ithout loss of generality there exists 
r  e 90J V dsuch  that T ^  90  ^v For any non trivial member A of Zl, 
consider the direct product S = A x F. Then by Lemma 1:1.9 we have that 
S/0(n,m ) is isomorphic to F since F is reductive and A/0(n,m ) is trivial; 
and every idem potent 0(n,m)-class of S is isomorphic to A. Clearly, S 
belongs to Zlv W^v 3 but since F ^ 90^v the semigroup S does not belong 
to Zlv  90gV 3. By this contradiction, we must have have 90, v 5= 90^  v 5 and 
that completes the proof that 0  is an isomorphism. □
Recall that a structurally trivial semigroup variety Zl is called nodal if 
there exists some (n,m) such that for any variety 90 of groups 9/©(n,m)90= 
9F8>(n,m)9l/= Zl V W; and we denoted by Xn(9/) the lattice of all nodal 
subvarieties of Zl. In order to generalise Theorem 4:4.12 consider L^{Z1 v  Z), 
the lattice structure of the partially ordered set:
{3Lv<3: H e  4 , ( 0 ) , ZBe £(Z) ], 
where 25 is a variety of strong semilattices of groups.
Theorem 5:2.4 For any semigroup variety 90 consisting entirely of groups, 
and any nodal subvariety Zl of the following lattice map is an
i somorph i sm:
Y : 4 , ( 9 / v  J v 9 0 )  ^  L^(Zl)x £{3) X I f W) ,
0  i-> (0 /1  Zl, 0 /1  5, 0 /1  90).
The reverse map sends to H v  (Sv  C. Hence, the lattice structure
of 4 , ( 9 /  V d v  90) is isomorphic to the lattice direct product
4,(^)X Z(^X  490).
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Proof. The map 'P clearly preserves arbitrary varietal meets. To show that 
it is one to one, take any subvarieties 0, and 0 2  of 9/ v d v 90 such that 
= 0 2 0^ . This implies that:
0 if | 9/= 0 2 (T Zl, 0 /1  d=  0 2  n  5  and 0  /I 90= 0 /1  90.
From Lemma 5:2.1,
0  = (9i/l 0 )  v ( 0 / l  d) V (0/1 90) = (9/n 0 )  V (0 /1  d) V (0 (1  90) = 0 .
To show that ^  is an isomorphism, it suffices to prove that it is a bijection 
(in view of Lemma 0:4.20). To prove that T' is onto, we will show that for 
any element {H,%C) of L{Z1) x L{S) x L{W)f ( H v  'Bv  C)'P = This is
equivalent to proving each of the following equalities:
(i) {HvZBv C)f\  Z1=H
(ii) (H v  !B vC )/ld = 0
(iii) {H v  0 v  C)/l 90= C,
Equality (i): Since H e  Zl and H ^  H v  (Bv C, we have H e ( H v  B v  C) f \  Zl. 
Conversely, take any semigroup S in  ( H v  *Bv C) f\  Zl. By Theorem 4:1.4, 
S/0(n,m) belongs to Cand each idempotent 0(n,m)-class belongs to H. 
But S being in 9/ is a structurally trivial semigroup and so S/0(n,m) is a 
trivial semigroup. This means that S forms an entire idempotent 0(n,m)- 
class, contained in H. This proves that H e  ( H v  B v  C) Ç] Zl and so the 
equality holds.
Equality (ii): Since B e S and B e  H v  B v  C,^no  have B e ( H v  B v  C)f] Zl. 
Conversely, take any semigroup S in (j4 v ® v C) (1 d. By Theorem 4:1.4, 
S/0(n,m) belongs to B v  Cand each idempotent 0(n,m)-class belongs to H. 
But S being in d is  a semilattice and so is reductive. This means that 
0(n,m) is the identity relation on S. Hence S = S/0(n,m) e  B v  C. From 
Petrich (1984) since S is group we must have S = S/0(n,m) e B.  Thus we 
have shown that B e  ( H v  B v  C)f \  Zl and so the equality holds.
Equality (iii): Since C e  90and C c  v ® v C, we have C e ( H v  B v  C)V\ 90. 
Conversely, take any semigroup S in (dl v 0  v C) fl 90. By Theorem 4:1.4, 
S/0(n,m ) belongs to SvCand each idempotent 0(n,m)-class belongs to H.
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But S being in 90 is a group and so is reductive. This means that 0(n,m) is 
the identity relation on S. Hence S = S/0(n,m) g  B v C. From Petrich (1984), 
since S is semilattice S = S/0(n,m ) g  C. Thus we have show n that 
C e  (jlv  ©V C) n  90and so the equality holds.
We have thus shown that Y is onto. Let denote the reverse map of Y, 
and take any subvariety 0 o f 9/v dv  90.
Then,
(9Y)Y-i = ((0D  9/, (0 f l  d), (0(1 90))Y-i = (0(1 9/)v (0(1 d) v (0(1 90 = 0 .  
We have the last equality from Lemma 5:2.1. □
Corollary 5:2.5 W ith the notations of Theorem 5:2.4 we have that for any 
0  Ç V dv  90,
4 ( 0 )  = 4 (  0(1 X 4 0 (1  d) X 4 0 (1  90) 
and in particular,
£^ {r]tn,m) v d V  90 = 4(^ '= ')) X  4 d )  X (90. □
Within the context of existence varieties. Hall (1991) proved a result 
which resembles Theorem 5:2.4. In fact he proved that the lattice Xe^^0v90 
of all sub e-varieties of the join of any e-variety 0  of rectangular bands 
and any e-variety 90 of inverse semigroups, is isomorphic to the direct 
product L e z f Z l )  X  L e z f Z i l ) .  Earlier, Petrich and Reilly (1984) described all joins 
of strict inverse semigroups and rectangular band varieties w ithin the 
context of unary semigroup varieties.
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5:3 OPEN PROBLEMS
Problem 5:3.1 Let 90 be a semigroup variety consisting entirely of groups, 
and Zl be any nodal subvariety of The containment 9/ v d v 90 c
‘^ ®(n,m)(d V 90 is strict in general. We have attempted to describe the lattice 
structure of 4 ( 9 /v  d v  90) in this chapter, but nothing is known about the 
structure of the larger lattice 4'^®(n,m)(dv 90)). □
Problem  5:3.2 Petrich (1975) proved that every semigroup variety 0 o f  
orthodox bands of groups can be expressed as a join 0 =  (0(1 iS) v (0(1 g), 
where B is the variety of all bands and g  is the class of all groups (see 
Lemma 0:4.23). M oreover, he also show ed that the lattice L{Zl) is 
isomorphic to the direct product XfZl f] B) x L{ Bf \  g) (see (0:4.24)).This 
suggests the following problems.
(i) Describe the lattice 4 0 "  '"0 for any variety 0o f orthodox bands of 
groups. Can the results of this chapter be generalised any further to these?
(ii) Describe the lattice structure of ) for any variety 0  for 
which the lattice L { V )  is known. For example, let 0  be the variety of all 
bands or let 0  be a Burnside variety of regular semigroups etc. Certain 
special cases of this are considered in the next two chapters.
(iii) Let Zl, S, and 90 be as in Theorem 5:1.4. Find a m ethod of 
obtaining identities which determine 9/ v d v 90 if those determining Zl 
and 0 a re  known. Of course, we have d= [x2=x, xy = yx]. Petrich (1984) gave 
a way of obtaining (unary) semigroup identities that determine d v  90 
from those that determine 90; and in Petrich (1974) the identities that 
determ ine 9Zvdv90 were found for all 9i g  ( 4  v 4 )2  and where 90 is a 
Burnside variety of groups whose indices divide a fixed positive integer. □
The following result may be useful in approaching the above problems.
Theorem  5:3.3 Let Zl g  'Ztn.m) 90 = [p« = q«] he a semigroup variety 
consisting entirely of groups.
Then
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9/ V 5 V 90= { S: S/0(n,m) g  90and e0(n,m) g  ZI, for ail = e g  E(S) } Ç]
= [ (Pa / q«) G 0(n,m)] n {S : E(n,m)(S) E dv9/}n  
= {S: S is a dense semilattice of semigroups in 9/ v 90}
Proof. Consider the first equality. By definition, the class of semigroups 
given by {S: S/0(n,m) g  90 and e0(n,m) g  9/, for all e^  = e g  E(S)} fl 
is just the variety (9Z®(n,m) (dv90) fl Hence, by Theorem 5:1.4, we have 
the first equality.
To prove the second equality, take any semigroup S in 9/vdv90. 
Then by the first equality, S/0(n,m) belongs to [p„ = q^] = 90 and so by 
Theorem 2:2.6 the semigroup S belongs to [(p„, q j  g  0(n,m)].
By Corollary 5:1.8
E(n,m) =  U {E(n,m)(Sa): «  G T), 
is a dense semilattice of semigroups in (E(n,m)(Sa): a  g  T}. By assumption 
each E(n,m)(Sa) is the unique idempotent 0(n,m)-class contained in S„, and so 
is contained in Zl. Hence by Theorem 5:1.3, E(n,m) belongs to ZI vd. Thirdly, S 
belongs to by Theorem 5:1.4. Thus we have shown that the second class 
is contained in the third. To prove the reverse containment, take any 
semigroup S in the third class. Then since S g  [(pa , q„) e  0(n,m)], by 
assumption, we have by Theorem 2:2.6 that S/0(n,m) belongs to [p« = q« ] = 
90. Now, E(n,m)(S) e  SvZl ,  also by assumption, implies that e0(n,m) g  9/for 
every idempotent e. Hence the second equality holds. Consider now the 
final equality. Trivially, the fourth class is contained in the first. 
Conversely, the first class is contained in the fourth by Theorem 5:1.4. 
Hence, all three of the equalities hold, and that completes the proof. □
P rob lem  5:3.4 Characterise all nilpotent extensions o f generalised 
inverse (or more generally, orthodox or regular) semigroups which are 
not structurally regular. □
Problem  5:3.5 Is it true that every nilpotent extension of an orthodox 
band of groups is also a structurally regular semigroup? O f course the 
converse is not true (see Example 3:1.14 or Example 3:1.8). □
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Problem  5:3.6 YJe have shown that 9/ v 0 v  Sconsists o f dense 
semilattices of groups in Zl v  W. We showed in Corollary 5:1.7 that 
these semigroups are also nilpotent extensions o f orthodox normal 
bands o f groups in 90. Is the converse also true? That is, is every 
nilpotent extension o f an orthodox normal band of groups (from 90) 
both a structurally inverse semigroup and a nilpotent extension of 
regular semigroups?
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CHAPTER 6
Y A E l I i m S  ©IF INIFILATIEP E lG U IL A l 
S IM IIG E O IU F S
It is shown in this chapter that every semigroup variety 0  consisting entirely 
of n-inflations of regular semigroups can be expressed as a join 0  = 90v 
where 90 is a semigroup variety of regular semigroups, and is a variety of 
n-nilpotent semigroups. We describe how one can obtain the identities which 
determine 90v from those identities which determine 90
6:1 N-INFLATED REGULAR SEMIGROUPS
The concept of n-inflation is a generalisation by Stojan Bogdanovic and 
Svetozar Milic (1987) of the concept of inflation by Clifford and Preston 
(1962). Note however, that our usage of the phrase 'n-inflation' is really (n-1)- 
inflation in the sense of Bogdanovic and Milic. We have chosen this 
convention to be consistent with our definition of n-nilpotent semigroups — 
those semigroups for which = {0}. In our notation, a 1-nilpotent extension is 
an ideal extension by a trivial semigroup (which of course is meaningless 
since = S), while a 2-nilpotent extension is an ideal extension by a null 
semigroup.
By a variety of regular [orthodox] semigroups, we mean a semigroup 
variety in which every member is a regular [orthodox] semigroup. For any 
variety 0  of regular semigroups, we shall denote by the class of all n-
inflations of semigroups in 0. It turns out that in the case where 0 consists of 
regular semigroups, also forms a semigroup variety. By an n-inflated
variety 90 of regular [orthodox] semigroups, we mean a variety 90 for which 
there exists some variety 0  of regular [orthodox] semigroups such that 
90 = 0 >nf(n). In contrast, by a variety of n-inflated regular [orthodox] semigroups, 
we mean a subvariety of a variety of the form 0  where 0  consists of
regular [orthodox] semigroups.
If S is an n-inflation of a regular semigroup, then, as shown in Theorem 
3:1.6 the congruence
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ôn.i = 0(n-l,O)ne(O,n-l)
turns out to be the kernel of the retract endomorphism (|) responsible for this 
n-inflation. As a result of this alternative characterisation of kerb, we are able 
to prove some nice results concerning such semigroups. The reader may wish 
to refer back to Theorem 3:1.6 where we presented a characterisation of n- 
inflations of regular semigroups, and of course the congruence ôn-i was first 
introduced there.
6:2 N-INFLATED VARIETIES OF REGULAR SEMIGROUPS
In this section we give determining identities for varieties of the form 
where 0  is a variety of [orthodox] regular semigroups whose determining 
identities are known.
Theorem 6:2.1 Let 0 =  [p« = q«] be a semigroup variety consisting entirely of 
regular semigroups. Then the variety zM(p)ofall n-inflation$ of semigroups in 0  is 
determined by the identities
(6.2.2) (x,X2 . . . Xi^ _i)pa (XjX2 . • . Xn-i)qa » Pa(XiX2 . . . X^ -i) = qa(x%X2. . . X^ .i) ,
where the letters X i , . . . ,  x .^i do not occur in any of the words p« and q« , and 
implies Xi^Xj.
Proof. Suppose that S satisfies the identities in (6:2.2). Then by Theorem 2:2.6, 
both the quotients S/0(n-l,O) and S/0(O,n-l) belong to 0, and so are both 
regular. Hence, by Lemma 3:1.5, Reg(S) forms a regular subsemigroup of S. 
Then by Theorem 3:1.6, S is an n-inflation of Reg(S). Thus to show that S 
belongs to 0"^ ("), it suffices to prove that Reg(S) belongs to 0. The congruence 
ôn-i = 0(n-l,O) n  0(O,n-l) is regular-element-separating (as was shown in the 
proof of Theorem 3:1.6). Suppose that the words p„ and q„ are formed entirely 
by elements of Reg(S). Then directly from (6:2.2), we have that
(Pa,q«) G ôn-i n  (Reg(S) X Reg(S)).
By the regular element separating nature of Ôn-i, we have pa = qa. Thus we 
have proved that Reg(S) satisfies the identity p„ = qa, showing that S is an n- 
inflation of a semigroup in 0
Conversely, suppose that S is an n-inflation of a semigroup in 0. Then 
there exists a retractive endomorphism b from S onto Sb, a semigroup in 0 , 
such that S*^  ç  Sb and that for every element x in Sb, xb = x. For any identity
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Pa = q„ defining 0, let p« and q« be the elements of S obtained by 
substituting elements of S for the variables forming the identity p„ = q .^ We 
observe that since (pab) and (p^b) belong to Sb, and since Sb g 0  the equality 
(pab) = (qa<t>) holds. Now, for any choice of elements x ,,. . . ,  x .^! in S, both the 
elements (X1X2X3 . . . x^.Jpa and (X1X2X3 . . . Xn_i)p « are contained in Sb- 
Therefore,
{X1X2X3 . . . Xn.i)pa = ((X1X2X3 . . . Xn.i)p„)b
= (Xib)(X2b)(X3b)---- (Xn-l<|>) (Pa4))
= (Xib)(X2b)(X3b)---- (Xn.l4>) (qa4))
= ((X1X2X3 . . .  Xa-i)qa)b 
= (X1X2X3 . . . Xn-i)qa •
One can similarly show that pa(xiX2X3 . . .  Xn-i) = q„(xiX2X3 . . .  x .^i). Hence, the 
variety 0 ^M is determined by the identities in (6 :2 .2 ). □
In the following result, = [x  ^= x] denotes the variety of all bands.
Corollary 6:2.3 The variety n-inflations of bands is determined by the
pair of identities
(6:2.4) (X1X2 . . .  Xn-i)z2 = (X1X2 . . .  Xn-i)z and z2 (xjX2 . . .  x^ .]) = z(xiXz... x^ -i).
In particular, if 0 =  [x  ^= x, p = q] is a variety of bands, then the variety of
all n-inflations of bands in Vis determined within by the pair of identities
(6:2.5) (X1X2 . . .  x„.i)p = (X1X2 . . .  Xn-i)q , p(x,X2 . . .  Xn_i) = q(x,X2 . .. Xn_i),
where the letters x , , . . . ,  Xn_i do not occur in any of the words p  or q, and 
Xi ^  Xj if  i?tj. □
Given the determining identities for a variety 0  of regular semigroups, we 
now have a way of obtaining the identities that determine 0 '"^ ("), thanks to 
Theorem 6:2.1. For a quick example, consider the variety of all
4-inflations of semilattices. It is determined by the four identities given below:
x(zyk) = x2 (zyk), (zyk)x = (zyk)x2 , (pqr)xy = (pqr)yx, xy(pqr) = yx(pqr).
And the variety of all 5-inflations of groups in Hn = [xy = yx, x’^ +i = x], 
is determined by the following set of four identities:
xy(pqrs) = yx(pqrs), (pqrs)xy = (pqrs)yx,
(pqrs)xr^+i = (pqrs)x, x^+^(pqrs) = x(pqrs).
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In the following result, let denote the variety of all n-nilpotent semigroups.
Theorem 6:2.6 For every n > 1, where T is the trivial variety.
Moreover, for any variety V  of regular semigroups,
V v  = ZMKn) -  <%Xn l,0) Pi 9 0^,n-l)^
Proof. Since the variety T  of trivial semigroups is determined by the identity 
z = y, we have by Theorem 6:2.1 that the variety of all n-inflations of 
trivial semigroups is determined by the pair of identities
(6:2.7) (x i. . .  Xn-i)z = (x i. . .  x^-Jy and z(x ,. . .  Xn-i) = y (x ,. . .  x .^i).
Take any semigroup S in T^(") and any elements s = s, 8 % . . . s  ^ and 
t = ti t% . . .  tn-i tn of S. Then we have by (6:2.7) that
S = Si S2 . . . Sn-1 Sn = (Sj S2 . . . S^ .j) S^  = (s, S2 . . . 8 -^1) (t, t2 . • . t -^it^ )
= (Si S2 . . . Sn-iti )(t2 . . . tn-itn) = (t, )(t2 . . . t^ -itn) = t;
and so S is n-nilpotent. Conversely, take any n-nilpotent semigroup S. Then 
since = {0 }, one can show that for all x e and any a,b g S, xa = 0 = xb 
and ax = 0 = bx. Hence S satisfies (6:2.7). Then by Theorem 6:2.1 S is an n- 
inflation of a trivial semigroup and is therefore contained in Consider 
now the first of the remaining set of two equalities. For any semigroup S in 
9 /mf(n), there exists a retractive endomorphism b : S Sb such that g  Sb and
for all X in Sb, xb = x. Since Sb is regular, S^ = Sb. Denote the Rees
congruence on S with respect to the ideal S^ = Sb by
Ô = {(x,y): x,y g Sb) U {(x,x): x g S\Sb), and Kerb = {(x,y): xb = yb ).
Take any (a,b) g 5 fl Kerb. Then by the definition of Ô, either (a,b) g Sb x Sb 
or (a,b) G (S\Sb) x (S\Sb). In the first case, we have a = b since Kerb separates 
the elements of Sb. In the second case, since 8  separates the elements of S\Sb, 
we have a = b. Thus 8  (T Kerb Is the identity relation on S, and so it follows 
that S is a subdirect product of S/Kerb (a member of V) and S/ 8  (a member of 
fJVk). Therefore, S belongs to 0 v  Conversely, from what we have proved 
earlier, g  0 >nf(n). and clearly, 0 c  In view of Theorem 6:2.1, we
have by the Birkhoff Theorem (see Evans (1971)) that the class forms a 
sem igroup variety, since it is an equational class. The above two 
containments, together, imply that 0 v fA&i g  0 '"f("), and hence the equality 
0 v  = 0^^w holds. Consider now the remaining equality. We have, by
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Theorem 2:2.6, by Theorem 6:2.1, and by what we have just proved, that the 
variety 0 n -i,o )  p| 9(o,n-i) ig determined by the same set of identities which 
determine and that proves the remaining equality. □
Clarke (1981) gave an alternative set of determining identities for 
varieties consisting entirely of 2-inflations of completely regular semigroups. 
To show that these two methods produce different but equivalent sets of 
determ ining identities for 2-inflated varieties of completely regular 
semigroups, consider the variety of all 2-inflations of bands. Clarke's method 
gives the single identity xy = x^y^. Our method yields the pair of identities 
zx2 = zx and x^z = xz. Clearly, the conjunction of our two identities is 
equivalent to his single one.
It was proved in Lemma 0:4.17 that for any variety 0  of regular 
semigroups, the class 0^ = {S: g 0  also forms a semigroup variety. We
point out that in general, 0  and 0^W  are distinct classes, and 0^^W ç  0^).
The following conjecture, if proved correct, would be very useful in reducing 
the number of defining identities.
Conjecture 6:2.7 Let 0 =  [x^+i = x],/or some k>l.
Then for any n>l,
0inf(n) =  [ XjXz . . . X^ =  ( X i)k + l(x 2 )k + l  . . . ] □
6:3 LATTICES OF INFLATED REGULAR SEMIGROUP VARIETIES
In this section, we show that for any variety 0  of n-inflated regular 
semigroups, the lattice of all subvarieties of 0  is isomorphic to the direct 
product 4 0  n  ^  X 4 0  n  where f^is the class of all regular semigroups, 
and is the variety of all n-nilpotent semigroups.
For any variety 0  ç  90 v where 90 is a variety of regular 
semigroups, the class 0/1 iA^  is clearly a variety. Concerning 0/1 %  since 
both 0  and are closed under taking arbitrary direct products and 
homomorphic images, so is the class 0 / 1 We need only show that 0/1 ^ is  
also closed under taking subsemigroups. Accordingly, take any semigroup S 
in 0 /1  % Then S is regular. Take any subsemigroup T of S. Since every 
member of 0  is an n-inflation of some regular semigroup in 90, by
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assumption, we have Vf] c  90 c  % Since 90 is a variety, it is closed under 
subsemigroups and so T belongs to 90, and hence T is regular. Also, since V  is 
closed under subsemigroups, T belongs in V. We have thus shown that 
T G 0/1 % proving the closure of V f]  f u n d e r  taking subsemigroups, and 
hence 0 / 1  !%is a variety of semigroups.
Lemma 6:3.1 Let iV  be a semigroup variety consisting entirely o f regular 
semigroups. Then for any subvariety V  of
0  = ( 0 / /%  V  (0/1
where fRJis the class of all regular semigroups.
Proof. Clearly, (0/1 %  v (0 /)  fA^a) S  V .  We will prove only the converse. 
Take any semigroup S from 0. Let Ô and kerb be the congruences as defined 
in the proof of Theorem 6:2.6. We have, by that same proof, that S is a 
subdirect product of S/ 6  (a member of %%) and S/Kerb (a regular semigroup 
in 99). But since 0  is a variety, it is closed under homomorphic images and so 
it follows that S/Kerb e (0  / | fQ while S/ô g  (g\^/| V). We have thus proved 
the reverse containment, and the equality holds. □
Theorem 6:3.2 For any fixed positive integer n, and any semigroup variety 90 
consisting entirely of regular semigroups, the following map is a lattice isomorphism:
On : X(99) 0  1-^  0nf(n),
Hence the intervals and [fA^ ,90^ (")] are isomorphic.
Proof. Let denote the class of all n-inflated regular semigroups. For any 
subvarieties 0, and 0  of 90g %
(0(1 0 ) O n = ( S  G (0(1 0)1
= {S G : S^G 0  and g  0}
= {S G : S "G 0} n  {Sg  y w  : g  0}
= ( 0 ) 0 n  n  ( 0 ) O n ;
and so On preserves varietal intersections. By making use of Theorem 6:2.6 
for the definition of On, we have the following equalities, which show that On 
also preserves varietal joins
( 0  V 0  )On = (01 V 0 )  V!A6i =  ( 0  V  fA^i) V  ( 0  V  fA^ ) = (0  )On V  (0  )On .
We will next show that On is also one-to-one. Now take any subvarieties 0  
and 0  of 90 such that . Suppose for a contradiction that
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‘Ui ^  ^ 2 ' Then without loss of generality, there exists F in but not in . 
Take any non-trivial n-nilpotent semigroup N, and consider the direct 
product S = N X F. For each element a = (n,a) of S, let a* = (0,a'), where 0 is the 
zero of N and a ' is any inverse of the regular element a  in F. Clearly, 
= {0} X  F = {(0,a): a  e F}. Now, since for all elements u = (k,ô) in 
=  N"-^ X  F and any element a of S, ua belongs to S ,^
ua = (k,ô)(n,a) = (0 ,ôa) = (0 ,Ôaa'a) = (k,Ô) (n,a) (0 ,a') (n,a) = uaa*a;
and similarly, au = aa*au. Now, these equalities together imply that 
Sn-i = 0(n-l,O) n  9(0,n-l) is a regular congruence; and by Theorem 6:1.2 the 
map (}): S -> S, (x,y) i-> (0,y) is a homomorphism and ker(j) = ôn-i. Since the set 
Reg(S) = {(0,a): a  e F} forms a subsemigroup of S, we have by Theorem 3:1.6 
that S is an n-inflation of Reg(S) which is isomorphic to F. Now, S does not 
belong in since F eÉ ‘î^/ but clearly S e By this contradiction, we
must have % -  'H-
It remains to show that On is onto. To prove this, take any variety 1 /in 
the interval Then from Lemma 6:2.6, this means that
Ç 1/ç V  H/
Now,
1^ = (fA^  n  1  ^V (1/ n  ^  (by Lemma 6:3.1)
~ (since 1 / and 1 /f| l/fl ^
= (1/(1 (by Theorem 6:2.6)
= (1 / r i ‘H)On;
and hence the map On is onto since V  Thus we have shown that the
lattice interval [ % ^  is isomorphic to [fA^ ,H/^ f(”)] under On. The lower limit of 
the latter interval can be obtained by Theorem 6:2.6. □
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CHAPTER 7
T][TESJar%iri[j8Li, <E;]E:Bt(|3I(E;;iE%^[])lL]n]pgg
In the final chapter of this thesis, certain recursive varietal relations 
involving structurally trivial semigroup varieties are shown to exist. 
Using these relations, the skeletons of certain structurally  trivial 
semigroup varieties are described. In particular, the skeleton of the lattice 
of all subvarieties of the variety formed by all n-nilpotent extensions of 
rectangular bands, is shown to look somewhat like an inverted pyramid.
7:1 NOTATIONS AND BASIC CONCEPTS
Recall that a semigroup is structurally trivial if it belongs to the class 
(7:1.1) = U : n  > 0 and m > 0},
where T denotes the class of all trivial semigroups. In this section we will 
establish some concepts and notations to be used throughout the chapter.
For any non negative integers n, m, p and q, the symbols: u (n ) ,  
v (m ), and t(q ) shall denote words over an infinite alphabet, say X,
of length n, m, p, and q, respectively; and a letter from that alphabet occurs 
only once in any one of these words. Whenever these words are used to 
sandwich an identity, say
Fj(^l/^2/ • * • /^ kj) “  Qj(^l/^2' • • • /^ kj)/
by writing
v(m)Pj(Xi,X2, . . .  ,Xi^ pu>(p) = v(m)Qj(xi,X2, . . .  ,Xj^pu>(p), 
then we will assume that there are no common letters between those 
form ing these w ords and w ith those form ing the identity  being 
sandwiched. This method of obtaining new identities is precisely the same
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as the one we described just prior to Theorem 2:2.6. The following well 
known varieties will be used in this chapter:
(7:1.2) T = [x= y] trivial semigroups
(7:1.3) fAé = [xy = wt] null semigroups
(7:1.4) fAfic = [w (k) = t(k )] k-nilpotent semigroups, k > 1
(7:1.5) Zi =[xy=x] left zero bands
(7:1.6) Z, =[xy=y] right zero bands
(7:1.7) Z\ w 2^ -  [xyx =x] rectangular bands
and ( Z i v Z , ) ^ ^ { S : S ^ e ( Z i v Z , ) } , k > l
= [ u (D  v(D u(k,) = u(D]
The following varieties ((7:1.8) — (7:1.14)) are obtained by considering the 
class = {S: S / 6 (n,m) e  where ^ i s  a variety taken from those given 
above ((7:1.2) — (7:1.7)).
(7:1.8) ~  [u(n) y v(tti) = u(ii) xv(m )]
(7:1.9) iA^(n,m) = [u(n) xy v(m) = u(n ) wt vCm)]
(7:1.10) = [u(n) w(L) v(m) =w(n) U k )  v(m)]
(7:1.11) 2i(n,m) = [u(n) xy v(m) = u(n) xv(tn)]
(7:1.12) = [tt(n) xy v(m) = w(n) y vCm)]
(7:1.13) (Z[V = [uCn) xyx u(m ) = u(n) x vCm)]
(7:1.14) {(ZlVZ^)k}W
= [tt>(n)u(D v(Il) M(fe.)t(m)= w (n) u(L) t(m )], k > 1
Such semigroups have appeared in the literature. For example, on Page 
360 of Almeida (1986a), the varieties (k-i,k) ^nd are
each denoted there, respectively, by % , 9fer6^ and 9{er6, in the context 
of pseudovarieties and generalised varieties. We observe from the 
identities that determine and that these varieties are equal,
for every k > 1. We point out also, that the varieties given above are each 
determined by a single identity; and we observe that these semigroups are
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locally trivial in the sense that eSe = {ej for every idempotent element e in 
S.
Theorem 7:1.15 (Almeida (1988(a)) Let S be a semigroup:
(i) I f  S e then is a rectangular band.
(ii) I f  S is a semigroup such that is a rectangular band, then 
S G 9{erkn •
In particular, Sg i/ferS i f  and only if  S is a nilpotent extension of a 
rectangular band. □
As before, we say S is a nilpotent extension of a rectangular band if is a 
rectangular band for some n > 1. Since rectangular bands are structurally 
trivial, all of the following classes are what Almeida (1988(a)) terms 9fer6 :
W  = Z M  = (Z^v 2 t)M .
More generally, for any variety ^  c  we have l/'-H =
The next result follows immediately from the above observations and 
Theorem 7:1.15.
Corollary 7:1.16 A  semigroup S is structurally trivial if  and only if  it is a 
nilpotent extension of some rectangular band. □
The class fA^ of all nilpotent semigroups is an important subclass of 
the class of all structurally trivial semigroups. These are semigroups for 
which = {0} for some positive integer n. Korjakov (1982) presented a 
sketch of the lattice of all varieties of commutative nilpotent semigroups. 
The author has not, as yet, seen a complete description of the lattice of all 
nilpotent sem igroup varieties. However, Almeida and Reilly (1984) 
described completely a subvariety of this variety, namely the variety given 
in (0:4.14) defined by:
Zl^=[xy-  yx,x2 = y2] fl fA^ i, for every n > 1 .
They proved that the lattice of all subvarieties of Zln forms an ascending 
chain of length n-1 .
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We will denote by p  the family of all structurally trivial varieties, 
consisting of the following types:
(7:1.17) {{Z, V 2 t)r'}(ij), for n > 1, i > 0, j > 0
(7:1.18) , f o r i > 0 , j > 0
(7:1.19) , f o r i > 0 , j > 0
(7:1.20) , f o r k > l , i > 0 , j ^ 0 .
A set X  of varieties is said to form a diamond if |x |  = 4 such that two of 
its members are incomparable, while the other two form the greatest and 
the least members. If a diamond is closed under both varietal joins and 
meets, then we call it a closed diamond. We point out however, that a 
closed diam ond may not be convex  in the sense that there may be 
varieties occurring between two members of X  which are not in X. 
Examples of closed diamonds are given in Corollary 7:2.8, and in Figures 
0:4.15 and 0:4.13.
For any variety 1/  of structurally trivial semigroups in p ,  by the 
skeleton of the lattice we mean the lattice structure of the partially 
ordered set
^{ Xe  p :  X c  n/}.
In fact, ~ L{V)[\ p .  li  is not known whether or not the skeleton
does not form a sublattice of the lattice £ ( ^  in general. We do know, 
however, that | .6 ^ 1 ^ I < 1 X(1 ^ I • Moreover, is a very crude but useful 
estimation of the lattice structure of X(1 ^. Consider the variety of all 
(k+l)-nilpotent semigroups. The skeleton Xj(fA/k+i) forms a chain of length 
k, whereas, the lattice £(9^+i) is not a chain. In fact, only the endpoints of 
the interval [% , are included in p ,  and we know that there are many 
other varieties which do exist between them. We have defined the concept 
of skeleton only for varieties in p . And it is our purpose in this chapter to 
describe the lattice structure of (the partially ordered set) p . As we will see 
later, this is the first natural step to studying lattice structures of 
structurally  trivial varieties. Structurally trivial varieties form an 
enormous class of semigroup varieties about which very little is known. 
Attempts have been made to study its subclasses such as the class of 
nilpotent semigroup varieties, but even for this, very little is known, and
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its lattice structure is thought to be very complicated. Our skeleton 
approach gives a nice framework on which we can add more structures, as 
information becomes available in the future. An extra bonus for our 
approach is that the skeleton Lf f Z i  v is shown to be a disjoint union 
of what we call planes, and each one of these planes is closed under taking 
varietal joins and meets. Hence, the skeleton of L{{Zi v Zy)^) is a disjoint 
union of a family of sublattices of the lattice of all semigroup varieties; and 
thus the concept of skeleton is not an artificial one.
For any variety ^  of semigroups, let 1 ^ = {S: e 1^, for k > 1. It was
proved in Lemma 0:4.17 that is also a variety whenever ^  is. Of course, 
^  consists precisely of all k-nilpotent extensions of semigroups in In 
Sections 7:2, 7:3 and 7:4, certain recursive relations are shown to exist 
between members of p . In Section 7:5, the skeleton of L((Zi  v Zy)^) is 
constructed. Then in Section 7:6, the skeleton of L{(Zi v Zy)^) is modelled. 
This skeleton looks somewhat, superficially, like an inverted pyramid. In 
general, describing lattices of semigroup varieties are not easy problems, 
and our description of the skeleton of L({ZiV Zy^)  successfully records 
certain observations. We hope that w ith further research in the future, a 
more complete picture of this lattice will emerge.
7:2 RECURSIVE RELATIONS INVOLVING {(Z  ^v
In this section, we plan to describe the interrelationships that exist 
among varieties of the type (7:1.17) in p .  Note that semigroups in the 
variety {{Zi v consists of all those for which S / 0 (i,j) belong to the
variety (Z  ^v ZJn.
Lemma 7:2.1 The following containment relations hold for every n > 2:
(a) (ZWi) ç{(ZivZv)n-i}(iA)
(b) (Z,vZ^)n.
(C) Zi(n-l'O) C
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Proof, (a). Take any elements: s,t, u = U1U2U3 . . .  Un-i and d = did 2d s . . .  d -^i 
of a semigroup S in Then
sut = (SU1U2U3 . . .  Un-i) t = (SU1U2U3 . . .  Un-i)(du)t = s(udu)t;
and so S e {(Z^v , proving that (a) holds.
(b) Take any S e and any elements s = s%S2 . . .  s„ a n d
t = tit2 . . .  t„ of S.
Then
S = (S1S2 . . . Sn_i)Sn = (S1S2 . . . Sn-i)Sn(ts) = Sts;
and so S g (Z  ^v proving that (b) also holds.
Since every left zero band satisfies the identity zx = zy, the 
containment Zj ç  holds. Since is a larger variety which includes
all null semigroups, the containment Zi c  ig strict. The conclusion (c) 
is in fact the image of the strict containment Zi c  under the strict 
containment preserving lattice map Vi->
Lemma 7:2.2 The following (strict) varietal containments hold for every 
ordered pair (if) o f non-negative integers:
((2% \/ JZk)n)e,j) c: yt,r n == 2,3,4,5,. . .
Proof. The varieties (Zi v Z f^  and {(Zi v Zr)n-i}(i'i) are each determ ined, 
respectively, by the identities:
uCn) v(n) uCn) =u(n) and zu(n-i) v(n-l) wCn-l) k = zM(n-i) k.
Take any semigroup S from (Z  ^v ZJ" and any elements a = a%a2a3 . . .  a .^i, 
b = bib2b 3 . . .  bn_i , s and t of S. Then since S^ is a rectangular band,
sat = (sa)t = [ (sa) ( batb) (sa) ] t (since sa, batb e S )^
= (sab) [ (at) (bs) (at) ]
= (sab) (at) ( since at, bs e S^)
= sab at;
and hence (Zi v Z f^  c  {(ZiV Zf^-'^ We will prove the strictness of this 
containment. Accordingly, from Lemma 7:2.1(a) and Lemma 7:2.1(b), the 
following containments hold:
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ç  {(Zi V and 2 (^n-i,o) g  (Zt v Z,)" ;
and that strict containment holds by Lemma 7:2.1(c). Now, the
varieties and are each determined, respectively, by the identities
u ( n ~ i ) x y  = u ( n - i )  x  and u ( t i )  x  =  M (n )y .
By the strictness of the containment c  , there exists a semigroup 
S from  and elements b g  S and s, t g  such that s # sb = t. For a 
contradiction, suppose that {(Z, v Zr)n-i)(i'i) is contained in (ZiV Z )^". It then 
follows that is a rectangular band, and the elements s and t are both 
idempotents. By the idempotency of t,
s = s(bsb)s = (sb)(sb)s = tts = ts and st = s(sb) = sb = t,
and so {s,t} forms a right zero band. Since S satisfies the identity
u ( n )  X =  v ( n ) y ,
we have t = t^  = tt = ts = s, which contradicts the fact that the elements s 
and t are distinct. We have thus proved the strictness of the containment
(Ziv Z f ^ c i  ((Zi V Z^ )n-i}(i'i)
The conclusion follows by taking the image of this containment under the 
lattice map 1/h-> (which preserves strict containments). □
Lemma 7:2.3 For every n > 1, the following recursive varietal relations 
(equalities) exist:
((Ziv Zi)"Mv((Ziv Z^ )n}(0,l) = (Ziv Zt)n+L
Proof. Let X= (( Z, V Z^)n)(i/))v ((Zj v Z,)n}(0 4 ) and cr= (Z, v Z,)n+i. We will
show that X œ (X. Take any semigroup S g  ((Zi v  and any elements
a — a%a2 a^. .. a,^ +%, b — b^b2 bg. . .  b,^ +^  and c — a2 ag.. . a^ +i of S.
Since a = a%c, and S satisfies the identity
Z M (n ) v ( n )  u ( n )  =  Z u ( n ) ,
we have
a = a%c = aic(bai ) c = (a%c) b (a^c) = aba.
Hence, ((Ziv c  (Ziv Zr)n+i Dually, ((Ziv Z,)n}(0 4) is also contained in
(Z| V  ZJn+i. And these containments, together, imply that the join of
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{(ZiV and {(Ziv Zr)n}(“'i> is contained in (Ziv Hence X ç  J .
Conversely, take any S g (Zi v Zf)n+i^  and consider the congruence:
Ô1 = eS(l,0) n eS(0,l) = {(a,b) : xa = xb, ay = by for all x,y e S},
Then 6 i is idempotent-separating, since for all (e,f) in 0i n (E(S) x E(S)),
e = ee = ef = ff = f.
The map aôi (a0(l,O),a0(O,l)), with a g S, is an embedding of S /ô i into 
the direct product S/0(1,O) x S/0(O,1). Now, we observe that by putting 
i = 0 = j in Lemma 7:2.2, we have (Zi v Zr)«+i ç  {(Zi v and so
S/0(1,O) G {(Ziv Z>}(0'i) and S/0(O,1) g {(Ziv Zi)n}(W.
It follows that
S/Ô1 G {(Ziv Zi)n}(Wv {(Ziv Zi)n}(0'l).
Now the varieties {(ZiV and {(Zi v Zf^Y^'^^ are each determined
respectively, by the single identities,
ztt(n) v(n) u(n) = zu(n) and u(n) vCn) u(n)z =u(n)z.
These identities are formed by words of length n+1 and 3n+l, and so in 
view of Lemma 0:4.21, every word forming an identity which defines
{(Ziv ZtM(i'O)V {(Ziv Zi)«}(0'i)
will be of length at least n+1. Let
( t )  P (x i,X 2 ,X 3 , . . . ,  X k ) =  Q ( x i ,X 2,X3, . . . , X k ),
with k > n+1, be such an identity. Then for any choice of elements 
Si,S2,S3, . . .,Sk in S, we know that
P (S lÔ l,S 2§ l ,S 3 5 l ,  . . . , S kÔ l) =  Q (S iÔ l,S 2 6 l ,S 3§ l ,  . . . ,  S k Ô l).
Thus (P (S i,S 2 ,S 3 ,.. .,Sk), Q(Si,S2,S3,. . .,Sk)) g ôi. However, since S g (ZiV Z J" 
both the elements P(S i,S 2 ,S3,.. .,Sk) and Q (S i,S 2 ,S 3 ,.. .,Sk) are idempotents in S, 
and we observed that 5i is idempotent-separating.
Thus
• '/Sk) — 0 ( 1^,8 2 ,8 3 ,. . ,8 k),
and so the identical relation (t) holds in S. It follows that
S G {(Z»v Z^ )n}(i/))v {(Ziv Z )^n}m),
as required. □
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The method we have employed to prove the above lemma, in particular 
the part concerning the use of 8 1 , will be adapted later to prove other 
results in similar circumstances. For this reason, we will hereafter refer to 
the idea of the proof as the bisection method or simply the b isective  
argum ent.
L em m a 7:2.4 The following recursive varietal relation (equalities) exist:
» = 1
{{Z^  V n  {(2i V
, y »  = 2 ,3 ,4 ,....
Proof. Case n  > 2 : Take any semigroup S e {{Z[ v {(Zi v Zy)^Y^'^\
and consider the elements x , y, s = S1S2S3 . .. Sn-i, and t = tit2t3 . . .  tn-i of S.
Then
xsy = x(sy) = x[(sy)(txst)(sy)] = [(xs)(yt)(xs)] (tsy) = (xs)(tsy) = x(sts) y.
This proves that S satisfies the identity
z u C n - l )  v ( n - l )  u ( n - l )  k  =  z u ( n - l )  k ,
and hence S g  {(Zi v Conversely, take any S g  {(Zi v , and
any elements a = a ^ag... a„, b = b^bg. . .  bn, c = a2a3 . . .  a„ and z in S.
Then
az = a% c z = ai [ c (baj) c] z = (ajc) b (a% c)z = abaz; 
and hence S g  {(Zi v We have thus shown that {(Zi v g
{(Zi V Zr)n}(0'i). Dually, {(Zi v ç  {(Zi v Zr)n}(i,o) _ By combining these
containments ,
{(Zi V Zi)n-1 }(IA) C (Zi V Zi)n}(l,0) H (Zi V Zi)"}(«'^ ),
and that completes the proof for the case n > 2 .
Consider now the case n =1. Take any S g  (Zi v A (Zi v ZfY^'^^-
Then both S/0(1,O) and S/0(O,1) are rectangular bands. Since rectangular 
bands satisfy the identities x  ^= x and zxy = zy, it follows by Theorem 2:2.6 
that S satisfies zx^ = zx, x  ^z = xz, wzxy = wzy and zxyk = zyk. Now, for any 
elements a, b, c of S we have
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abc = a(bc) 2  = abcbc = (abc)bc = (ac)bc = a(cbc) = ac.
Hence S satisfies the identity abc = ac, which proves that S e Zj(i-o). 
Conversely, take any S e Zp(i,o) = [zxy = zy]. Then for any elements a, b, c of 
S, a(bcb) = a(bc)b = ab and (bcb)a = b(cb)a = ba. These equalities, together, 
prove that S belongs to {(Zi v fl {(Zi v and that completes
the proof for the case n = 1 . □
Lemma 7:2.5 The follow ing (strict) varietal containments hold for any 
ordered pair (if) of positive integers:
(a) {(Zi V Zv)n}(M) c  (Zi V Zi)n+i+j, for n = 1,2,3,. . .
(b) {(Zi V C {(Zi V Zr)n}(i+lj) , for U -  2,3, . . .
and
{(Zi V Zt)n-i}(i+i,j+i) c  {(Zi V Zi)n}(M+i) , for n -  2,3,. . .
Proof, (a) Take any semigroup S from {(Zi v Zr)"}(% and consider the 
following elements of S:
S = S1S2. . . Sn+i+j , t = tit2 . . . tn+i+j / g = S1S2 . . .  Si, h = Si+n+lSi+n+2 * • • Si+n+j/ S-Hd
C = (Si+n+iSi+n+2 . . • Si+n+j) t (S1S2S2 . . . S{) = htg.
Then
S S1S2 . . . S^+i+j (s%S2 . . . Si) (Si+%Sj+2 . . . S[T^+i) (Si+n+lSi+n+2 . * • Si+n+j) 
g (Si+iSi+2 . . . Sn+i) h 
“ § [(Si+lSi+2 . . . Sn+i) C (Si+iSi+2 . . . S^ +i)] h
= (g Si+iSi+2 . . .  Sn+ih) t (gSi+iSi+2 . . .  Sn+ih) (slnce c = htg)
= s t s  (since s = g Si+iSi+2 . . .  s^ +ih);
and so S g (Zi v ZJ^+^+i. Having proved the containment, we now proceed
to show its strictness. First, we observe from Lemma 7:2.3 that the 
following two containments are strict:
{(Ziv Z,)n}(i'()) c  (Zi V Zi)n+i and {(Ziv Zi)n}(o.i) c  (Zi v Zi)«+i
Now, the sequence of containments given below are consequences of the 
above two:
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and
((Ziv Zi)n)(W) c  {(Z)V Z iM )W  c  {(ZiV Zi)n+2 }(i-24)..........
c  {(Ziv Z v ) n + i c  {(Ziv Zi)«+i+i ............
C  { (Zi V  Zi)n+i+j }(0'0) = (Zi V  Zi.)n+i+j.
(b) From Lemma 7:2.4 we have the following strict containments: 
{(Zi V  Zv)n-i}(W) c  {(Zi V  Zt)n}ao) , for n  = 2 ,3 ,...
{(Zi V  Z,)n-i}(U) c  {(Zi V  Z,)n}(0 4) , for n = 2 ,3 ,...
We have the conclusion by taking their image under . □
Theorem 7:2.6 For any positive integers n, and any non negative integers i 
and j, the following equalities hold:
{(Ziv Zi)n}(i+M) V  {(Ziv ZiH(M-i) = {(Ziv Z^ )n+i}(i4), for M=l,2,3,. . .
Proof. From Lemma 7:2.3, both {(Zi v and {(ZiV Zr)n}(0/D are
contained in (Ziv By the containment preserving nature of the map
#'j), both {(ZiV Zi)n)(»+i/j) and {(Ziv Zi)n}(M+i) are contained in {(Ziv Zr)n+i}(M). 
Hence,
{(Zi V  Zi)n}(‘+l'j) V  {(Ziv Zi)n|(W+l) Ç {(Zi V  Zi)n+i}{M), for H = 1,2,3,. . .
To prove the reverse containment, we observe that putting i = 0 = j and by 
replacing n-1 by n in Lemma 7:2.2 we have (ZiV Zr)»+i g  {(ZjV 
Then, by the containment preserving nature of the maps ‘P't-» 'Mi-ij) and  
1 /M-i), we have 
(% 0 {(ZivZiMWg{(ZivZi)n}(W+i)
and
(§) {(ZivZiMM-i)s{(ZivZi)n|M).
Now, take any S e {(Ziv and consider the congruence
Ô1  = 0(1,0) n  0(0,1) as in Lemma 7:2.3. Then as in that proof, S/Ôf can be 
embedded into the direct product S/0(1,O) x S/0(O,1) under the mapping 
aôi (0 (1 ,O),0 (O,1 )).
Now from (¥) ,
S/0(1,O)g {(ZivZi)n}(W+i);and S/0(O,1) g {(ZivZi)n}M) from(§).
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The varieties {(ZiV and {(ZiV Zr)n}(i+i/j) are each determined,
respectively, by the identities:
w C i)  u ( n )  v ( n )  u ( n )  t (^ + l)  =  w ( i )  u ( n )  U j + i )
and
w ( i + l )  u ( n )  iK n ) u ( n )  t(^ ) =  w ( t + l )  u ( t i )  t ( . p }  
and both these are formed by words of length at least n+l+j+n and 
3n+l+i+j. Thus in view of Lemma 0:4.21, the words forming any defining 
identity of the join
{ (Z iv  Zi)n}(i+l,))v {(ZiV Zi)n}(M+l) 
are of length at least i+j+l+n. It follows, as proved in Lemma 7:2.3, that 
S /Ô 1 g {(ZjV Zr)n}(i+i^ j) V {(ZiV Zr)»}(''i+^ ). One can show by the bisective 
argument that S satisfies every identity satisfied by S /5 i that is formed by 
words of length at least n+l+i+j. Thus it follows that
{ ( Z i v Z ^ X #  Ç  {(Z iv  Zi.)n}(i^U)V {(Zi V Zi)n}(M+i);
and that completes the proof. □
Theorem  7:2.7 For any ordered pair ( i f)  of non negative integers, the 
follow ing equalities hold:
" , i fn  = l
{(z; V n {(z{ V z)"}(w+i)
{(2\ V  , i f  n = 2,3, . .
Proof. We observed in Lemma 7:2.4 that the following equalities hold:
M = 1
{(Zi V  n  {(z; V  =
{(Z |v.^M pi) , ÿ »  = 2,3,4,..
The conclusion follows by taking the image of these equalities under the 
fl-preserving map 1/i-+ □
The following result will be useful later in Sections 7:5 and 7:6.
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Corollary 7:2.8 The skeleton of the interval
[ [ ( 2 k  V  2^)n-l}(i+l,j+D , { ( 2 k  V  2^)n+l}(ij)]
forms the following closed diamonds, where (i,j) is an ordered pair of non 
negative integers:
(a) for the case n >2
{(2 iv2 , )» ) } (»')
( h) and , for the case n = 1,
r □
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7:3 RECURSIVE RELATIONS INVOLVING lA&W)
Here we study the relationships that exist between varieties of the type 
in p . Note that semigroups in the variety are precisely those for 
which S/9(i,j) is a k-nilpotent semigroup.
Lemma 7:3.1 For any positive integer k, the follow ing recursive varietal 
relation (equality) holds
n  = fA4:+l ♦
Proof. Take any S e H and consider s = S1S2 . . . Sk+i,
t = titz tg  tk+i G S.
Then
S = (S1S2 S3 . . . .  .Sk) Sk+I = (tit2 t g  tk) Sk+1 = ti(t2 t3  tklk+l) — 1 •
We have the second equality since S g  and the third equality since
S G We have thus shown that S is a (k+l)-nilpotent semigroup.
Conversely, take any (k+l)-nilpotent semigroup S. Then since 
S^+i = {0 }, we see that for all x e and any a,b g  S,
xa = 0  = xb and ax = 0  = bx.
Hence both S/0(k,O) and S/0(O,k) are trivial. We have thus proved that 
S G n  and that completes the proof. □
Lemma 7:3.2 The following recursive varietal relations (equalities) hold:
/ ÿ k  = 2 ,3 ,4 ...
Proof. Case k = 1: Since = CT, we must prove the equality
cza,o) V (F'l) = •
We observe that
«2Ci'0) = [zx = zy] and = [xz = yz].
It is well known (see Figure 0:4.15), that the join of these equational classes 
is the variety = [zxy = zy], and that takes care of the case where k = 1 .
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Case k > 2; Take any S e and any a = a^ag. . .  a^.i, b = bibg. . .  bk-i, x
and y in S. Then
xay = x(aiaz. . . a .^i y) = x(bib2 . . .  b^.iy) = xby; 
and so c  Dually, ç  Hence, contains
the join v j o  prove the reverse inclusion, take any semigroup
S in Then
S/0(1,O) G Ç and S/0(O,1) e fA&.id-o) ç  fA&d'»).
Let 6 i  = 0(1,0) n  0(0,1). Then, proceeding in the same way as in the proof of 
Lemma 7:2.3 and Theorem 7:2.6, one can show, using the bisective 
argum ent, that S satisfies every identity  that determ ines the join 
V and that completes the proof. □
Theorem  7:3.3 The follow ing equalities hold for any ordered pair (i,j) of 
non negative integers :
 ^ y k  = 2 ,3 ,4 , . .
Proof. Case k > 2 : For any semigroup S e we observe that
S/0(1,O) G c  and S /0(0,1) G ç
Let 0i = 0(1,0) n  0(0,1). As in the proof of Lemma 7:2.3, S / 6 i can be 
embedded into the direct product S/0(1,O) x S / 0(0,1), which, in turn, 
belongs to the variety v The defining identities for iVî.(ÿ+i) and
fA^(i+i^ j) are formed by words of length at least k+i+j+1 , and so in view of 
Lemma 0:4.21, the join 9\&(W+i) v must also have this property. It can
shown, using the bisective argument, that S satisfies every identity formed 
by words of length at least k+i+j+1 that is satisfied by S /ô i. Hence, it 
follows that S belongs to v
Conversely, since and the map ‘Pi-+ preserves
varietal containments, c  Dually, c
These containments together prove that v ç  and
that proves the case k > 2 .
Case k= l: Recall that T. Since T a  and T a  Z \  it follows by the 
containment preserving nature of the maps ^M+i) and 'Pf-» that
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both and are contained in Hence, v iA4(i+i4) c
2 ;/i+i4+i). The reverse containment can be proved using bisective arguments.
□
Theorem  7:3.4 The following equality holds for any ordered pair (i,j) of 
non negative integers and k > 1  :n lA&O+i'D = .
Proof. From Lemma 7:3.1, f) = 9^+i .The conclusion follows by 
the ri-preserving nature of the map ^i-> □
Corollary 7:3.5 The skeleton of the lattice interval 
a closed diamond. In fact we have the following cases:
(a) For the case k = 2, 3 ,. . .
W+i)
(h) and, for the case k ~ 1, we have
I)
We finally remark that since = % the recursive relations involving 
varieties of the type were taken care of as special cases of what we have 
already proved, and so there is nothing further to prove.
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7:4 RECURSIVE RELATIONS INVOLVING 2i<M) AND 
We begin with the following useful relation.
Lemma 7:4.1 Except for the cases: , Zi and Z^, the following
equalities holds :
2 (^1-)) = and = Zr^-^^W.
Proof. From (7:1.11) and (7:1.12), and are each determined
respectively by the identities
u ( i ) x y v ( p  = u ( i ) y v ( j )  a n d  u ( i - l ) x y v ( ; J + l )  = u ( i - l ) x v ( ; | + l ) .
Clearly, by the associativity, these identities are equal, though expressed 
differently, and so the varieties they represent are also equal. This proves 
the first equality. The second equality follows by symmetry. □
Theorem 7:4.2 For any ordered pair (if) of non negative integers, the 
follow ing relations hold:
(a) n  = CZfM).
and
(b) (^W) V Z^(W) = (Z^v Z^ )M
Proof. We will first prove (a). Take any semigroup S in Zi(^ 'i) (T z/M), and 
take any elements s = Si S2 . . .  Si , t = ti t2 . . .  tj, x and y.
Then
sxt = (si S2 . . .  Si )x (ti t2 . . .  i^ ) = (Si S2 .. . Si )xy (h t2 . . .  tj) (since S e )
= (si S2 . . .  Si)y (ti t2 . . .  ^) = syt.
The second last equality holds since S e  and so S g
Conversely, take any semigroup S in Now take any elements 
s = Si S2 . . .  Si, t = ti t2 . . .  tj, X and y in S.
Since
sxyt = (si S2 . . .  Si)xy(ti tg. . .  tj ) = (si S2 . . .  Si)x(ti tg. . .  tj) = sxt
and
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sxyt = (si S2 . . .  Si)xy(ti t%. . .  t) ) = (si 8 %... Si)y(ti t j . . .  tj) = syt,
S is contained in both and and that proves (a).
Now, consider (b). First we observe that since both Zy and Z, are 
contained in Zy v Z^, by the containment preserving nature of the map 
T>(i'j), both and are contained in (Zi v Zv)(M). Hence,
ZiW) V Z^(W) e  (Ziv Z^)(W).
Conversely, consider the variety Zi(O'i) = Zi-d'O) = [zxy = zy] of all inflations of 
rectangular bands. The containment (Ziv Z^ ) c  Zi^ O'^ ) = ZP"^ '^  is well known. 
The image of this under the maps and yield:
(Ziv Zi)P-i'i) Ç ZiW) and (Ziv Zi)(M-i) ç  z^aj).
Therefore, for any semigroup S in (Zi v
S/0(1,O) e (Ziv Zi)(w^ ) Ç Z^(W) and S/0(O,1) e (Ziv Zi,)W-i) g  i^(W).
Since ai-> (a0(l,O),a0(O,l)) is an embedding of S into S/0(1,O) x S/0(O,1), it 
follows that S/Ôi e Zi^ M) v where ôi = 0(1,0) fl 0(0,1). Using bisective 
arguments, as in Lemma 7:2.3, one can show that S is contained in the join 
Zi(^ 'i) V  Zph), and that completes the proof. □
Corollary 7:4.3 For every ordered pair (i,j) of non negative integers, the 
follow ing closed diamond exists:
25  (M)
□
We have thus described all relationships that exist among varieties of the 
types Zy^ '^i^  and Z/W). In the last 4 sections, we have described the 
interrelationships that exist between the different types of varieties in p . 
In the rem ainder of this chapter, we will study lattices formed by 
structurally trivial varieties, making use of these recursive relations. In 
Section 7:5, we describe the skeleton of £{{Z>yV Z^y), and building on that, 
in Section 7:6 we construct in an inductive manner, the skeleton of the 
general case I((ZyV Z^y).
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7:5 THE SKELETON OF THE LATTICE £{(Zy\^ Zff)
The lattice structure of X((ZiV was completely determined by Melnik 
(1971). Later, Petrich (1974) gave an alternative proof. (See Figure 0:4.15 for 
this lattice). In this section, we will describe the skeleton of X((ZiV Zj^). 
This information will give us some idea of what to expect of the lattice 
structure of Lj^{ZyW Z^Y), as n  increases, in view of the recursive varietal 
relations proved in the previous sections.
The next sequence of results re-expresses the equational classes 
appearing on Figure 0:4.15 in terms of the notation used in this chapter.
Lemma 7:5.1 [abc = abxc, xy = (xy)^] = (Z^ v 2 )^(W)
Proof. Take any semigroup S from the equational class and take any 
elements e,f,g of S. Then ef = efef = eff = efgf. This proves that S satisfies 
the single identity that determines (Zi v Zr)(^ '®) and so S is contained in that 
variety.
Conversely, take any S in (Z^v Zj(i'O). Then S/0(1,O) is a rectangular 
band. Since rectangular bands satisfy the identity xz = xyz, it follows that 
for any a,b,c,d e S, abc = abdc. To see that S also satisfies the identity 
xy = (xy)2, take any a,b e  S. Now, ab = a(bab) = (ab)(ab) = (ab)2. Hence the 
equality holds. □
Lemma 7:5.2 [abc = axbc, xy = (xy)^] = (Z^v Z^)(OA)
Proof. This result is just the dual of Lemma 7:5.1. □
Lemma 7:5.3 [abed = abxcd, xy = (xy) ]^ = (Z^ v Z ff
Proof. For any semigroup S in {Zy v Z^Y it is clear that is a rectangular 
band, and so it satisfies the identity xy = (xy)^. Now, for any elements 
a,b,c,d,x in S we have
abed = (ab)^cd = ab(ab)cd = ab(abx)cd = (ab)2x(cd) = abxcd.
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This proves that S belongs to the equational class.
Conversely, for any semigroup S from the equational class, we have 
by Theorem 2:2.6 that S /0(1,1) satisfies be = bxc. To show that S belongs to 
(Zi V  Zr)2 we need only show that it satisfies xy = xy(wt)xy. By assumption, S 
satisfies xy = (xy)^ and so for any elements a,b,c,d of S, we have
ab = (ab) [(ab)(ab)] (ab) = (ab) [(ab)(cd)(ab)] (ab) = (ab)^ (wt)(ab)^ = (ab)(wt)(ab).
We have the second equality since S /0(1,1) satisfies be = bxc. This proves 
that S satisfies the identity which determines (Zy v  Zfp-, and that completes 
the proof. □
Lemma 7:5.4 {Zy v Z )^m) v (Z, v Z^ )d,o) =(Z^v Z^ )z
Proof. This result is of course Lemma 7:2.3 for the case n = 1. We will give 
here an alternative proof which makes use of Figure 0:4.15, to show that 
our results are consistent with known results:
{Zyv Zt)(0'i)v (Ziv Zi-)(i'0) = [abc = abxc, xy = (xy) ]^ v [bed = bxcd, xy = (xy)^]
(from Lemma 7:5.1 and Lemma 7:5.2)
= [abed = abxcd, xy = (xy)^] (from Figure 0:4.15)
= (ZiV Zi,)2 (from Lemma 7:5.3). □
Lemma 7:5.5 [zxywt = zxwt,zxxy = zxy] = (Ziv Zi)(^ '^ )
Proof. Consider first the equational class
[zxywt = zxwt, zxxy = zxy] = [zxywt = zxwt] f l  [ zxxy = zxy]
= [ xyw = xw](^ 'i> n  [x  ^= x](i'i)
= {inflations of rectangular bands}(W) f l  {bands|(i i)
= ({inflations of rectangular bands} fl {bands})( /^^ )
= (rectangular bands)< '^ )^
= (Ziv Z,)(i'i). □
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Theorem  7:5.6 The follow ing is the lattice of all 3-nilpotent semigroup 
varieties:
xy=yx, xyz=wkt
xyx=wkt
X^ =y2 , xyz = wkt 
=yx, x  ^=y2 , xyz = wkt 
j» xy=wt 
•  x=yr
Proof. To find all distinct varieties in the interval it suffices to
consider the free 3-nilpotent semigroup on 2 generators p2 ( ^ ) .  This is 
because free 3-nilpotent semigroups on 3 or more generators will not be of 
help any more than can, since any word of length 3 or more is
always zero. Now, the semigroup FaCfA^ ) is finite and has the following 
Cayley table:
a b aa bb ab ba 0
a aa ab 0 0 0 0 0
b ba bb 0 0 0 0 0
aa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
bb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ab 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ba 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
There are exactly six non trivial identities that can be satisfied by this 
semigroup. These are obtained by determining all possible pairing of 
2 -letter words in S ,^ where S = F2(fA6 ):
XX = xy, XX = yy, xx = yx, xy = yy, xy = yx, yy = yx.
It turns out that all six identities reduce to either xy = yx or xx = yy. By way 
of an example, suppose that a 3-nilpotent semigroup T satisfies the 
identity xx = xy. Then for any elements a,b,c,d of T,
ab = aa = aO = 0 = cO = cc = cd;
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and so T is a null semigroup (which satisfies the identity xw = yz). 
Similarly, one can show that any 3-nilpotent semigroup that satisfies any 
one of the following identities is null:
X X  = yx, xy = yy, yy = yx.
This leaves us with the following two identities:
X X  = yx, x2 = y2.
Now, within the variety determined by xyz = wkt, one can show that the 
equational classes [xyz = wkt, x^ = y2 ] and [xyz = wkt, xy = yx] are 
incomparable, in the sense that neither contains the other. But of course 
their meet is the variety [xyz = wkt, xy = yx, x^ = y^]. Thus we have 
determined the diam ond part of the lattice in Theorem 7:5.7, and the 
remaining part of the lattice follows easily. □
Lemma 7:5.7 The following containment are strict.
(ZivZ^)m) c ( 2 i jv f ^ ) 2  c  (Z^vZ^)(W).
Proof. We have the first strict containment by putting n = 1, i = 0, and j = 1  
in Lemma 7:2.5 (a). The second one is obtained from Lemma 7:2.2 by 
putting i = 0  = j and n = 2 . □
The next counter example is an alternative proof for the distinctiveness of 
the varieties featuring in the second containment of Lemma 7:5.7, namely 
(Z iv 2 ^ ) 2  and (ZtvZ^)(U).
Counterexam ple 7:5.8 Let L = {a,p} be a 2-element left zero band, and 
consider the natural (left) enga-product on S = L(^ ) x L. More precisely, 
define a product ® on S (as in Example 1:2.10) by: for any elements 
i = (v, p) and j = (u, k) of S = L(d x L,
(k,pk), ifv  = l.
i®j
(vK ,pK ), Otherwise
Then from Example 1:2.10, (S,®) forms a semigroup and S/0(1,O) is 
isomorphic to L. Now, again construct another semigroup starting with
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(S,®), this time using the dual m ethod, by considering the Cartesian 
product
T = S X gm = (L(i) X L) X (L(i) X L)(i>, 
and defining the natural (right) enga-product 0  on T by: for any elements 
a = [p, r] and b = [q, s] of T = Sx S(i>,
define
[p®q,p], ifs = l.
a0 b =
[p®q, p®s], otherwise
Distinguish the adjoined identity elements of and L(i), respectively, by 
1 and 1. Since T/0(1,1) is isomorphic to the left zero band L, which is a left 
zero band, (T,0 ) satisfies the identity zxyxk = zxk by Theorem 2:2.6. We 
will show however, that it does not satisfy the identity wtxywt = wt; and 
hence the containment
(2 iiv % ) 2  c  (ZjvZ^)(U)
(of Lemma 7:5.7) is strict.
Now, put w = [(l,a ) , 1 ] , t = [(a,P), 1 ] ,  x = [(a ,a ), 1  ] and y = [(p,p), 1  ]. 
Then
w 0 t = [( l,a ) , 1 ] 0  [(a,p), 1 ] = [(l,a)®(a,P), (l,a)®l] = [(p ,a), (l,a)]
and
x0 y = [(a ,a ), 1 ] 0  [(P,P), 1  ] = [(a,a)®(P,p), (a,a)®l ] = [(a ,a ) , (a,a)]. 
Therefore,
(w0 t)0 (x0 y)0 (w0 t) = [(P,a),(l,a)] 0  [(a ,a ), (a,a)] 0  [(P,a), (l,a)]
= [(P,oc) ® (oc,a) ® (P ,a), (P,a) ® (a,a) ® (l,a)]
= [(P,a), (P,a)] # [(p,a), (l,a)] = w 0 t; 
and thus the semigroup (T,0) does not satisfy the identity wtxywt = wt, 
which proves that {Znv Z^Y ^  (ZyV Z )^(i'i). □
On Figure 7:5.9 below, the skeleton of L{{ZiV Z^Y) is shown to form a 
structure that looks somewhat like an inverted pyramid. Of course, many
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other varieties are missing from this figure (see Theorem 7:5.6), but it does 
show however that the skeleton v Z^Y) is a disjoint union of the
three planes P(l), P(2) and P(3), each of which will be shown later to be 
closed under varietal joins and meets.
'  (2,0)
(0,1)(i,or
( 1,0)
T
The plane P(3)
The plane P(2)
The plane P(l)
Figure 7:5.9 The skeleton of the lattice Z^Y)
Theorem  7:5.10 The skeleton of the lattice L{{ZiV Z^Y) is shown on Figure 
7:5.9 above.
Proof. The lattice of all subvarieties of (ZyV Z^Y is given on Figure 0:4.15. 
Of course, its subvarieties are labelled alternatively on Figure 7:5.9 using 
our notation.
To prove this theorem, we need only show that each one of the 
diamonds occurring on the plane P(3), as shown in the above figure above, 
is closed. And secondly, we need to show that varieties on plane P(3) relate
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(in the sense of containments) to those on the plane P(2) as shown in the 
figure above.
Now, consider the varieties on plane P(3). There are exactly 9 
diamonds featured on it. We will verify the existence and the closure of 
each diamond occurring there on the figure:
(1) By putting i = 0 = j and n = 2 in Corollary 7:2.8 (a) we have the 
following closed diamond:
(2) By putting i = 1 = j in Corollary 7:4.3 we have the following 
closed diamond:
2  (2,0) _ 2(14) = 2|(0,2)
(3) By putting i = 1 and j = 0 in Corollary 7:2.8 (b) we have the 
following closed diamond:
t(^v 2 ; ))<*•')
= 2(14)
(4) By putting i = 2 and j = 0 in Corollary 7:4.3 we have the following 
closed diamond:
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(2,0)
^(2,0) = ^(1,1)
(5) By putting n = 1, i = 0 and j = 1 in Corollary 7:2.8 (b) we have the 
following closed diagram:
(0,2)
(6 ) By putting i = 0 and j = 2 in Corollary 7:4.3 we have the following 
closed diamond:
(7) By putting i = 1 and j = 0 in Corollary 7:3.5 (b) we have the 
following closed diamond:
2 (^2,0) =
< j ( l / l )
(8 ) By putting i = 0 and j = 1  in Corollary 7:3.5 (b) we have the 
following closed diamond:
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(9) By putting i = 0 = j and k = 2 in Corollary 7:3.5 (a) we have the 
following closed diamond:
This completes the verification of the closure and the existence of every 
diamond on plane P(3), as shown on Figure 7:5.9. By putting together all 
the pieces of diamonds, superimposing parts which do coincide, we form 
the entire plane P(3). This same method will be used later, inductively, to 
construct other larger planes in the next section.
Our next task will be to determine the containment relationships 
that exist between varieties on P(3) and P(2). More precisely, we will show 
that each containm ent relationship shown in Figure 7:5.9, betw een 
varieties on P(3) and P(2), is indeed strict.
(a) The strict containment {Zi v a  {Z^w Z^Y^^) is obtained by 
putting i = 0 = j and n = 2 in Lemma 7:2.2 (or, alternatively, from 
Lemma 7:5.9).
(b) The strict containment {Z\ v Z^Y^^) c  holds, by observing 
that it is the image under the map of the known strict
containment (2ji v  Z )^ c  (since Zj.i'^ fi) is the variety of all inflations of 
rectangular bands). Dually, {Z[ v Zr)M  c  = 5r(z,o).
(c) We have the strict containment c  CHo.z), since it is the
image under the mapping 'pO'i) of the well known strict containment 
Zr c  ‘Tto.i) (see Figure 0:4.15); and by a dual argument we have c  %«).
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(d) And, of course, the containment c: is strict.
(e) Since T  c  %  is a strict containment, we have that both the 
containments c  fA^(O'i) and ‘Tti'O) c  are strict.
(f) Finally, since the containment Zi c  is strict, we have that 
the containment c  is strict.
We have thus shown that every containment relation between varieties 
on P(3) and P(2 ), as shown on Figure 7:5.9, does exist and that it is strict. □
The plane P(l) is formed entirely by varieties of rectangular bands; 
and P(2) is formed precisely by the lattice interval [fA^ , (Z^v Z^Y], as shown 
on Figure 7:5.9. However, it is not clear at this stage whether or not the 
plane P(3) consists precisely of the varieties in the interval [fA^ , (Z^v Z^Y], 
That is, we are not sure if P(3) is dense, in the sense that there may be 
other varieties in the interval [% , {ZiV Z^Y] which are not included in 
P(3).
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7:6 THE SKELETON OF THE LATTICE Z(% v 2^ )")
From our observation of the skeleton of X((Zi v Zj-Y) for the cases n = 1, 2 
and 3, and together with the recursive relations proved in Sections 7:2. 7:3 
and 7:4, it is natural to expect some kind of a repeated pattern as n 
increases. The lattices on Figure 0:4.15 and Figure 7:5.9 look somewhat like 
inverted pyramids. Our purpose in this section is to describe the lattice 
structure of the following partially ordered set :
£^(Zi V Z,Y) = {'P e T7Ç (2 ï V
Equivalently, in terms of our terminology, this lattice (see Figure 7:7.4) is 
just the skeleton of £((Zi v  ZrY). For each positive integer n, we will call 
the following set P(n) of varieties, the n-th plane:
P(n) = {Z e  p :  %  ç  Z c  (Z,v
The lattice diagram of the first five planes P(l) - P(5) are given in Example 
7:7.7. In fact, we met P(l), P(2) and P(3) earlier in Figure 7:5.9. In general, 
the plane P(n) forms the skeleton of the lattice interval ^r)”]/ and
its lattice structure is given on Figure 7:6.1. That lattice structure looks
somewhat superficially like a plane. We will see that the varieties which
sit on P(n) consists precisely of the following:
(I) { : i+j+k = n }
(II) { Z,(M) : i+j+ 1  = n  }
(in) { Z,(W) : i+j+ 1  = n }
(IV) {{{Z,vZ,YYï )  : i+j+k = n}
To verify that each one of the above varieties do really sit on P(n), we need 
only show that each one of them lies somewhere between fA^ i and 
V ZrY, The details of this verification are routine and are therefore left 
out. And conversely, to show that the varieties in (I) - (IV) above are 
precisely all of them, that is, that there are no other varieties on P(n), take 
any variety Jlon  P(n), and suppose that (say, of type (7:1.20)).
Then
(ZiV ZrY.
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By Lemma 0:4.21, the first containment implies that n ^ k+i+j, and the 
second containment implies k+i+j < n. These inequalities, together, imply 
that k+i+j = n. We have thus shown that if a variety of type (7:1.20) exists 
on P(n), then it is necessarily of type (I) above. Similarly, it can be shown 
that if ^  is assumed to be from one of the other remaining types (7:1.17) - 
(7:1.19), then ^  is from one of the types in the list (II), (III) or (IV) given 
above.
(2 jVZ^)n
ir(l,n-2)
,(n-3,2)
(n-1,0) (n-2,1;
,n-l)(n-2,m
(0,n-2)
{0,1;(1,0 ).
,(n-2,0)
(0 ,2 )
(2,0)
(0,1)(1,0)
Figure 7:6.1 The plane P(n) as it relates to the plane P(n-l). 
(see Example 7:7.7 for some particular examples of these planes)
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The above figure is obtained by putting together all the diamonds 
and recursive relations proved in the earlier sections of the present 
chapter. One can prove each of the diamonds on P(n) using Corollary 7:2.8, 
Corollary 7:4.3 and Corollary 7:3.5 as we did in the proof of Theorem 7:5.10, 
where we proved the existence and the closure of each diamond on P(3), 
and then putting the diamonds together, superimposing those edges and 
vertices that coincide. At this stage, this lattice diagram describes merely 
the containment relationships between members of the partially ordered 
set P(n). However, we will show later that P(n) is closed under varietal 
joins and meets, and hence its lattice structure is precisely as shown on the 
above figure.
Any variety on P(n) which is a subvariety of either or
will be called a P(n)-join irreducible variety. If .q g P(n) and is not P(n)- 
join irreducible, then it can be expressed as a join of two other distinct 
varieties on P(n). This means that the varieties in the following list are 
not P(n)-join irreducible:
Case (I): SI = , where i+j+k = n, 1 < i < n-1 and 1 < j < n-1, then
V , for k = 2 ,3 ,4 ,... (by Theorem 7:3.3).
Case (II): If , where i+j+1 = n, 0 < i < n-1 and 1 < j < n-1, then
V (by Theorem 7:3.3)
Case (in): If = Zi/w), where i+j+1 = n, 1 < i < n-1 and 0 < j < n-1, then
=: V (by Theorem 7:3.3)
Case (IV): li  Si -  {(Zi v }<M), where i+j+k = n, 0 < i < n - 1  , 0 < j < n-1
and 1 < k < n -1 , then from Theorem 7:2.6 we have:
{ ( Z ^ v  % )k  }(W) =  { ( Z ; ,v  Z^)k-i V  |(Z ^  V  Z^)k+
If is, however, a subvariety of either or Zi("-^ '0), which are the only
cases omitted in the above list (I) - (IV), then it is P(n)-join irreducible. In
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fact, as can be observed from Figure 7:6.1, the P(n)-join irreducible varieties 
are precisely the following:
{0\L--n : 0  < i < n - 1  and 0  < j < n-1 }.
A P(n)-join irreducible variety cannot be expressed as a join of two other 
distinct varieties both of which are on P(n). To verify that the above set is 
precisely all of them, take any P(n)-join irreducible variety Q, on P(n), and 
suppose that Qis a subvariety of on p .  By working down the list of
possible candidates in the list (7:1.17) - (7:1.20), which form p ,  we can at 
once rule out the types and {(Zi v ZJ^jW). This is because the variety 
Zj(n i,o) does not contain any right zero band, but clearly, both Zr<M) and 
{(Z, V Zr)k}(M) do contain such bands.
Now, suppose that Q, is of the type Zj^ M). Then since i+j+1 = n, the
extra condition that j = 0  implies i = n-1 , and so Q= i
The other possibility is where Q= Again, in this case, since Q,is 
a subvariety of we must have j = 0. But since i+j+k = n, we must
have k = n-j and it follows therefore, that Q,= Thus, it follows that
the subvarieties of includes itself and the following varieties:
5 \£^.i(i.o) where i = 0 ,1 , 2 , . . , ,  n-1 ,
Dually, the P(n)-join irreducible subvarieties of includes itself
and the members of the following family:
where j = 0 ,1 , 2, . . . ,  n - 1  .
The subvarieties of Zi(" i'0) form the following sequence of containments 
(see Figure 7:6.1):
( ® )  %  Ç  fA^-id'O) Ç  Ç  Ç . . . .  Ç  c  Zi<n-1,0).
and
( © ' )  fAii Ç  e  Ç  G  Q  iAfi[(o.n-i) ç
Lemma 7:6.2 For every n >1 and any Si e P(n),
Si:=(Sir\ Z|("-i'0)) V (J^n 2 (^0'"-!)).
Proof. In the preceding discussion, we have determined all P(n)-join 
irreducible varieties, and have shown them to form the two chains (®) 
and (®'); and, we have also determined all the varieties which are not 
P(n)-join irreducible on P(n).
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Suppose Si e P(n) and that it is not P(n)-join irreducible. Then from 
the list above, there exist varieties A and A' on P(n) such that Si = A  v  A \  
If A and A' are subvarieties of either or in which case they
are P(n)-join irreducible, there is nothing further to prove. Suppose they 
are not. Then there exists varieties B, B' and C, C' on P(n) such that 
A = BvB', A' = C v C  and Si= B v B ' v C v C .
Repeating this process on B, B% C, and C', expressing each variety as 
a join of other subvarieties of P(n), wherever possible. At any stage if a 
subvariety of either or is obtained, then pu t it aside, and
continue the process on the remaining. After finitely many repetitions, 
the process terminates, and by then Si is expressed completely as a join of 
P(n)-join irreducible varieties on P(n).
In other words, there exist subvarieties Xi, X^, , . . . ,  of Zi(n-i'O)
and subvarieties %  of such that
Si = (ZiV X2V X3 V .. . V jv; ) V (%v %w. .. v%,)
=
(where X  = max(Xi, X2, X3 , . . . ,  JQ) and y  = max(9^, . . ,  %))
= (jin  V {siç\ □
Corollary 7:6.3 Every variety Si on the plane P(n) can be uniquely expressed 
as a join of P(n)-join irreducible varieties on P(n).
That is
S i =X v  where X  ç  and j / ç
In particular, we have
(ZiV Z ,y  = V
Proof. For any variety Si on P(n), in view of the proof of Lemma 7:6.2, it 
suffices to show that both Jif\  and Sif] belong to P(n). In fact,
in Lemma 7:6.4, we show that SiÇ] g P(n), and by duality, we also
have Sif] g P(n). □
It is tedious but necessary for us to verify each one of the equalities given 
in Lemma 7:6.4 below if we are to arrive at our desired conclusion in the 
above proof.
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Lemma 7:6.4 The following equalities hold on P(n) :
(a) For every variety Si on P(n) such that
Ç A c  {(Zi V Zr)‘ Wg haVC S in  Z[("-1'0) =
(b) For every variety Si on P(n) such that
Zi(n-i'O) Ç Ç (Zi V ZJ", we have that FLH Z  = Z^
Proof. First, we observe that every variety Si on P(n) occurs in one of the 
intervals given in (a) or (b). The statement (b) holds simply because 
2 {^n-i,o) cJL  To prove (a), we will first prove the following particular cases:
(@) {(Z;V Zt)' n  Zi<"-i'0) = , where i = 1 , 2 , . .  . ,  n.
Take any S in {(Ziv ZrY fl Zi(^-i'0), and any elements a = a%a2 . . . ai,
b = bib2 . . .  bn-i, and c = c%C2 .. .Cn-i of S.
Then
ah = (a^az. . .  a j (bib2 . . .  b^.J
= [(aia2 . . .  a j (c^ Cg.. .Cnj(aia2 . . .  a^ )] (bib2 . . .  b^.J 
(since S belongs to {(Zi v Zr)‘
= a (ciCg.. .Cn-i-i) (Cn-i) (ab)
— a (CiC2 . . *Cn-i-l) (Cn-i) — aC.
The second last equality holds since S belongs to Zi<"-i'°), and hence S 
belongs to
To prove the reverse containment of (@), take any semigroup S in
We will first show that S belongs to {(ZiV Z^Y Take any
elements a = a^a2 . . .  a^ , b = bib2 . . .  bn-i, and c = c^ Cg.. .Cn-i of S.
Then
ab = (a^a2 . . .  a j \b1h2 . . .  bn-i]
= (a%a2 . . .  a j [(bib2 . . .  bn-i) (ciCg.. .Cn-i) (b^bg. . .  bn-i)]
= abcb.
We have the second equality, since S belongs to Hence S belongs to
{(ZiV Zr)"}(°'"-'). To show that S belongs also to take any element
s = Si. . .  Sn-i, X and y. Now,
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S X  —  ( S i S g  .  .  .  S n - i ) x  —  ( S i S g  . .  . S j ) ( S i + i S i 4 . 2  .  .  .  S ^ - i X )
= (S1S2 . . .  Si)(Si+iSi+2 . . .  Sn.ixy) = sxy.
The third equality holds since S belongs to and hence the equality
@) holds. To prove the general case, we first observe that the following 
equality holds:
(%) n  z, (n-1,0) = i = 0 ,1 , . .  .,n-l
and (%) holds because %_i(''0) ç  Z, (n-i'O) (see the sequence (®)). This implies
that for any variety A  such that
Ç j l c  {(Z[ V 2jrY
we have
fA£_i(W = y^_.m n  2 ;^ (n-1,0)
Ç  MD Zi(n-l'O) Ç  {(ZiV ZrY n Zt(n-l'O) = .
We have the first equality from (%), the next two containments are due to 
the interval in which Si. is taken from, and the last equality is precisely (@). 
That completes the proof for (a). □
Theorem  7:6.5 The plane P(n) is closed under taking varietal joins.
Proof. Take any S i, & P(n). By Corollary 7:6.3, we may express these
varieties uniquely as a join of P(n)-join irreducible varieties as follows:
Si^Xw<y  and 0 =!Pv Q, .
Therefore,
Siw (%v 9 ) V  (fPvQ) = (%v T)  V  (yv  Cl).
Now, from the chain formations by P(n)-join irreducible varieties (can be 
seen on Figure 7:6.1), the following equalities hold:
%v g) = max 3^  and 9 ^v Q = max {jX Q} .
Hence, every varietal join on P(n) can be expressed as a join of some P(n)- 
join irreducible varieties. Thus, to prove the closure of P(n) under varietal 
joins, it suffices to show the closure of P(n) under the joins of P(n)-join 
irreducible varieties. Hence, every join on P(n) can be expressed as one of 
the following types of join: v îA^(O'j), v v Zi("-^ '°), or,
V Z,(n-i,o).
In fact, the following equalities hold:
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(^)
Z^ (n-i) , if i+j = n
, if i+ j >n
. ' if i+ i<n
(b') 5\t.i(M) V = {(21V Zt)' | M  for i = 0,1 , . . . ,  n-1
(c') 5\t.,(«j)v2,«>-w) = 1(21 V 21)1 }M) for i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  n-1
(d’) vZ^W) = (ZiVZ^)i .^
The way to prove each of these equalities (a') - (d') is to start with the right 
hand side of each, and by following the procedure set out in the proof of 
Lemma 7:6.4, express these varieties as joins of some P(n)-join irreducible 
varieties on P(n). Then one arrives, finally, at the expression on the left. 
This leads us to the conclusion that A v  P(n) for every A  and ® on P(n), 
and hence P(n) is closed under taking varietal joins. □
Next, we will show that P(n) is closed under varietal meets. To
achieve this, we will proceed in a way somewhat dual to the approach
taken in the proof of Theorem 7:6.5.
We will say a variety is P(n)-meet irreducible if it belongs to p  and 
exists in any one of the following two intervals:
£^ (n-l,0) Ç (f^VZ^)"
and
2;^ (0,n-l) g  Œ (Z iV  Zf)^.
In fact, as can be observed on Figure 7:6.1, the P(n)-meet irreducible 
varieties on P(n) form the following chains, respectively:
Z iW ) e  {(Z ,v c  {(Z,v z^)2 }(n-2/ ) ) g . . . Ç {(Z^v Z^ )"-i }(Wç(Zi ,v  Zv)^
and
2|^ (0,n-l) Ç  {(2|V  C {(ZiV Zj2}(0,n-2)g . . . ç  {(2, v  Z^ )"'! )(0'DC {Z^V Z,)^ .
Such varieties are those which cannot be expressed as a meet of two other 
distinct varieties on P(n).
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Theorem  7:6.6 The plane P(n) is also closed under taking varietal meets.
Proof. First we will verify that there are no other P(n)-meet irreducible 
varieties other than those forming the above two chains. Suppose that 
is P(n)-meet irreducible. Then, proceeding down through the list of all 
possible candidates given in (7:1.17) - (7:1.20), we can at once rule out the 
possibility of 'P being a variety of the type since any variety of this 
type can be expressed as a meet of two other varieties on P(n) as shown in 
Theorem 7:4.2 and Theorem 7:3.4, namely:
(^M) n  , k = l
n  , otherwise
We also see that cannot, for certain choices of k,i and j, be of the type
{{Z>i V Zr)k}(M) since by Theorem 7:2.7 we have:
((Z^v Z^ )k}(W) =  {(Z^v Z ^ )k u ;w  n  { ( 4 v  Z )^k+i}W-D 
where k > 1 , and k+i+j = n whenever i 96 0  or j 0  or both i ^  0  and j ^  0 .
This means, however, that 17 could be:
{(Zi V Z^ )k}(n-k,o) and {(Z^  v Z^ )k}(n-k,o) for k = 1,2, n.
Furtherm ore, the following are not P(n)-meet irreducible since by 
Theorem 7:2.7 we have:
Z^(M) = {(ZiV Z^ )}(i+i'j) n  {(Zi V Z^ )}(M+i) for i > 1  and j > 0 .
A variety of the type Zi^ W) can be P(n)~meet irreducible only when i = 0, and
in particular, But since j+0+1 = n, this means is the only meet
irreducible variety of this type (7:1.19). Dually, is the only P(n)-meet 
irreducible variety of the type Z,W) .
We will show that every variety A  on P(n) can be expressed as a 
meet of P(n)-meet irreducible varieties. In fact we have by Theorem 7:6.5 
that both A  and A  v lie on P(n), and are P(n)-meet irreducible
from Figure 7:6.1.
Now, we will prove that
A = ( A v  z;,(n-i,0)) n  (Ji VZ^ (0'"-1) )
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Suppose that A  is not P(n)-meet irreducible. Then from Figure 7:6.1, and 
the list of all varieties which are not P(n)-meet irreducible, there exist 
varieties A and A'  on P(n) such that A -  A C i A ' A i  both A and A' are P(n)- 
meet irreducible, then there is nothing further to prove. Suppose they are 
not. Then there exist, varieties B, B' and C, C' on P(n) such that A = B D B% 
A' = C n  C' and
A =  B f l B ' f l C n C .
Repeating this process on B, B', C, and C', expressing each variety as a meet 
of even other subvarieties of P(n), wherever possible. At any stage if a 
P(n)-meet irreducible variety is obtained, then put it aside, and continue 
the process on the remaining. After finitely many repetitions, this process 
terminates, and by then A  is expressed completely as a meet of some P(n)- 
meet irreducible varieties on P(n). In other words, there exist varieties 
Xi, X 2, %3 , . . . , in the interval ç  'P ç  (Zi v Z j^  and varieties
9 i, 9 2 / 9 3 / • • • / 9 w^ in the interval Z^ (0'"-i) ç  'P ç  (ZiV 
such that:
A = ( x , r \ x 2 n x 3 r { . . . r i x n r i ( % n % n % n . . .  n^w)
= X C i ! / ^  ( A v  Z,("-1'0)) n  ( A VZ (^0,n-l)
where
and
X =  mm(X^,  Z 2 , X 3  , . . . ,  a ;  ) =  A \ /  Z,(n-i,o) 
9"= min(9 ,^ 9 ^ 9 ^,. . . ,  9 ,^ ) =
We have thus proved that every variety on P(n) can be expressed uniquely
as a meet of some P(n)-meet irreducible varieties.
Finally, to prove the closure of P(n) under varietal meets, take any
varieties A , ^  e P(n). Then by what we have proved above, we may
express these varieties uniquely as meets of some P(n)-meet irreducible
varieties on P(n) as follows:
A^^XHCY and ^=CPf](l .
Therefore, Af] 0 = ixf] 9) n (iPftQ) = {xn T) n (rn  o.).
Now, since every meet on P(n) can be expressed as a meet of some P(n)- 
meet irreducible varieties, it suffices to show that P(n) is closed under 
taking meets of P(n)-meet irreducible varieties. In fact, every meet on P(n) 
reduces to a meet of the types given in Lemma 7:6.7. □
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Again, it will be tedious but necessary to prove the following set of 
equalities, since by proving them we will be completing the proof of 
Theorem 7:6.6.
Lemma 7:6.7 For each positive integer n>l, the follow ing equalities hold 
on P(n)
(a") {(Z iV  Z )^k}(0,n-k) f l  z,(n-i,0) ^  for k= 1, 2 , . . . . ,  n
(b") {(Z,v Z )^k}(n-k,0) n  2 (^0,n-i) ^  ^_j^(o,k) for k= 1, 2 ,. .. . ,  n
(c") n ZiW'O) = 9 ^
(d") For k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  nawd i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n.
( (  Z^ V  Z^)l+k-n}(n+AH)  ^ i f  i + k  >  U
' if i+k < n
Proof. The same proof given for (@) in the proof of Lemma 7:6.4 (a) works 
even for (a") above. And of course, (b") is just the dual of (a”) and so that 
too holds. We therefore need to prove only (c") and (d”).
(c") Now, to prove the equality f| z^ (n-i,o) -  take any semigroup
S in D We will show that S belongs to 9^. Take any elements
ai = aiaz. . .  an and b = bib2 . . .  bn.
T hen
a = (aia2 . . .  an-i) (an) = (a^a2 . . .  an-i) (a j  (bib2 . . .  b„) (since Sg Z,(«-1' 0))
= (a%a2 . . .  an) (bi) (b2 . . .  b„) = (b%) (bg. . .  bn) (since Sg )
= b;
and so S belongs to 9^. To prove the reverse containment, take any S G 
Then to show that S belongs to both and , take any elements
a = a%a2 . . .  an-i, x and y.
Now,
xa = X a^ag. . .  an-i = (yx)aja2 . . .  an-i = yxa
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and
ax = a^az. . .  an_i x = a%a2 . . .  a .^i (xy) = axy.
Hence, S belongs to (1 proving that (c") holds.
(d") Finally, to prove this result, we will consider each one of the three 
cases independently, namely: i+k = n, i+k > n and i+k < n.
Case i + k = n: We will show that as i and k run through the set
{1 ,2 , . . . ,  n), and provided that i+k = n, the equality below holds:
{(ZivZ^ )k}(n-k,0) n  {(ZiVZt)i}M = 2 (^i-l,k)
Take any semigroup S in {{ZiV 2 ;,.)k}(n-k,o) Q {(z^v and any elements
a = a%a2 . . .  a^, b = b%b2 . . .  b ,^ x and y.
Now, since i+k = n, we have k = n-i and i = n-k, and so
axb = (ax)b = (ax) [b (axy)b] = [(ax) (b) (ax)] (yb) = (ax) (yb) = axyb.
We have the second equality since S belongs to (Z% v Zr)k}(" k,o)^  and the 
fourth equality since S belongs to ((Z^v Hence S belongs to Z^o-^ 'k). To
prove the reverse containment, take any semigroup S in Z;(i-i'k). Then to 
show that S belongs to {(ZiV take any elements a = aia2 . . . a^,
b = bib2 . . .  bi and c = C1C2 . . .  Cn-i of S.
Now, again since k = n-i and i = n-k,
ac = (aiag. . .  a;) (C1C2 . •. Cn-i) = (aia2 . . .  a^) [(a;) (ba)] (ciCg. . .  Cn_i) = abac;
and so S belongs to {(Zi v To show that S belongs also to
{(Ziv Zr)k}(n-k,o)^  take any elements s = S1S2 . . .  Sn_k, t = t%t2 . . .  t ,^ u  = U1U2 . . .  u^ . 
Then
ts = (tit2 . . . tk-i) (tk) (Si . . . Sn_k) = (tit2 . . . tk-i) [(tk) (ut)j (Si . . . Sn-k) = tuts.
We have thus shown that S belongs to |(ZiV Zr)k}(n-k,o), Hence, the equality 
holds for the case k+i = n.
Case i + k < n; We will prove that as i and k run through the set 
{1 ,2 , . . . ,  n}, and provided that i + k < n, the following equality holds:
{(ZjV Zv)k}(n-k,0) n  {(Ziv Z^)l)M = C(iH-k)(''*') .
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To prove this, take any semigroup S e and any elements
a = aiaz . . . a .^k, b = biba . . . bk and c = C1C2 . . . Ck- We will show that S 
belongs to {(Zi v Zt)k}(«-k,o).
Then
ab = (a^ag. . .  a^J (bib2 . . .  b )^
= (aiaz. . .  ai) [(ai+iai+2 . . .  a^ -k)] (bib2 . . .  bk) (since i < n-k)
= (aia2 . . .  aJ [(ai+iai+2 . . .  a^ -k) (be) ] (bib2 . . .  bk)
= abcb.
We have the second last equality since S belongs in We have thus
shown that S also belongs to {(ZiV Z^ )k}(n-M). To show that S also belongs to
{(Zi V Zr)^}(°'"-'), take any elements a = aia 2 . . . ai, b = b jb 2 . . . bi and
C — C2C2 . . <Cn-i.
Now,
ac = (aja2 . . .  ai) (CjCz.. .c^ -i)
= (ai&2 • • • ai) (C1C2 .. .Cn-i-k) (Cn-i.k+iCn-i.k+2 • • .c^ -i) (sinco i+k < n)
(a%a2 . . . ai) [(ba) (c%C2 . ■ »Cn-i-k)] (^ n-l-k+lCn-i-k+2 • ♦ *^ n-i)
= abac;
and so S belongs also to {(ZiV Zr)f}(®'" ‘>. These containments together imply 
that S belongs to {(Ziv zi.)k}("-k,o) f| {(2 iv  Zt)»}(0'"-i).
To prove the reverse containm ent, take any sem igroup S in 
{(Zi V z^ )k}(n.k,o) fl {(2i V Z^ )f}(0'" f) and any elements a = a%a2 . . .  ai, b = bib2 . . .  bk, 
c = C1C2 . .. Cn-(i+k) and d = d^d2 . .. dn-(i+k). We will show that S belongs to the 
variety fA^ .(i+k)(^ ).
Now, since i+k < n,
acb = (ac) b = (ac) [b (ad)^+i b] = [a (cb (ad)k+i-i) a] (db) = adb.
We have the second equality since S belongs to {(Zi v zi.)k|(n-k,o)^  and the third 
equality since S belongs to {(Zi v Zr)f}(®'" ‘); and that completes the proof for 
the case i+k < n.
Case i + k > n: We will show that as i and k run through the set
{1 ,2 , .  . . ,  n} such that i + k > n, the following equality holds:
{(Ziv Zi.)k}(n-k,0) fl {(2i V Zi,)i}(W = {(Zi V Zi,)i+k-n}(n-kAi-i).
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Take any semigroup S in {(Ziv Zi.)k}(n-k,o) f| {(z,v and any elements
a = a%a2 . . .  &n-k/ ^ ~ ^ 1 ^ 2  • • » hn-i, c = C1C2 . . .  Ci+k-n and d = d%d2 . . .  di+k-n •
We will show that S belongs to {(ZiV Zr)^ +k-n|(n-k,n-i) since i+k > n, by 
assumption, we have that
acb = (aia2 . . .  a^ -k) (C1C2 . . .  q+ko) (bib2 . . .  b„.i)
= a(cb)
= a [(cb) (dacd)(cb)] (since S e {(Z,v Zr)k}(i‘-M))
= [(ac) (bd) (ac)] (dcd)
= (ac)(deb) (since S g {(Z^v ZJf}(w)
= acdcb;
and so S belongs to {(Zi v Zr)f+k-"}(n-k,n-i)^  Now, to prove the reverse 
containment, take any semigroup S in {(Ziv £;j.)i+k-nj(n-k,n-i) and any elements 
a = a%a2 . . .  an_k, b = bib2 . . .  bk and c = c%C2 . . .  Ck.
Now, since i + k > n, let p = bib2 . . .  bi+k_n, q = bi+k-n+ihi+k-n+2 • • • bk and b = pq. 
Then
ab = (aia2 . . .  a^k) (bibg. . .  bk) = a pq
= a [p (qc) p] q (since S g {(Zi v  Z,yi-k-nj(n-k,n-i)^
= a (pq) c (pq)
= abcb;
and so we have proved that S g {(Z^v Zr)k}(" k,o). Next, we will show that S 
belongs also to {(ZjV Take any elements s = SiSg. . .  s„.i, t = t%t2 . . .  tj
and r = r%r2 . . .  rj.
As before, since i+k > n, let w = (t%t2 . . .  t^ -k), v = (tn-k+itn-k+2 • • • ti ) and t = wv. 
Then
ts = (tit2 . . . ti ) (S1S2 . . . Sn-i)
~ (lll2 • • • in k) (in-k+lfn-k+2 • • • fi ) ( ^ 1 8 2  • • « S^ -i) — WVS
= w [ V (rw) v] s (since S G {(Ziv Zt)î+k-n}{n-k,n-i))
= (wv) r (wv) s = t r t s;
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and so S belongs to {(ZiV We have thus shown that S belongs to
{(Z[V Zr)k}("‘k,o) fj {(ZiV and that completes the proof. □
We have shown in this chapter that each P(i) forms a sublattice. Hence the 
skeleton Ls({ZiV Zr)") is a pairwise disjoint union of such sublattices. The 
next result is an isomorphic construction of these planes, in order to 
understand better their structure.
Theorem 7:6.8 For each positive integer n  > 1, let = {0,1,2,3, . . .n} and 
define a pair of binary operations 0  and ® on the Cartesian product
Xn X Xn = {(x,y) : x ,y  e  X^}
as follows:
(a,b) © (e,f) = (max{a,e), max{b,f})
and
(a,b) ® (e,f) = (min{a,e), min{b,f}).
Then the lattice (Xnx Xn; © ,0) is isomorphic to the plane P(n).
Proof. It is easy to verify that (Xn x Xn; ©,<8 )) forms a lattice, and that P(n) 
form a lattice is a consequence of Theorems 7:6.5 and Theorem 7:6.6. The 
following elements of Xn x Xn form a chain analogous to a chain formed by 
the P(n)-join irreducible varieties on P(n), namely:
{(i,0 ) : i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  n-1 },
where
(0 ,0 ) < (1 ,0 ) < (2 ,0 ) < . . . . <  (n-1 ,0 ) ^ (n,0 )
The identification (i,0) for i = 0,1,2. . . n-1, and (i,0) h-> Z{("-i'0) if i =
n, allows us to see that the above chain and the following chain of P(n)- 
meet irreducible varieties on P(n) are isomorphic:
Dually, the chain
(0 ,0 ) < (0 ,1 ) < (0 ,2 ) < . . . . <  (0 ,n-l) < (0 ,n), 
formed by members of the set {(0 ,j) : j = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , n-1 }, and the following 
chain of P(n)-meet irreducible varieties on P(n):
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are isomorphic under the identification: (0 ,j) i-> for j = 0 ,1 ,2 . . . n-1 ,
and (0 ,j) i-> Z[ if j = n.
We note also that every member of (X  ^x X ;^ © ,0) can be expressed 
uniquely as a ©-product of some members of these chains. In fact, for any 
take any (x,y) on Xn x Xn, we see that
(x,y) = (x,0 ) © (0 ,y).
The chains described above generate the entire lattice (Xn x Xn; ©,®), in the 
sense that every member of (Xn x Xn ; ©,®) can be expressed as a ©-product 
of these chains. Similarly, as we saw in Corollary 7:6.4, every variety on 
P(n) can be expressed uniquely as a join of some P(n)-join irreducible 
varieties. Hence, the above identification (isomorphism of chains) can be 
extended to an isomorphism between (Xn x Xn; ©,®) and P(n).
More formally, we define the isomorphism:
^ n : (XnXXn;©,®)  P(n),
by the rule that for each (x,y,n) in (Xn x Xn; ©,®)
(x,y)<Dn = (x,0)a>nv(0,y)0n,
where v denotes the varietal join on P(n),
(i/O)0 n =
and
(O,i)0n =
if i = n
if i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n - 1
Z(0,n-1) , if i = n
, if i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n-
□
Theorem  7:6.9 For every positive integer n, and any ordered pair (i,j) of 
non negative integers, the map 1—> q/m) preserves varietal joins and
meets on P(n).
Proof. We know from Theorem 2:2.6 that the map preserves all
varietal meets, and that it is one-to-one. Although we do not know
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whether or not it preserves varietal joins in general, we are able to say 
here that it does on P(n).
Recall that P(n) =  | 17g p  : 9^ œ 17q  ( Z i  v  Z J r^ } . The image of this interval 
under the map l7 1-> is
P(n)(i'j) = {17g p  : ç  i7œ {(Z  ^v  Z^ )ii|W)},
which lies on the plane P(n+i+j). We know that the map is one to one, 
that it maps P(n) onto P(n)(f )), and that it preserves that lattice structure of 
P(n) (since varietal meets are preserved). Since P(n)(W) forms a sublattice of 
the plane P(n+l+i+j) (from Figure 7:6.1), it forces the map to become a 
lattice isomorphism in view of Lemma 0:4.20. Hence, it preserves varietal 
joins and that completes the proof. □
An alternative proof would be to tediously check that for any two 
varieties A and B on P(n), the join of their images is equal to the image of 
their join. But that approach, though it works, would take a tremendous 
am ount of time and space. Moreover, it would be useful to find an 
alternative proof for Theorem 7:6.9 without making use of the recursive 
relations proved in this thesis, as it would mean that we could then use 
Theorem 7:6.9 to reduce some of the long proofs that were required for 
proving the recursive relations in Sections 7:2, 7:3 and 7:4.
Problem  7:6.10 Is it also true that the map preserves varietal
joins and meets of structurally trivial varieties in general? □
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7:7 SOME EXAMPLES OF PLANES AND THEIR USES
In this section we will pu t together the information we have gathered 
thus far about the planes, and learn what we can from the nice lattice 
structures they form. We saw in Section 7:6 that the skeleton v ZJ")
is a pairwise disjoint union of the planes P(l), P(2) . . . .  P(n), and each of 
these planes is closed under taking varietal joins and meets. Therefore, the 
skeleton L^{Z>i v ZJ") is a disjoint union of a family of sublattices of the 
lattice of all semigroup varieties.
Theorem  7:7.1 The skeleton of the lattice L({ZiV Zj") is a pairwise disjoint 
unions o f n planes, each of which forms a sublattice, and their union 
forms an inverted pyramid shown on Figure 7:7.3. □
It is not clear at this stage whether or not the entire collection ZX(Z| v ZJ") 
of varieties forms a sublattice, that is, we do not know whether or not that 
ZX(Zi V Zr)") is closed under taking varietal joins and varietal meets. The 
solutions to the following problem would help to answer this question.
Problem  7:7.2 Let i < n and j < n. Is the partially ordered set Z /fZ , v ZJ») 
closed under taking:
(a) joins of P(i)-join irreducible and P(j)-join irreducible varieties?
(b) meets of P(i)-meet irreducible and P(j)-meet irreducible varieties?
□
Problem  7:7.3 Is the plane P(n) convex, in the sense that it consists of all 
semigroup varieties in the interval ç  9^  ç  (ZiV z j "  ? Recall, that by 
definition P(n) consists only of the members of p  which are in the above 
interval. □
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Theorem  7:7.5 Let n > 1. The variety of all n-inflations of rectangular bands 
is as follows:
{Ziv n  V =!A6 iV (2 ,v  Z,) =
and the lattice intervals [%{ZiV Z^)] and 1 cire isomorphic.
Moreover, the variety of all n-inflations o f rectangular bands can be 
represented as an equational class in the following two different ways:
[(xiXg.. .Xn-i)aba = (xiXg.. a(xiXz.. .Xn.i) = aba (x^Xz.. .Xn-i)]
and
[a(xiX2 .. .x^z)b = a(xiX2 .. .Xn_2)b]
Proof. Since rectangular bands are regular, we have by Theorem 6:2.6 that 
the variety (ZiV  ( 1  {ZiV consists of all n-inflations of
semigroups in (2 !iV 2 )^. In fact, by that same result,
{Ziv n  (2 iv  2 ^)(W = il^v{Z iV Z ,).
The meet {Z^  v fl v sits on F(n) since it (the plane F(n)) is
closed under varietal meets (from Theorem 7:6.6). In fact, from Figure 7:6.1 
we have
(2 iiV 2 ^)W) n  (2  ^V .
It follows from these equalities that
îA^ .2 (U) = % v ( 2 ^v 2 )^.
The isomorphism of the lattice intervals [T ,(Z^v Z^)\ and ] is a
consequence of Theorem 6:3.2; the lattice interval [T, (2 iV Z,.)] is precisely 
the four element closed diamond F(l) (see Figure 7:5.9), and so ]
is also a closed diamond. The equality of the given equational classes 
follow from (7:1.10), (7:1.4) and Theorem 6:2.1, that is determined by
the identity
a(xi% 2 .. .x„.2)b = a(xiX2 .. .Xn_2)b 
while the variety (2i V (T (2iV 2^ )^ °'”’^  ^ is determined by the pair
(xiXz.. .Xn-i)aba = (x^Xg.. .Xn-i)a, a(xiXz.. .x .^i) = aba (x^Xz.. .Xn_i) □
Example 7:7.6 We demonstrate how nicely and compactly, the lattice 
diagram  of F(n) below contains inform ation about certain varietal 
relations on F(n), which otherwise, would be difficult to observe or prove.
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(•2ivZ>
r{n-1,0) ;(n-2,lj 2 (0,n-l)
>-1,0) ,n-l)
% (2,1),
(0,2) /(1,1),
(0 ,1](1,0),
The following information can be (ie<iuce(i easily from this lattice:
(A) Each variety on P(n) is determined by a single identity, but for those 
varieties which are not P(n)-meet irreducible, they can also be determined 
by at least one pair of identities. In fact, if a variety 1/  on P(n) can be 
expressed as a meet of two other varieties, say V. and then ^  is 
determined by the set of identities consisting of the one which determine 
U and the one which determines It is an exercise to determine all 
possible distinct pairs of identities which determines V, by determining all 
possible ways of expressing '^as the meet of two others.
(B) The lattice diagram of P(n) generalises all the recursive relations 
proved in some earlier sections of this chapter, involving meets and joins. 
The above diagrams beautifully describe all possible closed diamonds 
which can be formed on P(n). It is tedious, and not worth the effort and 
the space, to write all possible recursive relations, but there are some of 
which that can be compactly and nicely expressed:
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(Bl) If (i,j) and (r,s) are ordered pairs of non-negative integers, with k>0 
and m > 0  such that i+j+k = n = r+s+m, then
iA&W) n  ,
where p = min{i,r}, q = min {j,s} and w = n - (p+q).
We see that (Bl) is a generalisation of Theorem 7:3.4, while the following
is a generalisation of Theorem 7:2.6.
(B2) If (i,j) and (r,s) are ordered pairs of non-negative integers, with k>0 
and w>0 , such that i+j+k = n  = r+s+m, then
V  } #  V  1(2^ V  =  {(2^ V  } W ,
where p = min{i,r}, q = min {j,s} and w = n - (p+q).
Therefore, the set of varieties:
{(Z, V 2 )^k }(M) : k > 1, i > 0, j > 0, i+j+k = n} 
is closed under taking varietal joins, while the set
k > 1 , i > 0 , j > 0 , i+j+k = n} 
is closed under taking varietal meets. There are, of course many other 
relations on P(n), which have complicated description and are therefore 
left out, but two of which are expressed as Theorems 7:7.8 and 7:7.9 below. 
□
Example 7:7.7 For the author's own future benefit, and for some readers 
who might wish to see particular examples of these planes, we have 
written out completely, the lattice structure of the planes P(l), P(2 ), P(3), 
P(4) and P(5):
The plane P(l)
5
P(l) consists of all varieties of rectangular bands and is well known.
4
r
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The plane P(2)
This lattice interval was first determined by Melnik (1970) (Figures 0:4.15 
and 7:5.9) and later by Petrich (1974). Of course, in our lattice diagram of 
P(2) above, we have labelled the varieties differently, and have offered an 
alternative (singleton) set of identities for each variety on P(2).
The plane P(3)
(1.1)
For all P(k), for k>3, the lattice structures of P(k) have not appeared in the 
literature, at least from what the author has had access to.
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The plane P(4)
At this stage, the only known convex diamond on P(n) is the one formed 
by the varieties {%i/ }, in view of Theorem 7:7.5. By
this we mean that we do not know, if as pointed out in Problem 7:7.4, if 
there are other varieties of semigroups which occur between two members 
of P(n) but which do not sit on P(n). In the case of P(4), the diamond 
formed by {9^, is convex.
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The plane P(5)
(3,1]
Each one of these plane is closed under varietal joins and varietal meets, 
thus forming a sublattice of the lattice of all semigroup varieties. The 
identities determining each one of these varieties can be determined using 
the rules described in Section 7:1, namely from the list (7:1.2) - (7:1.14). □
The following result generalises Theorem 7:3.3, making use of the fact 
(proved in Section 7:6) that P(n) is closed under varietal joins, whose 
lattice structure is as shown on Figure 7:6.1. Proving these results 
otherwise, would involve a tremendous amount of time, effort and space.
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Theorem  7:7.8 Let (i,j) and (r,s) be ordered pairs of non-negative integers, 
with k>0 and t>0 such that i+j+k = n = r+s+t.
T hen
2 (^u-i,v) , i f  u+v = n
, i f  u + v > n  
'  V  U + V < n
where u = max{i,r} and v = max
Proof. We first observe from Figure 7:6.1 that the varieties g\&(W) and 
can be expressed as joins as follows:
fA&(W) = fJVk+j(i'0) V and v  .
Now,
V V g\&+i(o,i) ) V V
(by incorporating the above two equalities)
= (!A&+j0'O) V fA6+s(''») ) V (fA&+im V fA6+r(«'«))
(since varietal join is commutative and associative)
= V , where u = max {i,r} and v = max{j,s}
(by the chain formation of P(n)-join irreducible varieties)
The conclusion then follows easily from Equality (a') in the proof of
Theorem 7:6.5. □
Theorem  7:7.9 Let (i,j) and (r,s) be ordered pairs of non-negative integers, 
with k>0 and t>0 such that i+j+k -  n = r+s+t.
T h en
where u = max{i,r} and v = max {j,s}.
if u+v = n
{( Zj V 2  )n-(u+v)|(u,v)  ^ i f  u + v  <  n
/ if u+v > n
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Proof. First we observe from Figure 7:6.1 that the varieties {(Zjv and
{(Zi V can be expressed as meets as follows:
(%vZ )^k}(W) = {(2,v2^)k+j}(W n  {(Z^vZtMW
and
{(Z ^ vZ ^ M W  =  {(Z iiV Z ^ p sp o ) f i  { ( ^  V .
Now,
|(Z^ V Z )^k|(W) n  { (z ^ v  Z^)t}W
=  [ { ( z ^ v z ^ ) M |w  n  {(z^ V Z t)k + i}m ] n [ { ( z ^ v z ^ M w )  n  { ( z ^ v z ^ M M
(by incorporating the above two equalities)
=  [{(Z^ V Zt)M}(l0) n  {(z^ V Z )^t+«}(r,0) ] n  [{(ZivZ^)k+i}(Oj) f ]  {(Z^V Z^)«^')M  
(since varietal meet is commutative and associative)
= {(Zi V z^)n-u}(n,o) PI {(2^  V z;.)»-v}(o,v)]^ where u = max{i,r} and v = max {j,s}. 
(by the chain formation of P(n)-meet irreducible varieties)
The conclusions then follows from Lemma 7:6.7 (d"). □
The above result generalises Theorem 7:2.6.
Rem ark 7:7.10 The results proved so far in this thesis can be combined 
together to describe completely certain large sections (around the lower 
part) of the lattice of all semigroup varieties. But due to space and time 
limitations, we have had to stop here. The author feels strongly that the 
methods and results proved here could also be adapted easily to prove 
analogous results involving pseudovarieties and generalised varieties. 
Moreover, we also feel that these methods can be adapted to enrich the 
algebraic theories of: rings, near rings and semirings.
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